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EDITION

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, August

FORTY THIRD VKAH.
VOU CLAXIV. No. a.
--

OH

FOR SETTLING

101,
i

(Bf The Associated PreM.)
July 31.

BENNY LEONARD

board
2

WILL BEGIN
WORKDUTSTQDAY

nil
m ii i ti nl h (ha I (il
li fi f
the seniority of the new employes will date from the time,
they entered the service.
3 The men will accept the
recent wag-- reductions of the
railroad labor board ponding
a further lieartng on the mat- ter by the board.
4
Farming out of shop
work by the railroads will be
discontinued.
5 Discussion of the establishment of adjustment boards.
Regarding the matter of adjustment boards the official stated that
the unions desire a national board.
if tlttistltietit While: the railroad
executives seek either regional or
system boards.
Three points will be stressed by
the general chairmen tomorrow, it
was stated, as a basis for settlement, restoration of full seniority,
national boards nf adjustment and
elimination of "farming" out of
work.- They will oppose, it was
stated, curtailment of seniority,
agreement to accept in the future
decisions of the hoard and other
than national boards of adjustment.
It was- stated that the matter ot
accepting tho proposals of President Harding is entirely up to the
policy committee of the railroad
department of the American Federation of I.abor since this body was
the one which sanctioned the strike
of the shopmen. The policy committee is composed of ninety men,
thirty from each of three districts,
the dividing lines of which are tho
Mississippi river and the Mason
and Dixon line.
--

-

(fly The Ansorintrd Prpm.)

Michigan City. Ind., July 31.'
Benny Leonard did not work out
here this afternoon, lie was misy
locating his mother and sister
comfortablv in a cottage on the
Lake Michigan beach. He will begin his boxing workouts tomorrow
and will train at a club a short
distance from his cottage.
The champion"., ngnt eye boars
a nasty cut which whs received in
the Tendler bout. The injury is
healing rapidly but will be tender
next Saturday when he meets Ever
bout in the
Hammer in a

E

STAKES

n.

(Snwlol CorreMMinrlfiic
Carrizozo. N. M..

GIRL ATHLETES.
III

EIENTSJBROAD

Fort Miami Park, Toledo, Ohio,
July 31. Jessie Riggs won the
News-Be- e
stakes 2:10 pace, feature First
race of the grand circuit here this
afternoon.
Forced Into an extra heat, the
three eligibles, Henry Direct, Hal
Bee and Jessie Riggs, staged a
beautiful race. Hal Bee led to the
stretch, but broke badly, allowing
Jessie Riggs to pull away for a
victory.
King Watts won the 2:07 trot In
straight heats, beating the field of
eleven starters with ease.
General Byng won the 2:17 trot.
After the first event was completed a heavy shower delayed the
racing for an hour and caused postponement of the 2:04 pace until
two-leng- th

Reno, Nev., July 31. The Nevada State Journal announced today its sale to Governor Emmett D.
Boyle. The newspaper was purchased fifteen years ago by George
D. Kilbourn, who conducted it until two years ago when failing
transfer ot the
health
' propertyprompted
to his wife, who acts as
seller In the present deal. Governor
Boyle, who comes of a newspaper
family, is expected to devote his
personal time to the Journal when
his term as governor expires January 1, next.

WEATHER

I

--

I

!

FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., July 81. New
Mexico: Tuesday and Wednesday,
unsettled, possibly showers north
and west portions; slightly cooler
southeast portion.
, Arizona:
Tuesday and probably
Wednesday, local showers, somewhat warmer Wednesday.
'LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hourB ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
87
Highest temperature
85
Lowest
f
22
Range
Mean

.

.

7

.'

. . .
72
Humidity at 6 a. in
46
. Humidity at 6 p. An....
, M
Precipitation .
24
Wind velocity
Southwest
Direction of wltlil
Character of day . . .Partly cloudy
'

Contingent

to Repre-

sent the Nation on Foreign
Soil Will Sail on the
Liner Aquitania.

to Thy Joiirnnl.)
31. Coat- -

July

ney Berry, brother or Mrs. ueurso
his
Is
visiting
who
Rustin,
sister's family, was riding from
the ranch toward town recently,
when the horse reu ana nenyj
foot was caught in the stirrup and
he was dragged for the distance of
nn
200 vards before tne norse
lacerstopped. His back is bartiy
of
one
of
ated and the ligaments
his arms are badly torn, caused re-by
a kick from the horse. He is
ported to be resting easier today
and his physician Is of the opinion
that nothing serious will result.

I P,
BOILERS
Canton, 111., July 31 The
n
coal mines at
of two
Cuba, a few miles from here, were
blown up last night by unidenti(By The Auoclafed Press.)
New York, July 31 (by the As fied persons, it was reported here
Several other wagon mines
sociated Press.)
America will send today.
in the same district were cu?.u
on
forth
the steamship Aquitania when explosions
the
wrecked
the first contingent of girl track openings.
athletes who have ever gone to
represent the nation on foreign soil.
They will compete in the interna
S
tional track and field games in
Pershing stadium, Paris, AugUBt 20.
When international games were
suggested t0 compare the athletic
progress made by women of various
BUYING
nations, an Invitation was sent to
the United States.
Girls'
colleges and boarding
schools took up the challenge. The
field was narrowed to
and inter-clas- s
meets, then
sectional elimination con
tests, and finally two national meets
B Ths AsmwIii'" I rre.(
were held, one In the east, the other
July 31. Testifying
Chicago,
in the far west. From the winners
bullets for
of these thirteen girls were picked that he had purchased
Tim) Murphy, union
to go to Europe. The judges are Timothy (Big on
trial with Fred
positive that the thirteen are the labor leader
Mader, former president of the
best in the nation.
Much trouble was experienced in Chicago Building Trades council,
with
charged
stimulating sufficient public enthu- and three others
to murder. Harry
siasm to get the money to send the conspiracy was
called to the witteam abroad, with the result thai Paygman,
nearly all the girls are paying their ness stand today.
Paygman, who said he was forown expenses. One had to borrow
detective, testified
the funds with the promise of re- merly a railway
that he had conversed with Murpayment when Bhe leaves school.
Definite assignment of the girl phy on numerous occasions, and
athletes has not yet been made by had a confidential relationship
the
Dr. Harry Stewart, of New Haven. with the labor leaders, startled adcalmly
Conn., the coach, physician and In- court room when he
a
been
special
dividual who, more than any other, mitted that he had
is responsible for this long step In investigator working out of the ofFtlzmorris.
of
Police
Chief
of
fice
ferdnism. Assignments
will not
be made until near the close of
Paygman said he had been asIn
signed to shadow Murphy and to
Paris.
training
None of the ' athletes has passed cover the building trades council
the
age, though tho offices on May 1 after an outbreak
tresses of all haven't been shorn, of bombings and other acts of vioand the youngest, Nancy Vorhees, lence blamed by the police on
New York,, is only 15, but quite a union warfare against a wage mediation award. For ten days, he
high jumper.
said, up until the time of the arrests after the slaying of two poBOOKS RECEIVED.
Santa Fe, July 31. Registration licemen by a party of bombers he
and poll books have been received saw Murphy, Mader and the others
from the printers by the secretary every day.
of state, and are now being sorted
The state announced that It
for, distribution to the many pre hoped by Faygman's testimony to
cincts. There are 2,850 registra- prove that the man who drove the
tion books and 1,800 poll books. automobile from which' the shots
These are tha books that will bi were fired which killed the policeused in the general election In No man was operating under the direction of tho other defendants.
vein her.
non-unio-

WITNESS ADMIT

BULLETS

NEVADA JOURNAL SOLD
: TO GOV. EMMETT BOYLE

1

telegraphic instructions
treat the members of the steam

"Lewis
to

'

JESSIE RIGGS WINNER
NEWS-BE-

The
National Coal association in a statement issued here tonight announcing completion of "a sweeping, Im
partial investigation of the Herrin
massacre, declared that the leaders
ot the mob were known and that
at least 500 members of the mob
can be arrested anytime thnt Attorney General Brundage of Illinois,
gives the word.
The association "is laying its evi
dence and findings before the govthe statement
ernor of Illinois,"
said.
'Particular emphasis should bo
laid on the point that survivors of
the massacre are able to point out
tho official of the United Mine
Workers of America who gave the
word to take the unarmed prisoners
off the road into the woods and
shoot them down In the manner of
on army squad executing spies or
traitors," nays the announcement.
The statement adds:
"The National Coal association
report supports the contention of
the Illinois attorney general inai
the massacre was the result of a
well laid conspiracy and that the
The re
riot was not spontaneous.
port deals comprehensively wltn
such matters bs the telegram sent
to Herrin by John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers;
failure of the sheriff to do his
dutv; organization of the mob as a
military machine and the unkept
truce pledges assumed jointly by
tho nhprlff and the ranking local
officials ot the United Mine

shovel men's union as "an outlaw
strike
organization and common
breakers, was followed on successive days by a mass meeting, the attack on the mine and the massacre.
Lewis and State Senator Sneed,
" '
'Mart
Ji'tuwlmmoxf
president of the V4uuson county
Michin
will
The champion
stay
of the United Mine
resiswith
his
mother
and
igan City
Workers, must assume direct
ter until after Labor day, when sponsibility for throw'ng a match
Jack Dempsey boxes Bill Bren-na- into the powder box."
The statement announced that Its
"I am not holding Hammer investigations corroborated stories
of
treatment
cheaply," Leonard said. "Anyone of
"barbarous
who can beat Dave Shade, Richie wounded" (is reported by press asdeMitchell and Charley Whit must sociations and newspapers and
have something.
clared that some bodies were found
"When I boxed him in 1916 he to have been branded.
hit the hardest lick I ever received
in the boxing ring. I feel none the
worse for the busy campaign I've HORSE DRAGS BOY BY
I
to enter th
had
expect
INJURY
ring against Hammer In as good FOOT, CAUSING
condition as I was when I whipped
SERIOUS
THAT
MAYJ3E
Rocky Kansas."

TO COMPETE

inter-Scho-

bob-ha-

ir

OBENCHAIN JURY

FBRTI MMURPHY

ILL

ACCEPT HARDING
PEACE OFFER, IS

Court Agrees to Keep the
GENERAL BELIEF
Men and Women Out Another Night in Case of
Several Railroad Executives,
Accused Murderer.
However, Are Said to
(By Th Anmieliitfri Tress.)
Hold
Los Angeles, July 31. PreparaStrong Objections to

tions to keep tho jury out another
nltfht in the case of Mrs. Mada-- i
lynne Obenchntn. on trinl for the
murder of J. Helton Kennedy were
ordered late today when a major-- ;
ity of the twelve stated there was
a. possibility
of a verdict being

BEFORE SMALL

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

0!

UNIONISTS

-

CLAIM OF

Survivors of Massacre Can
Point the Union Official
Who Ordered the Strike
Breakers Shot.

Cincinnati, July 31. (by the Associated Press) Five
specific proposals for the settlement of the railroad
strike are contained in President Harding's plan which
will be submitted to railroad executives in New York
and rail union heads in Chicago tomorrow, it was asserted tonight by an official of the railroad shop crafts
union. The official who refused to permit use of his
name stated he had secured the information from rail
union officials in Washington Saturday.

In the future.
In the matter of seniority the employes who remained on the job during the strike
will receive preferential treatment. Men who have been on
sti'.ke will return with their
seniority rights subject to
those rights acquired during
the strike by men who , re- -

AGREED UPON

Can Be Arrested Any Time
That the Attorney General
of Illinois Gives the Word,
They State,
'
EVIDENCE
BE
LAID

ReEmployes Who Remained on the Job to
Acceive Preferential Treatment; Men Will
cept Wage Reductions Pending Further
Hearing; Employes Will Abide By Decisions
of Board in the Future.

The five specific proposals, ac-- $
cording to the official, Include:
1
That the employes will
abide by the decisions of the.
United States railway labor

VERDICT MAY BE

lsT0

WILL BE SUBMITTED TO RAIL
CHIEFS AND UNIONISTS TODAY

EDITION
3c a Month
(Slnclc Oiplin 5o

COIL OPERATORS

PROGRAM

HARDING'S

CITY

Oally by Carrier or Slull.

1922.

V

STRIKE ARE CONTAINED
IN

1,

IMBEDS OF Lawyers Meet in San Francisco
A ug. 9; 1 b Plan Legal Reforms
HERRIN MOB ARE

PROPOSALS

5 SPECIFIC

OF

JOUR MAIL.

ALBUQUERQUE

CITY

readied.

His

Proposals,
"SENIORirTmGHTS"
IS

STICKING

POINT

Strike Will Be a Matter of

The Jury, which had been dl-- ;
vided six to six during most of its
History Within 24 Hours
deliberations since lust Friday aftChiefs
Carriers'
After
ernoon, had switched to seven to
five when Judge Shetik culled it
Yield, Is Claim.
Jin to report
shortly before 5
o'clock. The foreman stated the
(By The AniMiclaterl ProM.)
g
numerical alignment without
July 31 (by the AsWashington,
whether the majority was
that
sociated Press.) Convinced
for conviction or acquittal.
Tho Judge asked each member the railroad strike would be a
for an opinion as to whether there matter of history within 24 hours
was a chance for a verdict. A maafter acceptance by railway shopjority replied in the affirmative.
men and transportation chiefs of
women
seven
After
mranl&iiitiiirinniWMMwtJv
the
sending
MnwtfflL Jmmk
! Biffin tmt!
and five men jurors to the Jury President Harding's compromise
i
ini
room, the. Judge directed that if plan, all of tho government's
they failed to roach a verdict dur fluence was mustered tonight beto
Left to right: Cordenio A. Severance, president of the American Bar association; William Howard Taft, chief ing the evening they be takennave
hind tho effort to obtain adoption
a hotel for the night. They
justice cf the supreme court; Elihu Root, former secretary of state.
In two by the employers meeting In New
the
last
three
nights
passed
The legal talent of the nation It is expected that planB will be Howard Taft, chief justice of the small itioms In the county hall of York and that of the employes in
will assemble in San Francisco discussed for speeding up justice U. 8. supreme court, and Elihu Justice, where accommodations are Chicago tomorrow.
August 9 for the annual meeting and obtaining uniformity of the Root, former secretary1 of state, meager.
Chairman Hooper of the labor
William will be among the speakers.
state laws.
of the American Bar association. various
The jury at this time had broken board, after a conference with
all records for deliberation in a President Harding today, left for
criminal case in I.os Angeles coun Chicago to be on hand when the
ty. according to court officials.
meeting is called of tho general
Mrs. Ohenchaln, pale and with policy committee of tho striking
APPROVAL GIVEN
drawn features, listened Intently as shopcraft unions. Secretary Hoov
the jurors reported there was a er left tonight to attend tne JNew
possibility of reaching a verdict. York meeting of tho executives.
Later, she said:
There was little doubt in adminL
CHICAGO
"If the taxpayers can stand this istration circles concerning acmonkey business, I certainly c;:n ceptance by the union leaders ot
for a little while longer. I am sorry the proposed compromise settlethe jurors are subjected to the con- ment. Several railroad executives,
of jail life even slightly."
iY
S fines
IN
known to hold strong
The jury retired for the night at however, are
Explosion, Accompanied By
objection because of their belief
7:30 o'clock.
Its members an- that
it would entail abandonment
a Column of Flame, Comes
nounced they would take advantage of
loyal workmen who have stuck
of
to
devote
the
court's
permission
Siik Clause Is Then Taken
Without
and All Efforts Apparently Fail the evening to dinner and recupera thrbugh the strike, as well as new
who Ignored strong induceto Avert a Walkout When tion, and resume their deliberations men
Up and Leaders Hope
Spreads Desolation.
ment not to accept employment
tomorrow morning.
early
during the emergency.
Men Are Asked to Accept
That Amendments May Chicago, July 31. More than a
Optimistic Forecast.
hundred persons were injured and
a Wage Reduction.
S. P. WON'T DISPLACE
Be Disposed of Today.
Optimistic forecast of action to
an entire neighborhood terrorized
expected from the New York
MEN NOW IN SERVICE be
today by the explosion of more ft
meeting was based to more than a
$ j $ $
Hy The amnrlatrd frois.)
or
than
and
the
4,00ft,noo
gas
extent. It was indicated, on
f('et
little
Washington, July 31. Considerof tho contnincr. The loss
(By Th AMorintrri Trem.)
tho belief thnt T. De Witt Cuyler.
Chicago, July 31. A com- ation of the wool schedule, which collapse
31.
San
was estimated at $50,000.
Francisco, Calif., July
p
or the street car
chairman of the executives' assopleto
Tho Southern Pacific company ciation, and Vice President Atter-btuhas furnished the one big fight in
The terrific blast, accompanied
and elevated traffic Ik'Bhii to
H.
J.
its
manager,
through
the administration tariff bill, was by a towering column of flame,
general
before
of the Pennsylvania, repremake itself felt shortly
Dyer, announced today it will not sentatives of an influential group
midnight tcmiglit, after the
completed today by the senate aft came without warning and spread
accept any plan to end the present in the management side of the rail
er the approval without change of desolation and fear through a dis- 3 surface linos employes nt a
shopmen's strike that calls for the controversy, would vote for actrict covoiing about six blocks and 3 iiuiM mcef.ng Imd voted for a
imports proposed by tho finance peopled
displacing of men now in tho serv- ceptance.
labore. m.
4
at
by
foreign
effective
walkout
mostly
'
ice by strikers. The company said
cummi'.tve majority ort blankets, rs-.
At the same time, the stleklmr
tomorrow mid elevated road
It will not
any man who point In the whole
A group of boys playing basewearing apparel and floor cover
men had Joined tlieni lu ix
attempt to necommitted acts of violence or at
ings. The silk schedule then was ball in a vacant lot more than 100
gotiate a settlement, tho "seniorrunaway strike, anticipating 9 tempted to interfere with
taken up and leaders were hopeful yards from tho gas plant had their
employes.
continued to
a formal strike order by 21
ity rights,''
amendments to eyebrows burned off and their hair ? hours.
that committee
protrude In every conversation and
this could bo disposed of
on
and
suffered
burns
their
singed
pttMie statement of tho leaders
S
4 4
faces. The millions of feet of gas,
$
Q 4
concerned, with ns much awkAfter the silk schedule will come ignited from some
E
L
as ever, even considering
wardness
mysterious
those dealing with paper and books cause, which
(Hj The Annotated Trent.)
the president's suggestions for its
engineers have been
and sundries,
including threads unable to explain, lifted the top
n
31.
Facing
Chicago, July
compromise.
and laces', the free lists and the ad off the
On the union side. It was held
huge circular tank.
complete tie up of street car and
ministration provision vvith the
After
was
the
which
L
explosion,
by such spokesmen for the organielevated traffic by Wednesday
flexible tariff plan proposed by heard for
flames
to
shot
miles,
as were still watching the
sations
up
President Harding. When the sen- - a great height and as
widespread
preparations
they subsid- night,
progress of events that no settleite winds up work on these It must ed the
subwere
under
way
by
tonight
153 feet high and 190
ment would he made by the orgo back over the entire bill para- feet in tank,
buckled In and urban railways, motor bus comganizations unless it took care of
BY
graph by paragraph, for action on collapsed,diameter,
to
owners
a
mass
and
automobile
of
all
their men.
glowing, panies
individual amendments.
Advisers to the president had It
meet a strike scheduled to begin
There still was divided opinion twisted Iron.
4
on
a.
m.
that
tomorrow
surface
the executives of the larger
at
on
vote
final
today as to when a
lines and probably Wednesday on
systems who have publicly stated
the measure could be had, but re
for
a
Negotiations
Separate
elevated roads.
their positive refusal to take hack
publican leaders were unanimous i
All efforts
of business men,
the strikers on a seniority basis
in declaring that the senate would
Wage Settlement in Four were
chiefs
car
line
leaders
and
union
in advanco of tomor
of
pass the bill. Taking cognizance
Bituminous
Fields Are row's willing,
tonight apparently had failed to
a report published in Washington
meeting, to say to associates,
avert a walk out,
by
that while they thought the policy
that the senate would abandon the
Thought Likely.
IN the demand ot theprecipitated
surface lines
wrong, they could not persist In re
measure, Senator Lodge, of Massarea
men
that
wage
their
accept
fusing to accept a plan devised v
chusetts, the majority leader, made
(By The Ajoclrt:?d I'a
duction of approximately 17 per
this statement:
of the Unite.!
government
Washington, July 31 (by tho As- the
cent.
Bill Will Re Passed.
sociated Press.) With the federal States.
"This bill Is going to be passed
Compromise Offer
Compromise
RACE
Suggestion.
control machine
i' fll.l m fm emorgency coal
nnnm.mniua
not officially
by the senate and that at the first
Though
mad
to take a ')Uot,fd by Fuel Distributor Spencer
expressing willingness
the
opportunity. We are going towestick
public,
president's
under
compromise
the
.tif.
way.
t
Anally
,..,.!,
ww
possibility
fmf
can
to it and pass it as soon as
as
It applies to the origsuggestion
negotiations for a separate wage inal
get a vote. Reports that it might Have Announced in Several rejected by the surface lines fol- !tna'
between
the miners' all seniority issue, would nlncn
lowing an order reducing fares settlement
be laid aside or allowed to fai are
who did not
shop
some
operators In Penn strike firstemployes
eight to seven cents with union andOhio, Illinois
absolutely without foundation. The
on the seniority
Congressional
Districts, from
and Indiana
list,
three tickets fur "0 cents. The sylvania,
bill will be passed and put on the
Also for Nearly Every present wage is at the rate of bituminous fields might be institu- would give all returnlne striker
statute books as soon as possible."
places just behind these, and
80 cents an hour. A sympathetic ted this week, was strongly indiWrhile the split in the republican
would give all the efficient rr.en
State Office.
strike by tho elevated employes cated in Washington tonight.
ranks was noticeable, there was
hired by the roads since the striltn
the
various
of
Representatives
of
refusal
of
arose
the
because
sizeable
one
today
controversy
only
such positions on the lists as their
St. Louis, Mo.. Julv 31 fbv the the companies to extend the pres- government departments and proover wool duties, some republicans
of actual service had
un length
Associated Press.) For the first ent monthly wage contract for a ducing operators
and most of the democrats voting time
In the history
of Missouri year. With both surface and ele- der the administration's distribution earned.
against the duties on clothing. Sen-in womoji candidates
The
set
to
work on the initial
president's ornnosals rrnra
for congress vated employes out, the strike plan
ator Smoot. republican, Utah,
have a chance next Tuesday to would affect approximately
0
problems facing operation of the said to be lenirthv hut tho r,,w
charge of the schedule, said, nnu show
reas
of
such
controversial matter deait
highly
scheme,
their
In
men.
organization
a
political strength
Senator Walsh of Massachusetts,
In general,
To pieet the threatened tie up, gional committees in the producing with seniority.
election, and the effect la
tho
conducting the fight for the minor- primary awaited
men
would go back to work, ao- by politicians as automobile owners were prepar- fields and formation of coal pools.
ity, agreed, that only novelties eagerly
reThe
the
of
some
the
ceptlng
railroad labor bonrd'a
personnel of
ing some 250,000 automobiles towere imported; that the American weii as the women.
is to be an- award, with an opportunity for a
one office for which the night and many expressed tho gional committees
ready-mad- e
clothing Industry could Only will
tomorrow.
nounced
nominate
automotive
the
candi
their
that
conviction
oeiore
the board, tha
parlies
compete with the world.
To Hold Meeting Monday.
railroads agreeing to dron
nil nut- Senator Smoot told the senate dates next Tuesday, Is not being power of the city alone Vould
side contracting of shop work as
the duties would affect largely nought by a woman, that of United be able to take care of the sit- a In Cleveland, it was understood
Monto
is
held
next
be
meeting
those Americans who sought to States senator, for which eleven uation. Many of tho street car
ir.icncaiiy ail of them have aldemocrats, six repub- employes who own automobiles day looking to the settlement of ready done and agree, in addi"ape the English dude" by wearins men three
tho
in
strike
to set up boards of
to
Ohio,
one
were
socialist
tion,
one
them
licans,
Pennsylvania,
and
operate
He
preparing
only clothes made In London.
ment to consider grievances. adjustas "jitney busses" wearing their Illinois and Indiana.
are in tho field.
said also there were Americans
Kver
since
some
the
strike began,
Women candidates have an- uniforms to obtain public symwho desired to "ape the Prince of
and attract patronage. It operators have expressed willing- PLANS ARE
Wales, wearing
baggy trousers nounced themselves in several con- pathy was
ANNOUNCED
ness
to
unwith John 1
also
tho
that
state.
of
negotiate
the
districts
predicted
gressional
when he. wears them.
FOR ERECTING A HUGE
McCiinilH-- r Opens Debate.
Nearly every state office for which ions would put big trucks on the Lewis, president of tho United Mine
on the silk candidates are to be nominated next streets to carry passengers. To Workers and the scale committees
Opening debate
PRESBYTERIAN TEMPLE
schedule Senator McCumber said Tuesday, has at least one woman handle tho situation successfully, of the union.
The controlling majority In most
the automobile fleets, probably
that since the government had lost aspirant.
Democrats will bo called upon to the largest ever culled upon in operators' associations has been un
(By The Arlnled Preni.)
yearly
$300,000,000 in revenue
such an emergency, would have willing, however, to concede the
uashineton. Julv 31 (bv the Asthrough the operation of the pro decide if the Influence of former
to
more
demands
for
handle
a
sociated
vnion's
than 3.000,000
hibltion amendment, added funds President Wilson and his pet Issue,
PresR.)pians 'for tn
had to be obtained from some the league of nations, are still ef- passengers daily. Besides tho pas- wage scale, made up by a joint erection in Washington of a great
source and that there was no bet- fective, or if the opposition to this senger carrying automobiles and action of the employers and em Presbyterian temple, or, as an alter source In his Judgment than international problem Is favored trucks, suburban railway officials ployes in the four states named. ternative, a large Presbyterian
making extensive prepara- and have also been unwilling to building to house an auditorium
luxuries, such as silk. He ex- by a majority of the state's demo- were
greatly incrense their concede the wage scale of 1920 and offices tor other religious uses,
plained, however, that the duties crats. At least tills has been made tions totaxicab
were with Its 17.50 daily wage base for have been announced by the Prestrains:
contention
of
35
companies
main
the
by
per
question
proposed, ranging from
preparing to put out some 7,200 common labor underground.
bytery of Washington city.
cent, to 60 per cent ad valorem, Senator James A. Reed and
cabs
and industrial firms were
The vision of a great Presbywere for protection of the domessoaring prices of coal, due to
I,ong, third assistant secreadIS
vans
and
trucks
preparing moving
said to have made the terian cathedral was first conshortage,
tic Industry as well as fpr revenue. tary of state during the Wilson
In the principal democratic argu. ministration, the two principal dem- to handle their employes.
ceived
scale
by the pue John M. Harlan.
nigner wage
acceptable at
Hotel Reservations
least while the market lasts.
ment against the silk duties. Sena- ocratic candidates. The third dem- Justice of the United States supreme
Meanwhile down town hotels
Ohio coal operators' associations court, and it was said to have been
tor Sheppard, of Texas, showed the
cnnHIHntp. Tt.
Young, of
enormous growth of the American St. Joseph, has not Injected this Is- - reported a record breaking mlm-sii- o are said to have been made
the disappointment of his life that
of
ber
believed
due
Mr.
reservations,
While
nucleus
1914.
since
about which Mr. Lewis was he was unable to bring his ideal to
silk industry
Into his camnalcn.
declaring
it now to be the largest In the Reed has been urging the demo to the strike threats. In one case forming an Interstate group with fruition.
world with a prodnction valued at orats of the state to turn their at a large company reserved an en- whom he would shortly attempt to
Justice Italian's plan, however,
on one of the eltv's
has been preserved by his friend
$185,000,000 In 1919. Against this tention to "living Issues" and dis- tire floor
negotiate a wage scale.
to
hotels
care
take
ot
a
largest
Its
as
and pastor, the Rev. Wallace
"A Rump Affnlr."
production, he said, were imports card the league of nations
D. D., former moderator of
It was declared today in Inthat year of only $33,000,000, about "dead Issue," Mr. Long has hased employes.
formed circles that a representation the Presbyterian general assembly
half of which was imported in Dona his campaign principally upon the
of operators from the three states and pastor emeritus of the historic
and not Intended for domestic con- issues favored by the Wilson adminREQUISITION IS MADE
'
istration.
The democratic race is
other than Ohio In the conference New York Avenue Presbyterian
sumption.
FOR
conHANSON'S
a
RETURN
as
as
more
be
could
looked
'If anything
upon by politicians
proposed would be so small as to church. This church- located on a.
he
democrats"
between
"Wilson
test
than
this
leave It "a rump affair.
expansion,"
tounding
part of a triangular block In the
continued, "It would be the audac represented by Mr. Long, and the (Special Corrcspnnnenee to The Joornnl.l
There were Indications tonight heart of the city which has been
canSanta Fe, July 31. Governor M. that the Cleveland meeting misht proposed as a site for the edifice,
ity ,of the proposal In the pending "Reed democrats," led by the
C. Meehem has made requisition have In It some
tariff bill to enlarge the tariff didate himself.
operators from was the place of worship of several
upon the governor of Texas for the northern West Virginia, as well as presidents and other high governduties on silk Imports In the face
extradition of O. E. Hanson, who is the four states mentioned.
VISIBLE SUPPLY OF CRAIX.
of the record under existing rates."
This ment officials.
New York. July 31. The visible now reported to be In custody In territory has never been included
As furthered by a committee of
Disputing that silk was a luxury,
silk
shows
Lubbock.
Hanson Is charged with In tha wage contracts of the cen- Washington pastors, the plans inthe Texas senator declared that
supply of American grain
or part silk articles were of such the following changes: Wheat. In- "prison breach, by use of a deadly tral competitive field in past year clude a buiidlnR to be erected at a
deweapon."
It Is alleged that he but there has been some demand cost approximateing $10,000,000 t
widespread use among the Ameri- creased, 4.198,000 bushels; corn, decan people that to a material and creased S, 910,000 bushels; oats,
escaped front . the counlv lull at for Its inclusion since the coal pro- be contributed bv members of tha
be
increased 2,178,000 bushels: rye,
Clovis, where he was confined tin duced there figures largely In the Presbyterian church (north) from
extent they might
growing
classed as comforts and In some creased 342,000' bushels
that part of the country, as a gift tu
barley ner a commitment charging him markets to which the
t.
decreased
bushels.
08,000
the capital city.
necessities.
with. uttering a worthless check.
instances,
product goes.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
PLAY PRODUCERS
CANDIDATES-TCHOOSE THOMAS
O
AS STAGE CZAR

ROAD ASKS

SUPREME COURT

HOW- - MANY RATS
DO YOU FEED?

BE SELEGTED

Tito 7

III

FOR REHEARING

OKLAHDMATODAY

Company Wants to Reopen
the Controversy Regarding Divorcing Itself From
the Central Pacific.

Candidacy of Walton,
bor,
for the Democratic Nomination for Governor Draws Attention.
Farmer-La-

(Bj The Amoolatfd rresi.)
31.
The
Washington,
July
Southern Pacifio company filed today In the supreme court an appliof the famous
cation for
Southern Pacific case in which the
court recently handed down an
opinion directing the company to
divorce itself of ownership and control of the Central Pacifio railroad.
The company, In its petition,
grouped the grounds advanced for
the rehearing under five heads and
among other things urged an application of the Sherman act "in
the light of the rule of reason,"
Insisting that under the laws of
California there was authority for
the lease made by the Central Pacific, in 1SS6. which. If valid, con- Augustus Thomas.
eTltuted the Southern Pacifio proFollowing the lead of baseball
prietore of the Central Pacifio for
ninety-ninand movie magnates, the Producing
years.
The petition asserted that It wa3 Managers' association ' j chosen
not the Intention of the Sherman Augustus Thomas, playwright,
to
act to "subvert titles vested before be tne supreme ruier oi trie Amerin
and
that
its passage,"
congress
ican stage productions. His duties
considering the refunding of the end powers are similar to those of
Central Pacifio debt always looked
'for a guaranty of its payment by Judge Landis in baseball - and Will
Hays lnthjnovieB....the Southern Pacific."
No Action V'ntil October,
No action will be taken upon the
petition until the court meets for payment of the 'government debt
within ten years.
its next term in October.
The court, it asserted "treats the
The petition further stated that
the Sherman law "should not be question of the legality of the ac
interpreted as requiring the disin- quisition of tho stock as determa
case, thus overlookini'
tegration of railroad lines which in tive of the
the fifty years of their history havo mat it was the Intention of con
had a community of operation gress to authorize the commission
through a single manaRcment of to deal with the matter under cir
unbroken continuity." All consoli- cumstances which would confirm
dations, leases and conveyances of the Southern Pacific In its position
California companies holding fed- as lessee, then the ownership of the
not present a
eral franchises to construct and stocK would
the
under
operate railways were made upon pracaical question
the
Sherman
in
law until the lease exthe basis which prevailed
Pacifio
the
Central
leases,
petition pired."
The company asked an opporasserted, "and have stood unchallenged from earliest times," It was tunity for counsel to present an
argument on that part of the petiStated,
The federal refunding commit- tion relating to the apportionment
tee 'was clearly clothed with au- or use o certain properties conthority," the petition continued, "toa stituted or acquired during the unified control of the two systems,"
make a settlement calling for
guaranty by the Southern Pacific contending that the propositions
as
on
Its
lessee,
upon which they may be thought
position
predicated
Inasmuch as such a settlement was to rest wero never presented by any
in line with what had always been pleading, never mentioned In the
regarded in congress as practically taking of evidence, at no time
and are not to be
argued
Indispensable to refunding."
"The opinion of the court," the supported hy any rule heretofore
petition said, "fails to do Justice to announced or applied," by the suthe moral or legal aspects of our preme court.
case under the settlement, in that
it leaves out of consideration gov
jOAX isms nr.FrsrT.
ernmental action from jsso in-to
New York, July 31, Bankers
1898 indispensable, to a sound
confer- here today wero notified hy the
terpretation of the powers commisthat all
government
Argentine
red upon the (refunding)
sion and the settlement made by it." bids for a s:00,000,000 loan have
The opinion also "ignores the lease been refused. No bids were made
ns the predicate upon which tho for the entire amount offered,
Kiiaranty was requested and given,"
bankers explaining that
the petition asserted, claiming that American
the amount was too high to be
it "assumes that the commission
floated In tho New York market at
did not request but merely unre- the
present time.
sistingly accepted the guaranty."
Further Criticism.
CIVIL WAR, VET DIES.
The decision of the court is further criticised in the petition on Washington, July 31. Bricadier
ttround "it Ignores the fact that General Oliver Lyman Spaulding,
without the guaranty the govern- former assistant secretary of the
ment could not have obtained pay- treasury and for many years promment of the debt." Also that "It inent in public affairs in Michigan,
died yesterday at his home here
Ignores the fact that it was the
first duty of the commission to aged 89 years, General Spaulding
familiarize itself with the plan of served throughout tho, civil war
Michigan in
reorganization and to satisfy itself with the Twenty-thir- d
that it was adequate to insure the fantry.
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SUIT OVER

IN

DITCH MATTER
County Commissioner

tierrez

Max Gu

defendant in a suit
brought by the commissioners of
the Los Grlcgos y Candelarlai
ditch for alleged failure to pay or
work out his assessment. Justini-an- o
Gutierrez la a defendant on a
similar charge. They are ordered
by the court to show cause on August 4 why they should not be enjoined from further use of the irriIs

gation ditch.
Max Gutierrez has expended
only four and a half days work on
the ditch, whereas he owes nineteen and a half days work for the
number of acres he owns on the
ditch, it is alleged. He further refuses to do the remainder of
although notified to do so
by the mayordomo, according to
the complaint.
Justiniano Gutierrez, who owne
thirty-eigacres, has only
ot his 1922 assessment, and has refused to put
In any more labor or make
his
payments, although continuing to
use the water, it Is r.lleged.
Each
water user is required by contract
to work on the ditch one day a
year for each acre of Irrigable
land, or to pay accordingly, according to the complaint.
ine catch commissioners are
Jose Ii. Candelaria, Liberato Pe- aronceui ana E. W. Young.
ht

FREE STATE FORCES
CAPTURE TIPPERARY;
' 44 PRISONERS TAKEN

,

t

Much Optimism Is Found in
Trade Circles in Eleventh

Federal Reserve District,
Report States.

Haphazard trapping and poisoning are not effective. The
war against them must be sys-

10

IN-MOS-

LIES)S GREATER

s,

MURDERED

Korlick's

Food-Drin-

There are more rata than
human beings. Each of us supports two or three of these
pests. They are permanent, uninvited guests in our premises.
It costs the United States
a year to feed its
$200,000,000
rat population.
In return for our hospitality
they waste our substance, bring
us a choice assortment of
and scatter filth.
We do little to combat them.

oclut
rrtM.l
tematic, organized, scientific.
Bj riis
The Department of AgriculOklahoma City, Okla., July 31.
ture has made an exhaustive
(by the Associated Press) With
the Ku Klux Klan declared to study of this subject and has
be supporting one candidate for
printed the results In a
the democratic
nomination
for
booklet with illustrations,.
Send for this authoritative
governor, and representatives of
the klan denying that the organbooklet and learn how to get
ization was taking any active part
rid of these annoying and deIn
the campaign,
Oklahoma's
structive pests. There is no
three cornered gubernatorial pricharge except two cents in
mary campaign finished tonight
for return postage.
stamps
and voters made ready to go to Write your name and address
the polls tomorrow.
clearly.
Overshadowing the alleged klan
Issue in importance, according to
many other observers, was the
FREDERIC J. HASKIX,
candidacy of J. C. Walton, farmer-laDirector.
bor
candidate for the democThe Albuquerque Journal Inratic nomination, and. at present
formation Bureau, Washingmayor of Oklahoma City. Mr.
ton, D. C:
Walton has been endorsed by the
I
enclose herewith two cents
farmer-labo- r
reconstruction league
In
stamps for return postage on
In Oklahoma, and has espoused
a free copy of the Rat
public ownership of a number of
utilities, state aid to farmers and
the Plumb plan for government'
.
Name
control of railroads.
Walton's campaign has attract
:. .
Street
ed widespread attention, mid tho
big race between him, Thomns
City .r.
If. Owen, former Justice of tho
state supreme court and R. H,
State
Wilson, superintendent of the
state board of education, all of
Oklahoma City, for the democrat
ic nomination
for the governor
ship has become the event of
BOY AT
overshadowing Importance in the
popular mind.
It. H. Wilson has been given
tne endorsement in slates purport
RAS
ing to have been issued by the Ku GRANTS
Klux Klnn but today the offleial
Uublication of the organization
printed an editorial denying thai
uie Kian as an organization was
backing any candidate.
iexi in general interest are
campaigns of Miss Alice Robert'
son, Muskogee, and Manuel Har Misses
Ignacita and Maria
to con
riett, tor renomination
gress in their respective districts.
Barela Called to Old
notn Miss Robertson and M
Home By Tragedy; Susare republicans
HerncK
and
members of the present congress.
Is Arrested.
pect
Miss Robertson
has announced
been
repeatedly that she had
Jesus Barela, the young man
threatened with political punish
meni Dy women s political or who who was murdered a few
ganizations because of her refus days ago near Grants in Valencia
si to support these organizations county, was a brother of Misses
or yield unhesitatingly to their Ignacita and Maria Barela assist
suggestions as how she should ant bookkeeper anfl stenographer,
vote in congress.
at the Kahn dry
respectively,
goods store, 109 North First street.
The young ladles received word of
the murder by telegram Saturday
HOI
and left at once for Grants.
A man suspected of the killing
has been arrested at McCarty's,
according to a telegram received
by tho Journal last night from
HE
Sheriff J. L. Tondre of Valencia
county.

IT. B. Holt of Las Cruces. who
Is making an active
campaign for
nomination for United States senator from New Mexico, is in the
Mr. Holt, Governor Mechem
city.
and State Chairman PhilliDs ves- terday conferred on party matters
here. Mr. Holt will leave tomorrow for the eastern counties In the
Interest of his candidacy. He said
he expected to be the nominee.
bo far as I have discovered."
said Mr. Holt in discussing the sit
uation, "there is only one other
formally announced candidate besides myself for the senatorial
Of course I am not
INFANTS & INVALIDS nomination.
deaf to the rumors which are be
ing noised around in reirard to the
aspirations of various prominent
men in the party, but up to the
present time, these are rumors and
more and there are only
The Original nothing
two nan in tne ring."
"Un
my
Avoid
trip throusrh a laree
part ot the state." continued Mr.
Imitations
Holt, 'I was accompanied bv Fe
ad Substitutes.
lipe Lucero, chairman of the re
Per Infant. Invalid, and QnmfntChtldr.il I Rich Milk. MkltedQialn Extract In Powder publican
central committee of
For All Ages I Wo Cooking Nourishing Digestible) Dona Ana county and one of the
The Original
most experienced
workers and
nhrewdest political observers in
'WAtniiftN.caosftT co
the state. We visited the counties
of Quay, Harding, Union, Colfax,
Santa le, Bernalillo and Socorro,
and in all of them we were accorded an enthusiastic welcome
and treated with extreme courtesy
by the party leaders. We also received such definite assurances of
support as to Justify me in saying
PHONE
that I confidently anticipate that
I will receive the nomination.
Party Members Interested.
"In all the counties wovislted
Monarch Peanut Butter,
we found the republicans interested
2 pound cans
and enthusiastic and all strongly
imbued with the idea of a harmonious convention for the nomiVan Camp's Soups, all kinds, and
nation ot a strong, well balanced
the best, per can
ticket.
"Especially enthusiastic was the
lSilver Leaf Jelly, each
reception given us in Socorro coun
and it was Indeed assuring to
ty
5 pound glass jars
.V-l-eUme to learn that the entire delega
tlon of that county would favor
me."
Mazola,

VlUfC

SALES

August 1, 1922.

(By The Asioolntcd

Prs.)

Dallas, Tex., July 31.A distinctly favorable outlook upon the
Is viewed
by
cotton Industry
Charles C. Hall, assistant federal
disroservo agent, for the Eleventh
trict, in issuance today of a review
of business and industrial conditions during June. Increased cotton consumption, the sharp upturn
In the cotton market following the
June 25th condition and acreage
report of the department of agriweather
culture, and favorable
conditions prevailing throughout
the district, give unmistakable evidence of brighter crop prospects,
he states.
Seed Corn Crop Assured.
"Showers, which were general
throughout most of the district,
have insured a good corn crop,
greatly Improved range conditions,
supplied an abundance ot stock
water, and enlivened the cotton
plant," Mr. Hall declares.
Unfavorable
reports, on the
other hand, are coming from the
wheat belt where thrashing operations nre disclosing smaller yields
than were anticipated, the report
continues.
The demand for livestock
at
Fort Worth was lacking in June
and prices were revised downward
to meet the cuts at other markets,
It Is commented.
"While wholesale trade is experiencing midsummer quietness, an
encouraging feature of the trade
situation is the fact that sales in
a majority of linos were well above
those of a year ago," Mr. Hall stated.
"Much optimism is found in
trade circles, where it Is thought
good crop prospects will increase
the buying power of the agrlcul
tural consumers."
Digest of Report.
A digest of the report follows!
of several
Iteopening
metal
mines in the mining regions of Ar
izona and New Mexico and the em
of additional miners
pioyment
were outstanding
development in
trio district s mining industry.
The disturbing factor of the la 4
CANDIDATES WILL
nor situation as well as tho draw
back to business recovery is the
BE
ON
DEMOCRATIC
strike of railway shopmen which
BALL0T0N SEPT. 12
materialized during the first week
in July. However, as yet it has
(By The Aiuoclalrd FreM.)
not seriously affected trade.
Denver, Colo., July 31. The
A decided improvement marked
democratic
state assembly, in sesthe general trend of agricultural
conditions. The dry, hot weather sion here today, designated four
has done much to check the rav- candidates whose names will be
placed upon the primary ballot
ages of the boll weevil.
According to the United States September 12 to contest for the
bureau of crop estimates, the Tex- party's nomination for governor.
The four candidates, with the
as cotton acreage was estimated
to be about 10 per cent greater number of votes each was given
than the 1921 averages. The con- by the assembly, follow:
Fred Sabln. I.a Junta, 465.
dition of the crop as of June 25
Dr. B. Ji. Jefferson, Steamboat
was given as 72 per cent of normal, with a forecasted yield of Springs, 274.
William K. Sweet, Denver, 144.
3,525,000 hales as against a toWilliam W. Weiser, Grand Junc
tal production for the state in 1921
tion, 116.
of 2,200,000 bales.
Only the above four were nomi
Dry Good Trade.
The wholesale dry goods trade nated for designation and as each
felt the effects of seasonal dull secured the necessary 10 per cent
ness and the June sales of twelve ot tne total of 399 votes cast bv
each is entitled to a
firms decreased 2.8 per cent from the assembly,
on the primary ballot.
May sales and 9.1 per cent from place
June, 1921, sales.
In many parts of China when a
Debits to the Individual accounts
at the principal cities of the dis- son Joses his father or a wife her
trict reflected a slight Increase husband they go into mouminc by
wearing old and dilapidated clothes.
during June.
The federal reserve bank of Dal
las reduced Its discount rate on all
classes of paper from 5 per cent
to 4
per cent, effective July
n. ine customary rate charged
on customers'
paper decreased
one-haper cent at Wacn, Tex., and
per cent at Dallas Inst
roa
Increased
per cent at Fan
Antonio,
Despite increased drilling operations, the crude oil output In the
eleventh federal reserve district
9
showed a further decrease during
June, making the third consecu- tlve month that a decline was reg- latered since the record production
in March of this year. The June
production amounted to 12.22S.257
i
SOLO EVERYWHERE- barrels as compared to 13.211,Sfi0
barrels during May. representing
a decrease of approximately
one
million barrels.
On July 31, an increase from
11.50 to Jl.75 per barrel in the
iuard Your Health
Ba Sure To Ui
price of Currle crude was posted
This grade of oil. which has a high
gravity of gasoline content, has
been selling as Mexla crude. Due
Tho HudrfProphrUetfc
Kit for Mac
to the jrapld decline In the Mexla
PREVENTIVE
a
of
10 cents
production,
premium
Afford Utmat ProiaotKm
is being paid by some buyers for
Tuba 5o. Kit (4 i) i
CATARRH
All Dmnliti er S
Co.
Mexla crude.
of BLADDER
JlBeekmn St.. Nw York
Journal Want Ads Bring Results

The sun is the largest but
you can hold the cent so
close to your eye that you'll
lose sight of the sun.

Don't let a cheap price or a big can baking
powder make yon lose eight ot quality

90
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Mazola,
gallons
Farm House Cocoa,

Q7
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each pound can

REMEMBER t
You'll Always Do Better at

Accordlng to the Mahometan be
lief, there are ten animals li
These form the follow
heaven.
ing strange menagerie: The calf
offered by Abraham, the ox of
Moses, the whale of Jonah, tho
ass of Balaam, the ram of
the ant of Solomon, tho
camel of the prophet Salech, tho
cuckoo of Balkis, the dog of the
seven eleepers, and Al Borak tat
animal which carried Mahomet
to heaven.
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Cold MedalTlou r."

Pi

ity leavener

for real economy in the kitchen, always use
Calumet, one
trial will con-

IP

vince you.

BEST BY TEST
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one-ha-
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CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS
INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
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Barley Malt Sirup
A

Real Quality Product
Sold in 2V2-l- b.

cam

by all dealers
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CHAS. ILFELD COMPANY
Distributors
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,
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'

ANHEUSER-BUSC- H,
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C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--
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Wind Shield
i, c, Bar.nitrDOB lumber
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Lumber Co.
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has many alt

er

A LITTLE CHILD

(By The Anoclated Pre...)
London, July 31 (by the Associated Press.) The town of Tipperary
was captured by free state
troops
Sunday morning, savs a riltmn.v,
Mrs.Mertz Tells How Lydia
The Times from Dublin. The attack was commenced Saturday by
Vegetable
troops from Dublin.
Compound Helped
No nroeress was mfl tnr nm.
hours owing to the absence of arKutztown, Pa.- -'I wish every woThe irregulars were well
tillery.
fortified and commanded the main man who wants children would try
road with machine gun's.
's
uyuiu c,
The firing died away Just Worn
Vegetable
midnight, but was renewed at 6
Compound. It has
o'clock in the morning and the
done so much for
free staters succeeded eventually in
me. My baby is
town
and turned
getting around the
almost a year old
tne positions of the Irregulars.
nowandiis the picfishtinoSharp
ture of health.
rnnowea, Dut tne town was won and
She walked at
forty-foprisoners were taken.
eleven months
Cleeves' factory was badly dam
and is trying to
aged by fire.
u'se her little
tongue. She can
MAN IS ARRESTED WITH
sav some words
nice.
am
real
I
BY LAS
sending you her picture. I shall be thankful as long as I
VEGAS POLICE OFFICER live that I found such a wonderful
medicine for my troubles. "
Mrs.
(Special CorrespoodMies t 'I'd Jnnl.) Charles A.' Mertz, Kutztown, Pa.
Las Vegas. JV. At., July 31. John
Many cases of childlessness are
found no Las curable.
Smith, of Pecos,
Perhaps yours may be. Why
Vegas Pocahontas to rescue him be
discouraged until you have given
when he was pounced upon last
Comnight by Policeman Fred Kreger, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
as the man was attempting to pound a faithful trial?
drive away with a keg containing
Spoken and written recommendafifteen gallons of moonshine. Smith tions from thousands of women who
is in Jail and the keg la in the bands have found health and happiness from
of Police Judge C. H. Stewart. The its use have come to us. We only tell
police believe they have found one you what they say and believe.
of the sources of plentiful bootleg
's
We believe that Lydia E.
liquor that is present here
Vegetable Compound is so well
adapted to the conditions which might
I
yur ir"?.D, wMiKooo U
i n-- t.:
B....U.
vvaiiiKUSDrmy UUICKneSUIlS come to you by Its use,
Pink-ham-

t31 im..i

j.

j

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or tele
phone 305.

of
yj.
Dailyio September 30;Tinall
return limit October OHVJM

423 North Firat Street
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SANDWICH

G

Is the qual-

house-to-hou-

"filue

i i DELICIA
SELF-SERVIN-

6

The World's Greatest Baking Powder

U

pints
Mazola,
quarts , .,
Mazola,
half gallons

BAKING POWDER

The Economy

Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs

MioiialPaik

Now under new management who assures better
accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been

by making ai

can be YisiteA

short sidatrip

thoroughly renovated.
Stage Leaves Every
Other Day
Round Trip
Sulphur Springs $18.00

You will enjoy reading out)
"California Picture Book" (
end "Grand Canyon Outing
folder. . Free on requesky

For further Information phone
907-- J
or call at 203 South

Second

y

.

Street,

Albuquerque.

C. TARTAGL1A,

Proprietor
Sulphur Springs Hotel

Phone 204.

R. W. HO YT, Agent,

Albuquerque, N. K
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CIAL TRAIN OF PYTHIA

ATTACKED

BY13MFN;

OFFICERS TO BE GUESTS OF

BAOLY

Florencio Rodriguez, Shop
Employe, Victim of Out- rage; Another, Attacked
Near Barelafc Bridge.
Suffering from severe wounds In
his head, inflicted by 13 men who
attacked him early Sunday morning
at Bridge and Second streets, Florencio Itodrlguezi a Santa Fa shop
employe; is confined to his bed under a surgeon's care at his home,
1723 South Second streef.
The attack on Rodriguez was not reported
until yesterday afternoon, when
deputies of the sheriff's office and
Santa Fe special officers made an
investigation. Several arrests are
expected to occur today.
Rodriguez was on his way home
from vork at 1 o'clock when he
was pounced upon suddenly and
He was beaten
wit.hout warning.
about the head with a blackjack
or some other blunt weapon, and
was stabbed in the scalp three
times, causing large gashes. Rodriguez managed to fight off his assailants and went to his home,
where he collapsed from shock and
loss, of blood. The attack on the
worker is one of the most brutal
that has occurred here in months.
Rodriguez believes strikers are to
blame.
Pragscd From Buggy.
The' attack on Rodriguez was one
of a series of violent acts that occurred Sunday and Monday. Yesterday morning as Manuel toAranda.
work,
a shopman, was driving
he was attacked by two men west
of the Barelas bridge. Aranda was
drained from his buggy into a
bushes and was beaten
clump a of
A
VI n lr tanlr
trarifh
mfln who WR3
with Aranda notified deputy sheriffs who hurried to the scene, but
the attackers escaped. Aranda went
to the railway shops whe4e a gash
in Vila forehead was sewea Dy b
He had a number of bad
; bruises on his body and was unable

I

his alleged assailants as JoseJara- Candelario and David
tnillo, who were arraigned in the
afternoon before Justice Apodaca
on a charge of assault with a dan- rerous weapon.- Man Is KMnapnea

io

ft

Turelita, macnimsi
the shops, was dragged
Iti;ion

neipei
into an

aaito by several men on East CenA.
tral avenue near the T. M. C.was
late Sunday night. Turelita,
on the mesa
tsken to a lonely spot would
suffer
where he was told he
bpdlly injury if he did not quit
and
join the
work at the shops
wnion, he says. He was brought
out at
"lick to the city and letwas
unroadway and Central, He
work
to
injured, and returned
.

flew at
A shower of rocks
Sonny" Shelton, a shop employe,
m he walked out of the railroad
yards near Gross Kelly and Co.'s
warehouse
yesterday morning.
shftHnn wam nnt. hurt. Santa Fe
Officer Slnjlair made an investi- t gatlon.
KmntiKiing rose uroppea.
T "Bazz" Smaulding, another
was tin on the 'head by a
rock thrown from the viaduct, but
was not badly hurt.' Smaulding
Bad been charged with an attack
w,hile armed, upon M. M. Dorton,
a striker, a few days ago. Nobody
appeared in Justice Roddy's court
yesterday to push the charge, and
the case was dismissed.
e,

Before that little

HOTS

T

Albuquerque lodge 'of thei
Knights of Pythias and the Chamber of Commerce will be hosts this
afternoon to a special trainload of
iss supreme representatives and
officer's of the'lodge on their way
to the grand convention on the Pacific coast. All members of the
Knights of Pythias and the Pythian Sisters will meet the train at
the station at 2:30 o'clock in the
afternoon with automobiles to take
the visitors for a ride about the
city Between BO and 60 cars will
be needed, only about a third of
which had been promised last
night.
The visitors who will be in the
city for an hour and IB minutes,
will be presented with a Bouvenlr
bag of pinon nuts and literature
about Albuquerque. They will bo
taken to the local Pythian hall
where the women members will
keep open house for the visitors.
The personnel of the train will
be:
N. Candee (S. R.) and wife,
Conn.; H. S. Hampton (S.R.)
and wife, Tampa. Fla.; N. P. Yow-e- ll
(S. R.). Orlando, Fla.: Miss Jane
Mallory, Kansas City, Mo.; A. E.
Sharpe f8. R.) and wife, Sault Ste
Marie, Mich.; V. M. King (S. R.),
Danbury, Conn.; R. J. West (S. R.)
and wife; Deckerville, Mich.; J. A.
Mulr (S. R.) and wife. Port Huron,
Mich.; W. O. Powers (Gen. Sec. B.
of C.) and wife, Indianapolis: Miss
Mabel I. Welrkler, Holyoke, Mass.;
W. R. O'Neal and wife, Orlando,
Fla.; Major General William H.
Loomis (M. D.), Grand Rapids.
Mich.; Judge Philip T. Colgrove
(Past Supreme Chancellor), Hastings, Mich.; W. E. Hampton, (G.
K. R. S.), Ann Arbor, Mich., wife
and niece; H. E. Van de Walker
The

Nor-wal-

-- Begins

k.

l.

Fact

A

.,

the-worl-

-

--

sire treatment be reliedupon to dis- pel skin troubles in their earliest
stages. It Is a standard skin treat- ment, prescribed for
Don't
wait try it today. sJdbmaintruU.

Now, sir, isn't It a fact ifhat a FACT
is like your shadow tags you around
as closely as a Texas Oil Stock Promoter who has heard you SOLD YOUR
FARM FOR CASH? You can't dodge
or side-ste- p
It.
We based this business on, the FACT
that all men regard', the FIT OF
CLOTHES as being necessary If satisfaction Is obtained.
The FIT Is remembered long after the
PATTERN of the cloth la ' forgotten.
Clothes bought HERB must fit to
please US aa well as the purchaser
we Will have it no other way.
Clothes that are well tailored will have
a better fit and style than those of
The CHESTERpoor workmanship.
FIELD CLOTHES are made strictly
of all wool fabrics with a great deal
of hand tailoring In them the prices
are J26.00 and up, and the best value
'
we know of.

l

Ask to see out
selection of
$34.60.

ber,

at
suits
Remem-

that

extra

pain means

double wear.

OLD TOWN STORE
A strange younsr
man walked
into tlie stcie of V. S. Townsend, in
Old Albuquerque near the jail, last
night at 9:30,
"Give me n coca cola.' he said,
the soda fountain.
approaching
When the drink was placed before
ne
nun,
said. "And now rive me
what you have in the cash drawer,"
at the same time pulling a revolver.
xownsena
showed him
the
drawer was empty, but neglected
to explain the money was in a sack
on the counter,
covered with a
The stranger made
newspaper.
Townsend and three other men
hold up their hands while he
searched them. He got a pocket-boo- k
containing a dollar bill and
some cards from the hip pocket of
F. C. Mason. He never looked in
the front trousers pockets of any of
me men though each had some
change there.
The young man walked out of
the place and around the corner
of the Jail and disappeared. He is
5 feet 7 inches
tall, dark complex-lone- d
and has on a dark blue shirt
with polka dots. )Hls work was de
'
scribed as amateurish.

(.

,

411 W. Central Ave,

WANTED IN

N ROBBERY

NABBED. BELIEF

v

(By The Auoclated Tren.)
Tucson, Ariz., July 31. That Arthur Lang, who is being held at
Hutchinson, Kansas, in connection
with the robbery of a bank, at
Dlghton, Kansas, answers the deWinkler,
scription of Edward
wanted here in connection with the
hold-u- p
of the Golden State Limited on May 15. was the Information
received here today by the manager of the local office of the American Express company.
Upon receipt of the news, the
agent here immediately notinea
Sheriff Ben F. Daniels and Prose
cutor George R. Darnell, or Pima
county of which Tucson Is the
countv seat. Mr. Darnell immedl
ately wired the Hutchinson author-itle- s

SUNBURN
Eased by Vlcks,pr
Prevented Entirely
your skin is so tender
you expect sunburn,
rub it well with Vicks before
exposure.

IP

After sunburn, apply

Vicks piently do not rub in.
It soothes the tortured skin

z,

bandit party, which was

comDosVd

of

six members,

was

routed by Express Messenger Harry
D. Stewart on the nignt or tne noia-uwhen the custodian of the express car shot and killed ToirkDu-ga- t,
leader of the bandit gang. The
bandlta fled without having obtained any loot.
Later, F. W. J'oru was arrested
and after having been bound over
to superior court on a charge of
havinir Dartlcloated in the holdun.
he confessed In detail to the crime
p,

mid

lmDllcated

I

Mm

MO.

NINO

JOU.NALl

Las Vegas, N. M., July 31. The
Woman's Republican Club of San
Miguel county, at a largely attended meeting today, endorsed Mrs.
William B. Stapp for the nomination for county superintendent of
schools. A committee of 12 women headed by Mrs. M. F. Dos
will inform the county central
committee of the action and attempt to get its endorsement. to The
enclub also unanimously voted
n
of Santa
dorse Mrs.
Fe for the republican nominee for
congress from New Mexico, and to
so inform Mra. Warren at sucn
time as sho makes the announce
ment of her candidacy which is
soon.
The San Miguel
club
County Woman's Republican Bur-suwas organized a year ago as a
club and later became the
Woman's Republican Club of LasVegas. It has now become countywide.
Ma-rai- s,

--

otero-Warre-

m
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.Theaters Today

"RM ThpJWPiTJi o wnnrtftrfnl linv
film star, Jackie Coogan, is at the
a tneator starring in "My Boy,
a First National
Pictures corpora
tion feature in five exciting reels;
also presenting
reels of
several
l'athe Review" and "Current
Events" pictures.

SHADE OCTIXMNTS WARD.
Newark. N. J.. July 31. Dave
Shade, San Francisco welterweight
outpointed Georgia Ward of Elizcontest
abeth. N. J., in a
tonight, in the bpinion of a ma
jority of newspaper men at the
ringside.

Ijric Theater "Nanook of the
North," it thrilling story of tlio
snowlands of Alaska, a Pathe picture, is the main attraction at the
also
Lyric theater:
showing
"Onre Upon a Time," presented by
the
corpor
ation.

JACKIE COOGAX SHIMMIES
TO STREET ORGAN Ml' SIC:
SEE JIIM. IN "MY HOY"
Ever see Jackie Coogan shimmy?
You can' see him performing this
modern dance in "My Boy," an Associated First National attraction
in which ho stars and which opens
an engagement of three days at the
"B" theater today.
Jackie was on an errand of mercy
an organ
wwhen he
encountered
furnishing
grinder and a monkey
considerable
fora
entertainment
group of people. The monkey s
antics mused Jackie for a while, but
when he saw that the money was
not rolling in at a very rapid pace,
Jackie stepped into the breach. His
talents for "shimmying" resulted in
a flood of coins, to the great joy of
the stfaet musician.
This is only one tf the man?
amusing features of this new production, and Jackie demonstrates
his right to be called a star.

SALIVATES

A!

LOOSENS

TEETH

The Very Next Dose of this
Treacherous Drug may
Start Trouble

.

ALttUQURQU.N.MCK.
STORE WITH A NEW

cnnfnrinrntaa

andoftenpreventsblistering.
For any outdoor vacation,
Vicks is "standard equipment." It eases attacks of
hay fever,' asthma, catarrh
and summer colds.
'
It's fine, too, for sore muscles, tired feet, poison oak, or
ivy, and for bites and stings.
TAKE VICKS ON
YOUR VACATION

"The Remedy of 100 uses"

UVapoRud

Ovtn tTffnuouJAin Us$o YiMOf

Through this information." George
Winkler, Sr., and his pen, .George
'.wnxier. ir were arrestefl, x

SALE

Aa our primary aim is to clear our summer stocks,
we have made impressive reductions which mean
a most favorable opportunity for you.

Hour Sales for Tuesday Only

8:30 to 9:30
Calicos in light colors only, a wide range of
good color combinations, regular 15c value, for

patterns

Beautiful patterns and color combinations
copen, rose, gray and tan.

'

on grounds of

Yard 35c

9:30 to 10:30
15c Apron Gingham in blue and white and brown and
white checks offered for tf.ls hour at

Yard 9c
Chesterfield Voiles
Beautiful patterns and pleasing color combinations on
grounds of navy, black;, brown, orange, tangerine, raspberry
and periwinkle, 40 inches wide.

Yard 50c

10:30 to 11:30
Renfrew fine Ginghams, In checks, stripes and
plaids in a world of beautiful colors and color combinaalso
tions,
plain pink, brown, tan, blue, yellow, green,
navy, etc.

Yard 30c

Black Sateen
Splendid quality, highly mercerized, fast black, very
for linings, Kiddies' bloomers, etc.

Yard 35c

11:30 to 12:30
silk tailored top vests, sizes 36, 38, 40 and 42.
$1.85 values for
Pink

1,

'

50c Glenwood Voiles

a splendid color assortment and a
of becoming designs on grounds of copen, navy, brown,
etc.
black,
38 inches wide, in

Yard 35c

12:30 to 1:30
i
good heavy huck toweling,' asplendld
face towels, etc.

value iforr

Yard 15c

"Dainty Maid" & Sunshine"

'

.Batiste

)

A cool fabric for summer in beautiful color combinations
and pleasing pattern assortments, shades of green, lavender,

black, blue,

navy, etc.

Yard 35c

1:30 to 2:30

ne

White Canvas Sea Island pumps and oxfords In French
and Cuban heels, no shoes fitted, a $4.60 value.

gas-olln-

Pair $1.00

a

CONSTANCE TALMADOE TRIES
OUT UMtjl'U
Dr. liuirrt haa streoluts proof that tu- SCHEME AT THE PASTIME bercutoaia can ha healed In all ellmitea
Heauita
by THB INHALANT METHOD.
For farther particular
iTvnovimoninl
Marriage" are nation-widt
METHOD
CO..
INHALANT
TUB
adclreaa
theater
coming to the PastimeConstance
Suits oa Union League Bids. Key Ko.
today for a shfcrt run,
Calif.
Amelta.
Lot
12,
Talmadee tries out a unique mar
Jm
riage scheme. Aa "Suzanne
coll," Constance promises will ai- he
sweetheart if
ry her
i
hor club career
for a goodly part of the week
masculine
without
.
xr
vrt mnn in the case.
nn Suzanne an J
he promises to be good from Satto
juonaay.
urday
of the week?i'.V,
during the rest
yes, indeed, what?
Hurst, the,
Ever since Kannie writer
mar-famous short story
"week-en- d
plan
ried on the

69c Tissue Ginghams
33 inches wide. K wonderful

color combinations

pattern assortment, and
and plaids.
t

in checks

Yard 50c

;

2:30 to 3:30
Children's Jollie Joan FroekOln Gingham and Soisette,
stylish and well made, a good assortment of wanted colors
$3.50 values for

$1.98

e.

--

Special in Voiles
Here are offered voiles in pretty little patterns and good
color combinations. Including blue, green, lavender
and black.

Yard 12

nrnn

..t.,.".nat

n..
mere

V-

.-

imo

KaaN

BTGat

de&l

1- -2

c

3:30 to 4:30
Pink lisle teddies with silk bodice tops, sizes 36 and 38.
$3.60 values for

$2.29

Oil

discussion for and against. Does)
her,
it really help a woman In
career to be married part of the
?
of
"Extime instead
perimental Marriage" carries thu
answer in no unmistakable terms.
Cdnstance
As Suzanne,
does a breezy bit of actand graceful,
alert
ing. Always
has a sense of
Miss Talmadge
humor that is not surpassed on
the screen. In this case she haa
sore need of that humor, for the
eomolicationa that arise out of
her "Saturday to Monday" marriage are not exactly unruffled
and calm. As the "Saturday to
Monday" husband. Harrison Ford
has a part that gives him ample
opportunity to present his talents
at their best.

36-in- ch

over-time-

Good quality fancy percales in lights and darks, a wide
range of splendid patterns to select from.

Tl-mad-

Sixtyflve cents a year Is the average wage paid house servants in

Premier Percales
Yard 20c

Coticora Stops Itching
And Saves The Hair
Shampoos with Cutlcura Soap,
preceded by light touches of Cutlcura
Ointment, do much to cleanse the
scalp of dandruff, allay itching and
irritation, arrest falling hair and
promote a

condition.

Sueale laaa frae Vt Wan. Advtren: "Oitlme Ub.
entwIae.Deii
tUleu t. Maaa." Sold everr-SoBe. 01 ntment 2 aod tte. Tainan tea.
aPSBJ CuhouT Soap ahavaa without nuaf.

sr.

30 to 5:30
$2.25 Wash Satin
38 Inches wide.

in white and flesh, splendid

weight,

$1.69
NO REFUNDS, C. O. D.'

OR RETURNS
V

s

V

:7

In

50c Cambridge Prints

'

v..

j

SPIRIT

BIG REDUCTION

CALOMEL

Goldwyn-Sport-Revie-

Pastime Theater Constance Tal- madgc, one of the famous Talmadge
sisters, Is at the Pastime in "Experimental Marriage;" also showing reels of "Fox News" pictures
and Cartoons.

AN OLD

Unit-- !

VOTJR DROP TO DF.ATn.
Berne, Switzerland, July 31.
a sheer drop of 3,uuo reet into a
crevasse, three men and woman
the
were killed; while climbing
Jungfrau yesterday, foruuiues are
their
searching the abyss

I

"

CROWE SUFFERS UFXAPSE.

ed State Senator William E. Crowe,
iv hn iin hopn vprv ill at his sum
mer home in the mountains nearhere, suffered a relapse late yesterdav and his nhvsicians said his
condition lonay was grave

Sore

oldei (Rule

JiiU""rj

requesting that the prisoner
be turned over to Pima county for
prosecution. Sheriff Daniels holds
a warrant for the arrest of Winkler
on a charge of having partlcipatea
in the holdup of the train.
Should it prove true that the
man being held really Is Winkler,
there remains only one more ar
rest to be mad4n connection with
the holdup. That Is Santiago Val-dea Mexican goat herder, who Is
believed to have escaped into Mexico.
The

TO

Tou know what calomel is. It's
mercury; quicksilver. Calomel Is
It crashes into sour
dangerous.
bile like dynamite, cramping and
sickening you. Calomel attacks the
bones and should never be put Into
your system.
If you fesl bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and get
a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if it
doesn't start your liver and straighten you up better and quicker than
naatv calomel and without making
you sick, you just go back and get
your money.
Don't take calomel! It makes
you sick the next day; it loses you
a day's wor! . Dodson't Liver Tone
"NANOOK OF THE NORTH"
straightens you right up and you
WAS FIRST SHOWN IN THK
feel great. No salts necessary.
l'KOZEN ARCTIC TO ESKIMOS Give it to the children because it
is perfectly harmless and can not
Trruo
,n
will boa "XnnnnV of salivate.
the North" creep upon the mighty
and dangerous walrus, Bpear him,
slay him. and Nanook, his wife and
oat him rnw. von will
Cocoanut Oil Makes
timr
be surrounded by the comfort and
A Splendid Shampoo
luxury of the Lyric theater, wnere
thin marvolnim true life Storv of
If you want to keep your hair
the barren snowlands will be shown.
But the first time this thrilling in good condition, be careful what
episode in the story of 'Nanook of you wash it with.
Most soaps and prepared shamtha VntTiM warn ffvpp nroiected on a
screen and witnessed by an audi poos contain too much alkali.
ence was 800 miles north or civili- Thi? dries the scalp, makes the
hair brittle, and is very harmful.
zation, on the east coast nof Hudson
oil shampoo
ohpil ne- - Mulsified cocoanut
rrUn ,t,Aafai. umai
is pure and entirely
longing to a fur post. It was aboirt (which
is
much
better than
greaseless),
aim
forty feet long, un tnefoxwans
skins to anything else you can use for
rafters hung bear Ind
flrv floor horns and doc harness. shampooing, a.s this can't possibly
The odor would nauseate the unac injure the hair.two or three
Simply put
customed.
of Mulsified irf a cup
noor or
wooaen
On the rough
with a littlo warm watEskimos men, women er, glass
squatted
moisten your hair with
then
and children. Tne projection
water and rub it in. It will make
was not in a fireproof booth an abundance of rich, creamy
it was a portable machine sete lather, and cleanse the hair and
a
upon a table. It was run by
The lather
thoroughly.
- scalp
engine. The noise was1 ear- rinses out easily, and removes eviplittlng.
particle of duBt, dirt, danthe first time the Eskimos ery
if
druff and excess oil. The hair
But
had ever seen a motion picture.
dries quickly and evenly, and it
was not tne ract, mai mey wc. a. leaves it fine and silky, bright,
as
novel
so
The late queen of Siam sewed
and easy to manage.
itnessing anything
in fluffy
of themselves
You can get Mulsified cocoanut
with a thimble worth $60,000.
reproduction
on
store. It
oil, shampoo at any
lnteresiea mem niui,
.ctlon. that
,v ...in,, hunt itnoif. Thev is very cheap, and drug
a few ounces
it wasn't rpnl. and shouted is enough to last everyone in the
directions and warnings to their family for months. Be sure your
druggist gives you Mulsified.
pictured selves.
"Nanook of the North" Is a Pathe
in
feature picture, photographed
the frozen land of Hudson Bay by
Robert J. Flaherty, mining engineer
and explorer. It is a real and true
drama of the life and love of the
Eskimo.

e,
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or other like skm troubles, Resinol
Ointment, aided by Resinol Soap
..usually brings quick relief and in a
. reasonable time clears away the
trouble completely.
How much

ItPlC'AL DISPATCH

U-go-

skin eruption becomes serious apply
?

BY THE
FOR CONGRESS
WOMEN OF SAN MIGUEL

TC GET LOOT AT

STORY

burg, Ind.; J. B. Vaughn (S. R.)
and wife, Carllnvllle, 111.; Geo. C.
Cabell (Supreme Vice Chancellor)
and wife, Norfolk, Va.
Chamber of Commerce
Louis J. Bristow (S. R.) and
Camwife, Abbeville, S. U.; Gus c. KenAdvertising
dall (S. R.) and wife. Meridian.
Enfor
Prepares
A.
paign;
Miss.; Benj.
Taylor (S. R.) and
wife, Montgomery,
Ala.; Hlllirie
tertaining Conventions.
M. Quinn (S. R.) and wife, Meridian, Miss.; J. Lee Holloway (S.
Widespread and logical adverR.) and wife,' Montgomery, Ala.;
R. H. Mangum (S. R.) and wife, tising of Albuquerque's advantages
be beSolma, Ala.; Wm. L. Erwin (S. R.) for those seeking health will
and wife, Piaquemine, La.; Benj. gun at once in the leading publiMendleson (S. R.) and wife, New cations of the country by the
At a
of
Commerce.
Orleans,
La.; Mrs. H. Warden. Chamber
New Orleans. La.; Mrs. F. Green, meeting of the board of directors
New Orleans, La.; Graham Pur- of the chamber la9t night. Manadue (S. R.). and wife, Birming- ger M. L. Fox was instructed to
ham, Ala.; Miller S. Bell (S. R.) prepare the advertising, and a suband wife, Mllledgevllle, Ga.; II. C. stantial sum was voted for th3
Brunt (S. R.), Chandler, Okla.; campaign. This Is the first time
Frank C. Duncan (S. R.), Tulsa, in several years that this phase of
Okla.; Geo. E. Howe (G. K. R. S.), the city's adyantages lias been
Boston, Miss.; J. C. Soisthwick (S. widely advertised. The first camR.V. Watertown S. D.; C. F. Kim-ba- n paign
made Albuquerque
the
(S. R.), wife and daughter, health center of the southwest and
Council Bluffs, la.; Mrs. Nellie was the causa of the location here
Corliss and Mrs. Simpson, Inde of a number of excellent sanatoria.
pendence, la.; Ward Ferguson (G.
The publications to be used arj
K. R. S.), wife and daughter, Rolfe, the Journal of the American MedW.
Hunter
J.
(S.
la.;
R.), Newton, ical association, the Literary Dila.; Mrs.' J. W. Hunter, Newton, gest, Outdoor Life. and the Jourla.; Mrs. Grace Elkelberg, Fair- - nal of the Brotherhood of Railway
Dank, la.; Dr. J. F. Cole (S.R.), Trainmen.
Letterheads bearing
Oelweln, la.; H. D. Ellis (S. R.), Albuquerque advertising will
be
Denlson, Tex.; C. F. Weiland (S. distributed free
so patients
in
R.), Dallas, Tex.; U. S. Goem (S. sanatoria here.
R'.), El Paso, Tex.; Thomas Towers
The chamber
will
(S. R.), Hamilton
Ont., Can.; J.
Fe railway in getR. Moriarty (D. P. A, A. T. & S. with the Santa tourist
information
ting general
F. Ry.), Chicago, 111; Chas.
into the railroad's newspaper and
(S. R.), Stratford, Ont.
articles.
Can.; Fred Wendell (Supt. Dining magazine,
To Entortnln Teacher.
Car Service, A. T. ft S. F. Ry.),
One
thousand
,
dollars was apChicago, 111.; E. A. Horton (M. B.
for the entertainment
C), St.'Thomas, Ont., Can.; R. H. propriated
McUonnell (P. S. R.) St. Thomas, of the New Mexico Educational asn
(S. R.), Ypsilanti.'Mich.: I A.
Can.; H. E. Gyles (S. R.) and sociation's convention here in the
(S. R.), Carthage, Tenn.; Jos. Ont.,
will be
wife, Aiken, S. C; A. G. Carter late fall, and
Schroeder (S. R.), Racine, Wis.;
wife, Winnipeg, Man.. given to the New Mexico FederaF. Pierce and wife, Racine, Wis.; (S. R.)W.and
tion
of
Woman's
clubs
and
the
PortA. Gilman (S. R.),
Mrs. F. D. Case, Racine, Wis.; J. A. Can.;
New Mexico Insurance Men's assoR. Kapps (S. It.). Troy, N. Y.; land, Me.; Brig. S. Young (Past
ciation at their meetings here this
Palmer Canfield' (S. R.), Kingston, Supreme Chancellor), Ada, O.; H.
N. Y.: H. A. Heinrlchs (S. R.1, Pat- J. Eltz. Jr. (S. R.), Auburn. R. US year.
A committee will Investigate the
(S. R.), East
terson, N. J.: Edw. C. Anderson, Fred D. Burdickj
H. Maxwell project for enlarging and equip(S. R.) and wife, Fargo, N. P.: W. Providence, R. I.; J.
(S. R.) Llvermore Falls, Me.; B. ping the national guard armory
DQulck T.(S. R.). Somervllle, N.She-J.; A.
Graves (S. R.) and wife,' Dor- here to make It a place suitable
Warner (S. R.),
Richard
J. H. Maxwell, for holding conventions
of all
Mass.; Mrs.
boygan." Wis.; Benj. Moore (S. R.) chester,
Llvermore
Falls;- - Me.; Mrs. S. F. kinds.
General Henry
Adjutant
and wife, Bellevue. Pa.: .T. W. HutMrs.
Llvermore
Rolfe
Brown
Davis,
Falls,
Me.;
recently suggested
chison (S. R.) and wife, Butler, S. B. Heald. Llvermore
Falls. Me.; that Albuquerque
with
(S. R.), Ty- Mrs.
Pa; H. A. Thompson
H. Moore, Parkersburg, the state In such a plan, which,
Helen
S.
J.
Steese
(S.
rone, Pa.;
R.), W. Va.; Jacob Gazan (S. R.), Sa- he
said, would be advantageous to
Holly, Pa.; J. A. Steese (S. R.),
vannah, Ga.; G. C. Schaufele (S both parties.
t
Holly Springs, Pa.
T.
J.
Ga.;
The
Augusta,
directors voted to assist MaCarling
R.),
W. I. Allen (S. R.1, wife and
(Past Supreme Chancellor), Macon jor J. H. Toulouse in his efforts to
daughter. Schuyler, sonNeb.; C. Ra-A. Ga.;
T.
James
Bailey (S? R.) and have built here the National TuJames.
Whitte (S. R.) and
Richmond, Va.; J. M. Newton bercular sanatorium as a memoton, N. M.: M. H. Norton (S. R.) wife,
and
Graham Va.; rial to the war mothers of the
(S.
wife,
R.)
and wife. New Britain, Conn.; R.
(G. K. R, S.) country.
,
S. McCoin (S. R.O, Henderson, N. R., H. Bell, Jr.,
D.
C.
Brown ,,(G. K.
Va.;
C; John Young (S. R.). Rochester, Staunton,
S.
R.
and
Abbeville,
S.)
wife,
C;
N. H.: H. A. Schoberth (S. R.),
D. 8.
Inner CAPABLANCA TAKES
(Supreme
Vesallles, Ky.; R. A, Young (S. R.) Guard), Wright
H.
Miss.:
Vicksburg,
FIRST ROUND OF THE
Lexington, Ky.; A. A. Partlow (S. Wright, Vicksburg. Miss.; E. W.v,
R.), Danville III.; Eugene E. Bone Bush (S. R.). Huntington W. Va.
CHESS TOURNAMENT
(S. R.) and wife, Springfield, III,: William B. Pack
(S. R.). Mounds
.
Miss Jessie Williamson, Edwarrts-villArbenz
W.
ville.
Va.:
P.
J.
(S.
R.)
,
BtTV Amoclnlfd Prun.) '
111.; Miss Christine
Wrledey.
Heizer
W.
L.
(S.
Va.; J.
London, July 31 (by the AssociatEdwardsville, 111.: W. W. Wilson Wheeling,
H.
W.
Va.; ).
ed Press.) Jose R. Capablanca,
(S. R). Raleigh. N. C; Miss Eliza- R.), Charleston,
.). Wheeling, W.1 Va.
champion chess master, tobeth Wilson, Raleigh N. C; Wil- Beans (S.Patrick
WaBhing.
(S.
R.),
Perry
day defeated M. Euwe, of Holland,
liam G. Edens (P. S. R.I, Chicago,
Dickman
B.
D.
(S. in the first round of the internaJohn
ton,
C;
Co111.; Alva M. Lumpkin
(S. R.),
Washington. D. C; D.M. Free tional tournament
which will be
lumbia, S. C; DeForest Ward (S. R.),
man and wife, Washington, D. C; decided the world'sat
championship.
R.), Fairmont, Minn.; Frank W. B. F. Crown
and
wife.
Washington
Other
of
results
Thos.
111.;
the day, in the
Hoyt and wife, Chicago,
C; George II. OtwcllA- (S. R.) first round, were victories
M.
Williamson (S. R.), wife and son, D.
F. Wil Snosko Borowskl, over V. I for
Wahl- C. H. Hatfield and wife, St. Louis; and wife. Laurel, Del.;
ana
liams
wire,
.coiumDus,
n.)
E. D. Bogolubov. of
tuch,
W. M. Cairns (S. R.) Montreal,
Kan.: E. W. Ellis (Recorder) (S. rtussia,England;
over H. K. AtKifls. England,
Can.; W. E. King (S. R.), Montreal, T.) and wife, "Columbus,
O.; Clem and A. Alechine, Russia, over
and wife, Baltimore, Md. (Mayor V,
David
Hoke (S. R.) and wife. Van E. Marotti, Italy. Three games
of Baltimore, Md.); D. .8. Wood-wort- h
S. R.) were
Woehrl
Jacob
Wert
O.;
(P.
drawn those
between S.
(S. R.) and wife, Fitehburg, and wife, Columbus,
Mask.;-D- r.
Tartakover, Austria, and M. MorFrank .A.. Priest (S. R.)
O.; rison; M.
and wife, Marion, Ind.; Chas. L. Schuchardt (S. R.), Cincinnati. son
Rubenstein, Poland, and
William Grossman (S. R.) and
R. Retl,
Pullman (S. R.). Terre Haute, Ind.; New
and G. Maroczy,
York; Albert A. Wormwood Hungary, Hungary,
and M." Vidmar, Jugo
Harry Wade (President Board of (S. R.)
and
O.;
wife,
Springfield,
Control), Indianapolis. Ind.; J. W. R. S. Witte (S. R.), wife and niece, Slavia.
Craig (S. R.) and wife, Greens- - Miss Louise Johnsom Milwaukee,
16 PERSONS INDICTED,
Wis.; Chas. S. Davis (P. S. C.) and
Pensacola. Fla., July 31. Indictwife, Denver. Colo.; Geo. A. Bangs ment of 16 persons,
alleged to be
(M. B. C.) and wife. Grand Forks.
of a well organized ring
N. D.; Mrs. DeForrest Ward and members
of Chinese and liquor smugglers
Mrs. Chas. E. Bird, Fairmont.
has been operating extensively
.Minn.: Benjamin H. Stein (S. R.) that
Cuba and the United
and wife? Vicksburg, Miss.; Charles between
beStates
Fiox (s. k.) and, wire, Koanoue, came for more than a year, AsJD.
known
fl
today after
Ladew (Supreme sistant United here
Va.; William
AtStates'
District
Chancellor), New York; Charles
Hoffman had been notified
W. Endel (S. R.), New York; W. torney
T. Williams (S. R.), Council Grove of the arrest of Lo"uie YIng, alias
a Chinaman, in PhilaKan.; W. J. Duvall (G. K. R. S.) Quon Yick,
and wife, Hutchinson, Kan.; C. K. delphia.
Matson (S. R.) and wife, Wichita,
RANCHER. INJURED
Kan.; Dr. M. J. Jenkins (S. R.),
Colorado Springs, July 31.
Plain City, O.; Dr. A. J. Tarr, Dal- Charles
M. Poe, a rancher living
las, Tex.; H. C. Ludd (S. R.), at Fowler, Colo.,
is in a hospital
Barre, Vt.; Mrs. Flora N. Hey, here with severe body and
in
Marshall Tex.; John C. Hutchlns ternal
injuries received at 7 o'(S. R.), North Stratford, N. H.; clock tonight
was
he
a
car
when
Mrs. R. H. Bingham,
Corpus
went over an embankment
Christ!, Tex.: Mrs. T. M. Sell, drivingInto N&hooks Run, a small
Cuero, Tex.; Mrs. Ida B. Onion, stream running through the city.
Dallas, Tex.
Poe was plnbed beneath his ma
chine and itwas some time .before assistance reached him.

MRS. WARREN ENDORSED

FAILS

HOLD-U- P

"TELLTHE NATION

DUKE CITY THIS AFTERNOON

BEATERLSTABBED

il

ALBUOUEBOuE TO

Fase Three.

Pa ?re Fgur.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL"
YOUNGSTER MAKES
GOOD WITH CUISOX

WHITE SOX WlfJ
3--

DUEL FROM N.

SAFETIES: BEAT

..1

.

LEAGUES

GIANTS 12 TO 5

New York's Pennant Chances
Are Given Another Bu'm ;
Robertson Bests Shaw-ke- y
on the Mound.

Pittsburgh Punishes Both of
the Barnes Brothers; Jess
Is Struck in Groin By a
Batted Ball.
J

(By The Associated 1'reM.)
Chicago, July 31. New York's

(By Tbe Auoclated Preu.)
New York, July 31. Pittsburgh

pennant chances were given another

made it three straight f.'om New
York, again slugging their way to
an easy victory, 12 to 6, Pittsburgh punished both of the Barnes
brothers, making sixteen hits off
Jess and Virgil Barnes in seven
Innings. Jesse Barnes lost his
after the second Inning,
when a hot lino drive from 'lianill-ton'- s
bat struck him on the groin.
Score:
s
-Plllalllln.!,
AB. K. II. PO. A- E.
Maranvllle, ss.. 6
4
Carey, cf
lllgbee. If....... 4

IS"

Senior League.
h
School game was
called yesterday in the fourth inning. The game will probably be
allowed, as it was so
This situation probably will come
up more than once, as the days
get shorter. Glassman knocked a
home run the fltattlme up to
the plate. Score stood 1 to 0 till
the third Inning, wnen me Tlldlllos
took a balloon.
Today, the Browns 'play the
Duke City Whites and the Firefighters play the New Mexico Yankees.
v
.Itinilnr League.
The White Sox lost to the S. A.
T.'s. The score way'
Moses
knocked a home run for the S. A.
T.'s in the sixth inning, but his
score did not count, as the sixth
inning could not be 'finished. Today, no game.
Pigmy
Whore is that team Frank
was going to get up to take
the place of the Eagles? asked
Coach Moore yesterday.
Nothing
has been seen of that team for
four days. Another forfeit game
for the Athletes.
STANDING.
Senior Leagn..
W. L. Pet.
7
Browns
2
.77S
f
, , , . fi
St. Mary
y .750
7
High School
.778
5
Tildillos
.556
2
Red Sox
.500
' Tlldillos-Hig-

one-side-

bomp today, when Chicago de'
feated them 3 lo 2. The game was
a pitching uuoi uctwecn hod
fr'.hawltoy and Charley Robertson
ball
the former pitching
except in the sixth when the locals
started a rally after two men were
out, by bunching four of their five
hits. The visitors got a run in thi
first on a walk, a hit and infield
out, but were helpless against Robertson until the eighth, when he
wavered and was replaced by Lever- ette, after one run had been scored
and the bases were filled with two
out. Leveretle stopped the VunkH
5
r.uHsell, rf.
from then to tho finish. Bol team.'
6
lierney, 2b
fielded perfectly, the work of fcott
3b.
Traynor,
Outfielder "Bib" Falk.
being especially noteworthy. Score:
Grimm, lb.,
New York.
"Bib" Falk, Texas collegian, (iooch, c. . . .
A B, K. H. PO. A. E.
Witt. Cf
stepped into Joe Jackson s shoes Hamilton, p.
Dugan. 3b.
when tho latter was ousted from
R
Totals
44 12 18 27 12 1
0
0
2
r
Meusel,
the White Sox due to the scandal in
1
1
0
New York.
2
Ruth, If
world's
series.
the
was
Falk
only
3
2
0
0
II. H. PO. A. E.
Schang, a
a young recruit at the time 01 the Bancroft, ss.... AB.
o
1
3
S
2
0
Pipp, lb........ 4 0 3 12
scandal and when eiven the no si. Oroh, 3b
1
2
1
0 1
4
2
0
0
1
AVard, 2b.......
3
.375
Firefighters
tion as left fielder he had a largo Hawllngs, 3b... 1 0 0 0 0 0 Duke
0
fcVott, ss
0
3
333
City Whites ... 3
0
2
0
2
6
0 N. M. Yankees
job ahead of him, but he is making Prisch, 2b
0
0
0
0
xSmith
1
.200
1
2
4
2
0
0
0
0
Meusel, If
0
0
good.
McNally. ss
Junior League.
1
3
0
o
3
0
0
Young, rf
Shawkey, p
3.11 01
W. L. Tct.
4
1
1 11
1
o
0
0
Kelly, lb
xxBaker
BasH
and
Lnddlos ,. .10 2
Burns.
Ruel
son;
Burns,
Highland
.833
1
4
1
1
3
o
cf.
.
0
0
...
.
.
0
,
0
Cunningham,
p
Murray,
S. A. T.'s
on balls Off Quinn, 2. Struck out
. 9
3
.750
3
3
c
0
0
0
0
Snyder,
1
Barelas White Sox.. .
.BOO
2
By Van Glider, 2; Quinn,
J. Barnes, p.... 1 0 0 0 3 0 Pirates
6 24 11
2
31
Totals
Time 1:47.
4
.333
V. Barnes, p. ... 1
0
0
x Batted for Scott in eighth,
0
0
0
10
.167
1
0
0 Midgets
xx Batted for Khawkey in eighth
0 0
0
xxShlnners
Detroit, 11: Philadelphia,
Hgmy League,
0
0
0
0
0
,
Jonnard, p
Cliii'iiso.
Detroit, July 31. Detroit made xxxGaston
W.
Tj.
Pet.
1
0
0
0
0 0
AB. R.H.TO, A, E. it threeBtralBht from
o
Barelas Tigers
6
Philadelphia
1.000
. 4
0
5
0 0
0 today, pounding four
Johnson, ss.
for
4
Barelas
Browns
2 . .667
pitchers
30 x5 7 27 14 2
Totals
Mulligan, 3b.... 4
18 hits and winning 11 to 1. Cobb
3
4
.429
x Frisch safe
1
4
in third on Athlotes . .'
3
Collins, 2b...
l
doubled
his
time
at
last
bat
0
5
bring
Eagles
.000
a
Gooch's
1
1
rr
2
interference,
to
fifteen
num
the
consecutive
Ing
xx
Batted for V. Barnes in
fcitrunk, cf ........ 2 0 1 0
ber of games in which he has hit
3
1
2
0
Falk, If
safely, Jtlgney had a perfect da? seventh.
xxx
Batted for Jonnard in ninth.
fcheeley, lb... . . 1 0 0 12
at bat with five hits out of as many
Rehalk, c
By Innings:
times up, ,
,33 00 0 fi
020 505 00012
0
0
Robertson, p...
Score:
R. H. E. Pittsburgh
100 110
5
0 0 0 0
4 New York .......200
7
1
Leverette,
Phila . ...010 000,000
e
hits Ma0
Summary:
Detroit . ..114 011 12x 11 38
27 3 6 27 14 0
hit
totals
ranvllle, Carey. Three-bas- e
Batteries: Rett!?, Heimach,
Home run Meusel.
By Innings:
Sullivan and Perkins; Oldham Cunningham.
New York.,
100 000 010 2 and Manionv
Stolen bases Russell, Maranville.
Double
000 003 000 3
Maranvllle
and
Chicago
play
e
vThree-bas1
Grimm.
Sacrifices Frisch, Snyder,
;
5
hits
Summary:
Cleveland,
Washington,
Sacrifice hit
Mulligan, Ktrunk.
Cleveland, July 31. Washington Base on balis Off J. Barnes, 1; Vr
Scott. Double plays Scott to Pipp; played poorly behind ineffective Barnes, 1; Hamilton, t. Struck out
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
By V. Barnes,
1; Jonnard, 2;
Shawkey to Scott to Pipp. Base on pitching by Zachary, Brillheart
Cincinnati, 6; Boston, 3.
balls Off Robertson, 7: Shawkey, and Youngblood today and Cleve Hamilton, 1. Hits Off J. Barnes.
8 in 3
2. Struck out By Robertson, 5; land won 14 to 5. Manager Speak
V. Barnes. 8 in 3
Chicago. 13; Philadelphia. 5.
St. Louis, 6; Brooklyn, 2.
Shawkey, 2. lilts Off Shawkey, er made a home run to the score Jonnard, 2 in 2. Losing pitcher J.
6 in 7 Innifigs; Murray, none in 1; board, his 7th of the season. Um
Pittsburgh, 12;xNew York, 5.
Barnes, Time 1:58.
Robertson, 6 in 7
Leuerette, pire Hlldebrand was hit by a foul
AMERICAN LEAGtJE,
none in 1
Rt. Louis, fl; Brooklyn, 2
Winning pitcher
tip in the first inning but continued
Robertson. Losing pitcher Shaw- after his Injuries were treated.
Sherdol
Brooklyn, July 31.
R. H. J5. scored his thirteenth victory of
Detroit, 11; Philadelphia, 1.
Score:
key. Time 1:65.
5
Wash'n . ..200 101 100
Cleveland, 14; Washington,' 6.
8, 22 the season today when tit. Louis
1
14
13x
6
422
,
110
St. Louis, 6; Boston, 2.
Rt.
to
beat
Cleveland
Louis.
the
2,
2.
.
Brooklyn
6; Ilnston,
making
St. Louis. Jujy 31. The Browns
Batteries: Zachary. Brillheart. series 2 to 1 in favor of the CarAMERICAN
increased their lead to one and a Youngblood end Plcinlch, Ghar- - dinals. Schults drove a home run
ASSOCIATION,
Into the left field bleachers in the
half games over the Yankees to- rity; Morton and O celli.
Minneapolis,
Louisville,
.
fifth..
8
Score:
,
to
day by defeating the Red Sox
2 while the White Sox were trimSt. IOUli
;
Milwaukee,
Columbus, 7.
1
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
ming New York. St. Louis scored JOHN M'GRAW
St. Paul,' 7; Indianapolis, 2.
its runs in the sixth, seventh and
4
0
Flack, rf .
Kansas City, 3; Toledo, 6.
4
0
eighth innings on eight of Its 12
Stock, 3b .
2
0
0
hits, including home runs by To
Mann, cf .
SOtTTHEItN ASSOCIATION. ,
wn and Williams, the lattor's
1
0
0
J Smith, cf
Mobile, 5; Memphis, 2; (called
twenty-sixt- h
0
of the season. Van
Mueller, cf
end fifth to catch train.)
Gilder pitched effectively with men
3
Hornsbf, 2b
Little Rock, 10; Atlanta, 1.
on bases. Score:
4
,
Schultz, If
tr
3;
Jiirmingnam,
Chattanooga,
4
Boston
Galne. lb
10.
ATI. R.H.PO. A.E.
4
Ainsmith, -- c
No
other
scheduled.
1
0
Mitchell
6IAHT. IKCfc."
0.
0
2
. 4
3
Lavas, ss .
3
Fewster, 2b . . . 4 0 2 0
Sherdel, p
COAST
LEAGVE.
0
0 12
. 3
1
Burns, lb
XATIONAL LK.VGl E.
xMcHenry
Portland. 3; Seattle, 2.
1
3.
0'
Pratt, 2b
W. L.
Pet. xxDyer
2
1
58 48
Menoskey, If ,
.604
New York
WESTERN LEAGCE.
0 1
J. Collins, rf..
9 27
33
7
Totals
0 " .,
4t" .594
60
St. Louis
Wichita, 10; Tulsa, 11.
1
3
x
.T. Srrtith in 7th.
Batted
Miller, cf
for
63
45
Chicago
No others scheduled.
3
0
an
Ruel, c v
Ik 4
for McIIenry in 7th.
63
47
.630
Cincinnati
1
Quinn, p
47
48
.606
Brooklyn
WEST TEXAS LEAGIE.
Pittsburgh
. . 1
0
0 0
xHarris .
AB. K, H. PO. A. E
46
'
48
.489
Score:
Brooklyn
R. H. E.
1
1
2b
Olson,
f.7
35
.380
Stamford ...200 400 000-14 1
!) 24 15
2
! Philadelphia
Totals
.33
1
2
32
62
.341 Myers, cf
Boston
000 21x
Clovis
0
x Batted for Quinn in 9th.
B. Griffith, rf
2 8
Batteries: Appltfon and Schmidt;
2
St. Ixiuix.
0
Wheat, If
Wetzell
aad Ejwin.
AH. R. II. PO. A. E,
3 11
Schmandt, lb
Score;
R. h. E.
1
1
i fierber.
ss
1
0
High, 3b
Abilene
092 00113 14 3
3
I
1
0
.Shorten, cf, If. ,
Johnston, 8b ,.
Sweetwater 10 002 300
6
8
4
2
2
0
Tobin, rf
Ward, ss . . . ,
Batteries: Scruggs andy Burch;
5
1
1
Williams, If, cf.
DoBerry, c . .
Gressett, Frierson and
Howze.
0 11
.Tacobson, lb '..
0
Ructher, p :. .
'
Score:
2
3
h. E.
McManus, 2b . .
Mamaux, p , ,
9 14
001
2
.003
410
Sah,
7
0
Angelo.
P. Collins,
o
Shriver, p , , ,
1
Amarillo . . ,i000 203 000 5 6 3
2
S. Smith, p
.
Bronkle, 3b
0
0
1
Batteries: Moore and Kenworth;
Van Gilder, p..
zNeis
1
. . . ,
zzJanvrln
0
Bardger and Byers.
6
3
10
12
27
Score:
...
Totals
.
'.35,
r. h. E.
0
zzzHungllng u
'
301 401 000 9 13 2
zzzzMlller
. , . .
Br innings:
0
Ranger
AMERICAN LEAGI E.
Lubbock ....000 011 000 2.4 6
Boston
.,...010 100 0002
W. L.
000 001 41x 6
Pet.
St. Loul
Batteries: Lybrand and Clayton;
Totals
87 2 11 27 10 1
e
z Batted for Ruether in 3rd.
...67 41 ,582
hits Pratt, St. Louis
Morgan, Cantrell and Allen.
Summary:
57 44
.564
zz Batted for Mamaux in 5th.
Tobin, McManus. Shorten, Menos-l'c- New York
53 46
.535
zzz Batted for Shriver in 6th.
Home runs Tobin, Williams. Chicago
53 47' .530
zzzz Batted for S. Smith in
Stolen base Gerber. Sacrifices J. Detroit
50
Cleveland
J510
.52
Collins, Ruel, Burns, Gerber, Van
9th.
62
45
'
McManus
Gilder. Double
U64
plays
By innings:
Washington
nnd .Tarobsorc Bronkle, Jacobson Philadelphia .......39 66 j.41"l St. Louis
103 010 100 fi
find Gerber; TBronkle and Jacob- - Boston
39 59
.398 Brooklyn
000 001 001 2
air-tig-

''

-
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.410100
.401110

,
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lagn.
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PLANS BEING MADE FOR cnapter covers the entire cou:nty!
Of Bernalillo, nnd in o nnmhpr
ANNUAL ROLL CALL OF Instances
former, snrvlf mpn ro
AMERICAN RED CROSS siding at Cuba aoU other points in
Sandoval county, and at Bolen,
have been assisted."
At a recent meeting of the home
Plans for strengthening the
service section of, the Red Cross, Junior branch of
the organization
wer
Mrs. J. W. Wilson was chosen to
discussed, and it was announced
that Ulysses Vlllars, repselect representatives in the city
disand county districts to handle the resenting the southwestern
will be at the next meeting
trict.'
annual roll call which will be held which will be held
August 23.

DATS RESULTS:
BOYS BALL

PIRATES GET 18

PITCHING

2

DAYS

Two-bas-

SUITS

1

3;

3.

'

1110
1112

....

BY NORMAN E. BROWN,
Chills About Negro Boxers.
Seldom end without mention
made of Joe Walcott. The
'Giant Killer" was probably one of
the greatest colored boxers who
have appeared In the game. His
battles ugalnst the leading white
fighters or his nay were historic
exhibitions and won him great
popularity.
Walcott's, greatest battle, prob
ably, was his meeting with Kid
Lavigne at Mespath, L, I., under
the auspices of trie Empire A. C
in 1895. The gruelling battle ended in a vcitory foe. Lavigne 'because, under the articles of agreement, ho was to receive tho de
cision if Walcott failed to stop
mm.
Lavigne was then the light
weight hamp. Walcott agreed to
make 133 pounds. 'Writrp of that
time say that Walcott
mado ham-bur- g
steak of irfivigne early in
tho fight: Lavlgne's recuperative
powers amazed ringsidora. Later
in the fight he even seemed to
improve and, boring into Walcott,
almost stopped the negro.
Walcott von the title "Giant
Killer" when
he
fought Joe
Choynskl. WarTcott stood 5 feet 1
2
inches and weighed
143
- feet
pounds. Choynki stood
2
10
inches and weighed over
thirty pounds more than Walcott.
The negro stopped Choynski in
the seventh round. Walcott bat
tered Choynski into a weakened
state with body blows and then
droppcij the bigger man with a
leaping right to the jaw.
Walcott was! born in the West
Indies and started fighting in
189 0. His early victims Included Tom Tracey,
Mike Harris;
tho other noted men he' fought
Gibbons and Dick O'Brlerr. Among
were Philadelphia Jack O'Brien,
Honey Melody, Mysterious Billy
Smith, Kid
Carter and Rube
Ferns, from whom Walcott won'
the welterweight championship.

xx-R-

1

6

v7-- ll

....

Iciiib"
!Qfendii

c...
...
,

r.

........

,

Two-bas-

y.

'

Summary.

Aafa.- -

Two-bas-

e

Pimples Keep

hits

Young

Jen

Mann, Hornsby. Wheat,
Home
run Schultz.
I Ward. Double Sacrifices OlsonStock,
to
play
Schmandt.
Base on balls Off
Ruether, 2; Mamaux, 1; Sherdsl,
2. Struck out By Mamaux,
2;
Shriver. 1; S. Smith,' 1; Sherdel,
4. Hits Off
5 in 8:
Ruether,
Mamaux, 1 in 2; Shriver, nona in They" Make Women, Too, a Puzxlei
How S. S. S. Stops Skin
1; S. Smith, 3 in 3. Losing pitcher Ruether. Time 1:38.
Eruptions Positively,
and skin eruptions have a
Pimples
Cincinnati, 6; Boston, S.
price, you pay for every pustule,
Boston, July 31. Luaue's hit black-hea- d
and pimple on your race.
ting accounted for three runs to- Pimples produce prejudice and prevent
day, aiding Cincinnati in defeating prosperity. lour heart may be sold,
Boston, 6 to 3. It was the third
straight win for the Reds in the
season. Cavcney and Ford fielded 8. 8. 8. WD! Bid Yon
sensationally, y
f the Crashing Plm- Score:
RH. E.
Cincinnati ..001 201 011 8 12 1
000 201 0003 10 2
Boston
Batteries: Luque and Wingo;
Miller and Gowdy.

'

Down!

PRICES REDUCED, TO
BELOW COST
Because tomorrow is tho last
day of our big
July Clearance Sale we have reduced prices
below cost.

This final slash on prices includes
everything
in our extensive stock, ready made and
suits, shirts, hats, underwear sox
'
ties, etc.
made-to-measu-

re

Stock up your wardrobe for the next twelve
months for it is a rare opportunity to procure
high grade merchandies at Your Own Price
one you cannot afford to miss.

Remember Today Is the Last Day

Chicago, IS; Philadelphia, 5.
Philadelphia, July 81. Chicago
hit Hubbell and George Smith at
will today and defeated Philadelphia, 1 to 5i The Cubs made 17
hits off the two twlrlers, including
a home run by Miller and three
doubles. Steuland allowed but two
hits until the ninth, Mokan'f double and Williams' seventeenth but whomenwanta to kiss eruptlonst
don't look like tb owners
home run. Lee and Henllne also had Pimply
of anything. Pimply women, too, are
home runs.
Score:
R. H. E.
Chicago . .830 000 004 13 17 1
6
5
Philadelphia 000401 004
0
flatteries: Stueland and WIrth,
'Farrell; Hubbell, O. Smith and
Henllne.
.
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puzzles, with no prospects
and nt
power. Young men and women, here's
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AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Washington at Cleveland,
Philadelphia at Detroit.
New York at Chicago.
Boston at St. Louis.
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Clean,c earbful:bodied.

II

A.

J.'Otero

J. K. Swillum
Roy Stroma
E.

Naranjo

.

83

16
16

...83

92

.... 85

Dr. Van Atta....78
John Tierney ....88,
J. R. OUild
95
88
W. H. Allen
Dr. Cornish, Sr... 8 7
Leo Murphy ....95
H. H. Herkenhbff.93
Ralph Keleher ..96
Joe McCanna ...83

'

18
14

10
18
24

14
18
1

16

18
4

67
67
74
71
68
70
71'
74
69
79
77
78
79

ought to have with clean
spark plugs (no hard carbon), clean cylinder walls

M

4

for yourself just how
much more there is to

See

Texaco Motor Oil than the
clean, clear golden color.

J

(no hard carbon), clean
valves (ao hard carbon),
positive compression.

Drain out all the old oil in

your crank case. Refill

;

Light, medium, heavy and
it fits all cars
and all conditions.
extra-heavy,

1

with Texaco Motor Oil,
rind start out with a car
that will deliver all the
power and life its maker
built into it.

4

207

COS

208
210
212
213
215
216
220
225
226
227
231

Answers to Questions.

.

You'i have the car you

Fan

I

;

when it - is poured
Wtchahegolderi
mtoyourimotor. It's uhniistakable.

Antonio J. Otero, one of the
youngest golfers, at the Countrv
club, Is ranking first place in thi
annual tournament for the nreJT.
dent's cup after last Sunday's
round. Tiie last 18 holes will --be
played next Sunday.
The scores stand:"
Total
Grs Hdp Net 54 11

The Texas Company,

U,S.A.

Texaco Petroleum Products

J

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
the Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Frederick J. lias-kidirector. WaRhinirtnn TV f!.
This offer applies strictly to information.
The bureau cannot
give advice on legal, medical and
financial matters. Tt riiion not At
tempt to settle domestic troubles,
nor unuenaKe exnaustlve researcn
on any subject.
Write your question nlnlnlv ' nnd hmloflv.
iXvu
full name and addrss and en
close two cents In stamps for .return postage.
All replies are
sent direct to the inquirer.)

Run"itwith
Texaco Gasoline

m

r

Save it with
Texaco Motor Oil

--
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rate irom the interstate Commerce commission
which flxeg
rates. As a matter of fact, however, there have been rnt
ro.
ductions, effective July I last,
whlon amount to some $400,000,-00- 0
annually, according to the
estimates of experts.
Q. In playing golf can the ball
be dronrBd out of fflHiml whim
anywhere on the course without
v. j. i
penalty

-

1

AA

fifteen (15)

Better

cigarettes
for

A. A ball may be lifted" from'
casual water through the fairway
or on the green without penalty,
but casual water in a bunker becomes a water hazard nnriVmtia
be played as such, with the loss
01 ono stroKe lor lining or dropping out.
Wiould canned tongue be
cooled before being used? K .A.
A. The Grocer's Encyclopedia
says that dealers should never sell
a can of tongue, or of any meat
or fish during warm weather without reminding the buyer that it
should be cooled thoroughly before' opening.
Q. When was the word sweetheart coined? K. 1$. I
A. . The term sweetheart
was
originally written in the form of
two words. It is found in literature as early as 1290, though
there is no record showing
by
whom it was first used.
Q. When were 4 he first banks
established? J. A. W.
A. Activities similar to banking of the present day were
known to the ancients. In Athens
and Rome, several hundred years
before Christ, there were men
who would now be called bankers. The rise of modern banking
really dates from the establishment
of the Banco dl Rlalto, in Venice.
'
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cigarette full
Weight and full size

Every1

ConrmoHT 1922,

Liccstt

Sc

Myers Tobacco Co.

i
m

1

nin

O. Whv havpn't. rallrnnil
Wen reduoed to' offset the
in wages of railway workers? A. N. Y.
A. Under the law, wages of
railway workers are not fixed on
the basis of the railroads' rates or
revenues and the board which
deals with wages is entirely sepa

uiuw-jiuiuw-

Phone 520

The Red Cross is anxious to get
Bennett Far-gowho was last heard of in Albuquerque about a year ao. Any
information regarding him should
be communicated to the local home
service secretary.
In touch with Lewis

-

AFTER THIRD FLIGHT
IN GOLF TOURNAMENT

the positive way. out Physic and
purgatives will fall What you new)
Ot 0 (9
Is one of the most powerful destroyers
7
of blood Impurities, You can prove this 1587.
Q. Where
was cotton
in m aiiuri mite, o. o. a, IUUI D66H
first
on by a Jury of millions of peo
V
W.
passed
raised?
V.
J.
i
u
Rust Jibs always been the great nl Inst II Ir a vnnnalf
A. The country in which cotthe moat powerful vegetable ton was
enemy of iron and steel. The an- one of
first used or produced
ii
in haa not been
nouncement that steel that will existence. That'shuuwhy you hear of so
definitely determined.
not rust can now be produced in many underweight people
was
It
known in India before thJ
putting s on
quantities and at a normal cost lata flMh In a hnrrv whu vm v
of
that country by Alconquest".
rheumatics
from this
. .v ...
... exander, was jised by the early
. wiw w.a 0.0.
a being
offct, that the metal many
a ifreed
cuurEt w4i.
wiio
will bo used for many new
oiai
ioaay
Greeks
and
8. 8. 8. ud see your face clear and
Romans, and ColumWAiiP akin 0At
iirilta
vi..w bus found it In use by tfie natives
of
will
the new worldgive you a boost In yur'
firmer. It
The Canadlsn Pacific
v. ia an mi
l Urlia;
In two sizes. The- uilarger aljMf
has about 80,000 cmployos railway
The very highest clouds reach
on Us latores,
mora economical,
U
V
payroll.
above our heads,
r,

early In November.
"Many people have the idea."
said a prominent Red Cross worker yesterday, "that the activities
of the organization, are confined
to Albuquerque.
This is r.ot cor
rect. The Jurisdiction of the local

NAllU..Vb LKAGLE.
at Boston.
Pittsburgh at New York.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati

-
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August 1, 192k

X

better Virginia

no
August 1, 19
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A WONDERFUL DAXCIXCr'
l''ROCK.

CHAPTER 38.

In a department stor window
she declared
pertle found a dress
at one would do 'for her act. They
stood a long" time before it, carefully noting every little lntricats
They
turn in Its development.
went into the fashion book - deselectand
of
the
store,
partment
ed a pattern as near like the dress
as could bo. After reading carefully the requirements they purchased the poods, the shoes and
Tired but happy they.
stockings.
I reached home in time lor the early
T
dinner, tonight prepared by
Gertie had asked the salesgirl
how much a piain dressmaker
would ask for making such a
dress, and she' had told her. Sho
needed about $3 to make up the
Jen-nle-

amount.
"I shall ask Fagln for it, he told
me to, and he'll think all the more
of me for doing it," she said with
a new kind of wisdom. That night
she told him,1 and he promptly
handed her the money, saying:
"I hope you "got it good."
"I think you'll say .so when you
see it," she replied.
,
Murphy was there as usual, and
as usual he tried to get her to sit
a while with him.
She refused,
but when he went home rsg was

Dear Mrs. Thompson: I do my
own housework and find that my
hands get very badly stained. I
used to have pretty white hands
and so this makes me. feel very
me
badly. Will you kindly tell
MRS. S. II.
what to do?
Pumice stone, either powdered
or In tablet form, is, invaluable on
a dressing table for the removal of
stains from the hands, and when
supplemented by lemon juice there
fire few decolorations It will not
Nothing of' this sort
dissipate.
must be applied any oftener than
necessary for it will undoubtedly
make-thskin hard.
In my opinion, a rubbing with
some refining lotion should be given after such a washing. Glycerine and rosewater make a lotion
which,isboth efficacious and Inexpensive. Common water may ex-be
substituted for the rose, when
d
pense is to he considered, and
of glycerine is- put to
of water. Ton drops of
carbolic acid to half a pint of the
mixture makes it more bleaching
and healing. A few drops are
after washing, before drying,
It is
and are wiped oft at once.
not unpleasant to use ' In warm

young people are thrown together
promiscuously for quick acquaint
ance, quick marriages, so that by
establishing a home If only in one
room they can ha together freely.
But Gertie Cummlngs and even
the more volatile Lilly Arnold had
through their work absorbed different ideas. They saw that class
a bit above their own nightly
young men who had money to
spend, who took girls out to dance;
young men who perhaps were no
more moral 'than many In their
own precinct, butwhc had a sort
of veneer that passed with Lilly
had passed with Gertie until she
met Tom Norris.
Then there were young men like
George Murphy, young men who
had worked hard to make some
who while
thing of thenYSelves,
earning small salaries, managed
to make a good appearance, and
who prided themselves upon possessing a certain refinement of
thought and manner. Lilly considered Murphy quite the ne plus
ultra of any girl's desires, as she
compared him to the other, the
coarser type. As to Gertie she
had only one standard, Tom Nor
ris! And everyone Vven Murphy
fell far short when compared to
Tom.
But Murphy was tenacious and
he had fallen In love with Gertie.
Tomorrow Fagin Pats Himself
on the BacK.

one-thir-
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Beginning tonight, the curfew
whistle will sound at 9 o'clock,
and the police have been instructed to hold for investigation
any girls or boys under 16 years
of age who are on the streets
after that hour.
This is as far ns the program
o
of the women's
league,
suggested to the city romlssion.
has been carried to date. City
Manager B. H. Calkins and Chief
of Police Galusha yesterday held
a conference with representatives
of tho women's society. They told
the ladles it would be impossible
to appoint a policewoman now, as
de
the fund allowed the police
city- - budget
partment by the was
suggested
will not nermit. It
by one member of the committee
be
raised
that sufficient money
from gutRlde sources to pay a
woman officer until January 1,
when tho new budget will go In
anti-vic-

I went
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
with a young man for two years
and then he went to another town.
I loved him very trfuch at that
time, but when ho went away hi
didn't even ask if I would write
to him. I really suffered for
months, and then I grew hard
and hated him for pretending to
cure so much only to go away and
forget me completely.
At last I have a letter from him.
He Is coming back and says he
wants to see me before any one
and just as soon as he gets In town
he will telephone me.
Do you think I should let him
ANXIOUS.
eomo back?
If you want him to come bark
let him. Some people hate to write
letters and never do it if they can
Fret out of It.
The fact that the
young man wants to seo you scaln
shows that you still hold a pine
in his heart.

Cereal with Top Milk
Cinnamon Rolls
Sliced Peaches
Coffee.
Luncheon.
Blackberries
Cottage Pie
Fresh Cocoanut Cake.
Milk or Tea
,
i
Dinner.
Hamburger Steak Baked Potatoes
Cake
Salad
Fruit
Coffee.

We
have

Victor

Records

Which
will

fill

long-distan-
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Even the aged are being taken by
the spirit of unrest that is abroad
in the land and are going on- - hikes
and bumming trips, according to
DrMoise Bergman, of the bureau
of charities.
Mrs. Martha Terry,
aged 0, arrived here yesterday on
a hilte from California to Denver.
Mrs. Terry arrived ahead of her
neice and the lalter's
son, and is awaiting their, arrival
here. She is staying at a cottage at
the charity bureau colohy, but refuses to accept financial aid. The
woman is keeping a diary of her
trip. The party Is making its way
by bumming rides with autoists.

Back an' CharUy,
"Hy, yen
you go an lay down for a
time whil I got fa the dup
bowl of
bottom ol thi$
big
Kellogg' Corn Fafcee an
fruit for my lunch I fntfie.
auk got to wait for mo
uincn 7 ear Kollogg'Myotl
in' fcercia. beyl''

have.'
Come
in.

'

one-ha-

than

July

1,000,001)' tons

Sl.-M-

of coal wl'
United States

be en route to the
from Wales and the east coas
of England by September 1, ac-- l
cording to vice I'resident Smui
of the emergency fleet corpora
tion. who has charge of allocs
tlonVi
and charters of shipping
board vessels. Charters have been!
Ht for DO ships, aggregating 400,
000 tons, to engage in the impor
of coal, ho said.

In early times the diamond waa
credited with the power of guard
insan
ing tho wearer from poison,
'
ity and timidity.
Beauty Contented1
Toll are always confident
that your beauty has been
developed to the highest
of Its possibilities after
using Couraud s Oriental
Cream.

Send 1 5c
.Fard, T. Hopki

POPULAR CONCERT AND OPERATIC
L Coq d'Or Hymn au SoUll In ranch
In FrenrJi
6AO70 L Rol d'Ys V.ln.m.nt, ma Man almae
Tachtrachef-- D H.rcWot)
66072 I Know a Lorely Cardan
ElUabetha Gebet (Wagner) la Carman
74760 Tannhauaar
'
67344 Whan Lot. la Kind (Moore)

f

Am.tlta

Callt-Cur-

cl

Beniamino C;?!i
da Gojrorza
Marta Jerttxa
Lucrexia Bort

MELODIOUS INSTRUMENTAi.
I (Warner)
Philadelphia Orchaatnl
fWrtim-P- irt
Philadelphia Orch.stra
Tannhausar Overture Part II (Weaner)
mischa timers
e)
(Gabriar-MenViolin Sole
La Cinquantaina
Erika Morini
Violin Sola
At the Fountain
(Robert Schumann)
Olga Samaroffj
Solo
Piano
Spring Song (Mendelsohn) eantabilo
Flonzaley Quartet
(Haydn)
Ouartet In D Major Adagio
Alberto Selvi
Lak' a Rose Harp Solo
jmsMighty
Alberto
Rose of Summer Harp Solo
4",3Laat
SACRED SELECTTOFO
Olive FCTlne-Elt- le
Baker
Would See Jesu
.,,.,Ws
Olive Kline-Els- ie
fiskar
"MJou. My All
LIGHT VOCAL SELECTIONS
Merle Aleocki
1
Lucrltab.il. Mania
453,3ciannina Mia
Peerleaa Quartet
laonaRoelc Me In My Swenee Cradla
Sterling Trio
ieTOB,OH Kentucky Moonlight
Billy Murray
Mvuif Stumbling
HaTrtaooJ
Charles
,8906icoo-Co- o
(from ."Bombo")
.
n- - i
i i .
f
Billy Murrajrl
y
Stanley-BillAHaen
Murray
loW,i Whenever You're Lonesome
DANCE RECORDS
The VTretnlarra
i o.oe (Lonesome Mama Foa Trot
Bluee-F- om
Virginian.,
Trot
,u""Met
I
Marimba Orchestral
Green
Brather'
Waits
1 8907
Hack.l-B.r- re
Orchaatm
."sTndT Ut Gift .1 Ro..a-M-.d.
W.lr.
AU Star Trio and Then- Orcheatra,
'
Soothing Foa Trot
,
Club
Orche.tr.
Royal
IMI0jN.
m Trot
Trot Paul Whltamau and His Orchestra.
It's Up to You (J'an .1 Marr!Fo Fo
Oreh--,
("Zi-ffe- ld
Whiteman'a
Follios")
Trot
Moon
Sea
South
the
"'"('Neath
Club Royal OrcWtra
Foa Trot (from Moll IWIin.")
ley
Syncop.ta-Medof .Chicago
Orchestra
Banaon
The
Foa
Trot
Thoughts
The
Trot
Nobody Lted-- Fo.
Th. Virgbuaivs
,89l3Th. Yankee Doodle Bluee Foa Trot

7171S
74759
W.07)
66074
56075
74746

TnnKSna.r

htJ

Rosenwald's Victor Department

lf

one-ha-

(Bx -- he Associated fress.)

Washington,

Wngn slashing In New Zealand
has proceeded to such an extent
that most trades are now back
where they were before wages began to be increased
during the
war.

6069

these
new
August

'

Dorothy Linc'er.
Dorothy IJneer, a San Francisco girl,, and one of the speediest swimmeris on the Pacific
coast, will take part in all the
swimming me'ts of the season.
She recently defended her titlo
of Pacific coast diving champion,
which she has held for years, but
chamshe lost tho
pionship for northern California,
which she had also held for som"i
5
time.

The company operating the omnibus lines in London pays a million
dollars a year
for its ve,
hicles.

MORE THAN MILLION
T0NS OF COAL TO BE
SHIPPED INTO U. S

sev-er-

SUGGESTION'S,
For Your Oiled Cloth Table It
aouble tho me of oilcloth it
when putting a new covering ol
that material on a table, it is rirst
covered with smooth heavy pape
double Over the edges and cornc
Then tack on the oilcloth.
If there is any left over pastry
roll It thin, cut in squares or fancy
fhapes, prick it with a fork nnd
bake. Sprinkle with sugar and cin'
namon,
When you pare potatoes you do
in nourishment
value
not
full
get
TODAY'S RECIPES.
Scrub them with a
from them.
Cottage Pio One cup cooked vegetable brush and cook with the
meat cut in small pieces, one-ha- lf
on.
teaspoon skins stains on a silk frock can
teaspoon salt,
Egg
pepper, speck of nutmeg, one tea- usually
be removed
by rubbing
spoon cooked chopped onion,
them with common table salt.
cup gravy or stock. Line bakcrust, put in mixing pan with-pi-e
ture, add top crust and bake. Or,
if you have leftover mashed potatoes, put them over top Instead of
pia crust. "
uane tour
Fresh Cocoanut
lirXNlkl'UHt.

5-

--

Officials Say Funds
Not Permit Hiring
Woman
But
Officer,
Promise to Protect Girls.

City

MF.NC HINT.

e,

-

y

Dear Mrs. Thompson:' I am a
young married man and have been
married a year and a half. About
a year ago I lost a good position
and had to take one that did not
afford my wife and me a living.
Her father came to our rescuo and
Now I have a
helped monthly.
better position and could get along
on what I earn. Instead of want
lng to stop giving us money my
father-in-lawants to go right on
with it and says we could do so
more
many
things and we could
even buy a machine.
It seems to
me I cannot accept such a thine.
It was hard enough on my pride

s

,

to accept his help when It was impossible to get along on what I
earned, hut now I simply can't do
it. My wife says it gives her father pleasure to see us use his money and sho can't see why we should
not enjoy it now just as won as al
ter he is dead.
I don't want to .be stubborn, but
I don't want to take tho money.
Do you think I ought to do it?
ARTHUR T.
Ton are right in wanting to live
earn.
on what you yourself can
Stand on your own feet and bea
are
a
success iiecnuse you
come
capable and conscientious man. I
am sure that in the end your wife
will love you more if you have
been independent and Insisted that
she live on what you can give her
instead of the bounty furnished by
her father. In a way her father
Is kind In wanting to help you, but
ho is too Indulgent nnd runs the
risk of spoiling you and his

two-thir-

;

waiting for her.
"What's the matter, Gertie, 100 ""MOTHERS AIDED
don't you like me any more?" ho
COUNTY
.BY
SCHOOL
asked as they walked along
' "Of course I like you, but I'm
IN 2 WEEKS
NURSE
not going to sit at your table any
.' more.
I hate a row, and I might
Tersonal talks to over a '"lOO
Mr. Fagin
have got into trouble.
of county school child
said he couldn't have flnv tdouble mothPi-ren
were made during the past
In the place.
,
two
weeks
by Miss Lupe'Leon,
"Was he nasty to you?"
county school nurse. Individual
"No, I think he started to be
advice was given to mothers as
then changed his mind. I
the care and feeding of "
"He knows which side his bread to
children during the summer.. Miss
is buttered, does Fagin. - He's a Leon
.leave today for ' a two
smart Irishman. Ha knows you weeks will
vacation.
could get another place in a min'The report of her work during
ute if he let you go. When are you trie
past two weeks follows: '
going out with me, Geftie?" They
Week ending July 22:
the subway, and she
Home visits: South Broadway,
refused to let him go further.
1",;
South Second, 20; Barelas,
"Oh, I don't know. Some day, 25; San Antonito, 2: Commun
perhaps."
icable disease, 2; Ranchos de At- "IMake It soon. I like' you, Ger-"tl- nseo, a; Atrisco, Br.
and want to know you better."
Individual talks to mothers, 05
Week ending July 29:
"Perhaps I wouldn't improve
she anupon
Home visits:' Mountain View
acqViaintance!"
swered brightly, rather surTtfised 20; San Antonito.
San Antonat her own quickness.
io, 1; Ranches desAfvlsco, 10; tn"I'll rick that! Make it soon, dividual talks to mothers, SC,
i
good night. I wish jtiu'd let me communicable diseases. 5.
go all the way with yju." '.
"Not tonight!
nl
Ojood
,SHCITY BAND TO GIVE
I
George!"
CONCERT THURSDAY
.
.
,
i
rt
ouriitj imu no way or Knowing
George Murphy's thoughts-,-but
The Albuquerque City band un
something warned her he might be
the direction of Fred K. El
falling in love with her and did lis, band master, will give a con
he want to let him go? She liked cert on
Thursday evening at the
bfm better than any young man Odd ; Fellows
hall. The program
she had ever met aside from win
begin at 7:30 o'clock.
Tom. And Tom was so far above
"Tne band, through its Sunday
her he didn't count. She might evening open air concerts in Ro
look as a high as a bookkeeper
binson parTi, has become a
but a rnnrh ownen that was an- ular musical organization In pop
the
other thing altogether. She might city, with Its varied repertoire of
even marry a bookkeeper.
Hut classic and popular music. An
did she want to ,marry anybody? excellent program Is to be offer
Yet among all her girl friends sho cd on Thursday evening.
did not know of .one who did not
look to marriage as the ultimate , FIRE INTO S. P. SHOPS
aim even marriage with an undeColfax, Calif., July, 31. Armed
sirable rather than no rfiarriago at raiders in automobiles
swooped
all.
down on tho Southern
Taciflc
Crowded conditions in" the homes railroad shops here early today
of the poor, lack of a place where anp after firing several volleys
a girl can receive her "young man" at the windows, which were shatwithout being surrounded by the tered, and at' the walls of the
entire family, makes the street tho plant, withdrew as suddenly an
only available place for courting. they had .come. Nobody was inOr if the fellow can afford it, the jured.
still more, undesirable cheap eating
. and drinking places patronised by
If all the. people In New York city
all sorts of people, toughs, drabs decided to stop overnight at a hotel
of the street, often gunmen
and it would be necessary to put four
or more- guests in every room in
crooks.
Conditions such as these, where every hotel iif the United States.

WILL NOT PftTROC

'HOMEpROBLEHSj

PACIFIC MEETS

J.VNE PHELPS.

FEMININE POLICE

2S t

THIS MERMAID IS
ENTRANT IN ALL

FOUR DANCING FEET
BY.

GURFEWTO BLOW;

to effect, but other committee
members opposod this plan, saying it would make it Impossible
to secure a competent officer.
The chief told the ladles he
would do his besti to protect the
girlhood of the city. He said ho
needed more men officers on his
staff, but there is no money to
pay them.
To Soo Parents
The members of the committee
admitted that it is true that much
of the trouble originates in hom?s.
where parents do not do their
duty In .properly guarding una
Instructing 'their young girls. An
effort will be made, to reach such
parents in a Judicious and reway that will get
chief told the ladies
sults. Th
that ho would see that the curfew ordinance Is enforced to the
letter.
Discussing the "flapper" situation about the city hail brought
out tho opinion that there is
more blame to be placed against
than the girls.
These men, many of them transients in the city, may be seen
often, in automobiles or on street
corners, trying to start flirtations
later loading to joy rides.
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salt, two cups flour, three teaspoons
cups
baking powder, one
milk (scant). Cream butter and
Sift
of
eggs.
add
yolks
sugar,
flour, baking powder ana salt iwo
times, then add to tne creamed butter, sugar and eggs. Stir slightly
and ad4 milk, vanilla and lastly tho
Beat
stiffly beaten whites of egg.
until smooth, then pour in pans.
cake. Bake
This makes a
iwo
in medium over. Frosting:
confectioner's
sugar, four
cups
use
can
cream
(you
tablespoons
Two
canned cream). Flavoring:
tablespoons butter, two tablespoons
marshmallow topping, near, uniu
smooth and light. Be sure to stir
th sugar and cream until it Is
smooth, then add other ingredients.
One fresh cocoanut, grated on small
potato grater. Immediately after
the frosting is put on, ipnnsn i"
cocoanut on top and sides.
For a change dip the Hamburger-cake- s
In batter, then in crumbs and
fat. Drain on brown
fry In deep
excess grease.
paper to remove Dice
two tart apFruit Salad
one
ples, two bananas, two oranges,
small can of pineapple and one
cup
stalk of celery, add
Pour
of walnut meats, chopped.
over these the Juice of
lemon. It Is well to remember that
lemon Juice will always keep apples
one-na-

F 1

it

And it
We have just unloaded the largest shipment of fibre furniture ever received in Albuquerque.
deThe
invite
We
floors.
your inspection.
is now on display in our show windows and sale
cordially
mand for this class of furniture is so great that we are able to buy it in car lots, therefore we can save
It's furniture that's desirable in every room of the home
vou money on any purchase you wish to make.
Mexico's climate than elsewhere.
New
in
all
of
the
seasons
more
and during
so,
year;

two-lay-

one-ha-

Discount on Entire Stock

Fibre Furniture 25

lf

one-ha-
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lf

dark.
and banana from turning
Chill, arrange on lettuce leaf and
serve with lemon dressing.
Lemon Salad Dressing mix
tohl.enArm nt flour With enOUgll
water to make a smooth paste. Add
lemon, 'one egg.
Juice of one-ha- lt
well beaten, inree
cup of water arid
sugar,
a email piece of butter. Cook until
thick. When cool pour over emu
Thia makes a delicious saiau
will aerve four people..
one-ha-

lf
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For fomorrow's breakf

do

ast-a-tre- at

family to Kellogg's Corn Flakes and
fresh fruit! See that there is a big
pitcher of cold milk ready! And, urge
each big and' little family member to
Vent plenty, for Kellogg's are the per
fect warm weather food '

COW

.

-

In&it upon KeHogg'a Cora

Kellogg's are not. only delicious in
crispness and flavor, but they're won- derfully nourishing and refreshing.
They give stomachs a chance to rest
Alt

wlun

of KtLLOCG'S MUMBLES

aa

Flakes in the RED and
GREEN package thatbeari
Corn

Zinli are5
sikeai

genuine

KELLOGG'S

COOt

Hone

without

BRAN, eeoLel

itl
aiatamUtJ

ill

Cantrel and Mildred
minor glrla who recently
tho
figured In the investigation of
su ....
recent vice wove, wbio
tianri hv the district court yea- Miss Canterday as Incorrlgibles.
trel was paroled to Mra. Diqk
Quest, wife of the Salvation army
loader, until she is 18 years, nt
sen. and Miss Jordan was com
mitted to the state glrl'a wel
fare home here until further o
dors of the court. Myrtlo Ward,
another incorrigible minor, wus
also paroled to MrfcsGuest until
v she Is is.
comThree other minors--wer- e
rmitted
to the state reform school
sent
was
for boys. Leo Rogers, 16,
to the reform school for a year
on a charge of stealing $11 from
E. A. Polansky at the Y. M. C. A.
Manuel Marquez waa paroled to
the care of his father ana
Esther

--

inrrinn.

FLAKES

i

Ei

Four foot fibre settee, upholstered back, removt
able cushions, spring filled, also spring seat.
Regular Trice- - $50.00.
Special
This settee with 2 rockers to match
s low as

$37.50

...S77.50i

Sit foot settee, same as shove.
Regular price $78.50. Special ...
This settee with

if rockers

Other six foot
as, low as

"?

settees,
'

.".

'

Discount on Entire
Stock of Fibre Furniture for
This Week.

i

MUJJUUXEa

...$58.85
$100.00
...$48.00

It I i i 5 Iff f

f,

25

Fibre rocker, upholstered back, Inner spring cushion, removable, over
spring seat. Regular
(PI C C
.
Price $20, less 25

.tJlO.UU

Guest upon good behavior.
Raymondo Salazar, 17. pleaded
guilty to passing pi forged chec:
and waa given a suspended sentence to "the reform schdol for
a year, nnd paroled to Capt.
Guest.
He was charged with
$48 on the
forging a check for
Citizens National bank on July
21 under the name of Arllo
Sanchez.
.

Dutch girls and boys dress much.
i
alike until the age oi seven; clothes
years old" the lads wear
"just like father."

I

.......

COURT'S CARE

because. they digest so easily. Ea
Kellogg's regularly and get away from
so much heavy foods and see how. much
better 'every one la the
"
house feels! ,

1

l

INCORRIGIBLE
GIRLS UNDER

HealthaudhaDDihesi
in every spoonful of
V

1

I

tn
J

L

upholstered

price $8.50.
J,ess 25

refcker.

Regular

QK

!)U.trJ

LIVINGSTON & CO

UOME FURNISHERS

'213-21- 5

'

riain
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West Gold Avenue.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
"WHERE QUALITY IS HIGHER THAN PRICE" f
nam
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Bedtime Stories

IsiE MARKETS

For Little Ones

Ho Surely Snt on Elmer.
By Howard B. Garla.
The acceptance of. Elmer Dover's
ti)toffica of Albuquerque. N. M and
someunder
In
that
N.
indicates
Santa
Fe,
M.,
pending,
tntry
resignation
by McClurs
Copyright,
how
Set of Congress or March 17, 1879.
body made a mistake aboutSecreNewspaper Byndlcats.
TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
much
polities
&llly, by carrier or by mall, one month, tary Mellon will stand
for. De- FN CLE WIGGILY
AND THE
86c. yearly, In advance, 19. 00.
troit Free Press.
HONEYSUCKLE.
PRESS

(By The Associated Fress.)

FINANCIAL

mi,

MEMBER OF TUB ASSOCIATED
, The Aaaoclated Press la exclusively entitled to the use, for republication of all Itunno, They'd Probably Strike.
One of the Irish leaders probatiewe credited to It or not otherwise
credited In this paper and also the local bly hits the nail on the head when
news published herein.
he says that if thero were more
work for men there would he few132:
TUESDAY,
August 1,
er disorders by half. Buffalo ExCOLOSSAL

press.

COST OF STRIKES.

estimate places
the number of men now on strike at
a million ana a quarter. The majority of them had an earning
power, even during industrial depression, of from $35 to $45 a
week. The other skilled workers
iiow on strike have fallen some-Whshort ot such earnings only
because business was slack,
Commenting on the colossal cost
Of strikes, the New York Herald in
a recent editorial said:
"Taken all together the earning
power of those 1,250,000 to 1,500,-00- 0
striking workers, their earning power for themselves,werecould
not
fee averaging now, if they
on strike but were at work, scarceBut
ly less than $6 a working day.means
If It were $5, see what it
kn measured In termB of wage
earnings alone. It means not less
tlian $6,000,000 every working day,
perhaps more than $7,500,000.
"And If you take it at $7,000,000
a day It means at the rate of more
than two billions of dollars a year.
A two billion dollar a year earning
power for the workers themselves
stopped dead short.i A two billion
dollar a year spending power in
the domestic markets abruptly relaxed.'
"But that Is not all. The industrial production and the industrial
service of those striking wage
earners are in part lost to the
economic energy and the business
fciindine of the country. This sec
ondary loss,: this loss to tne wnote
in
country, may equal now, anddirect
time It might surpass., the
wage
primary loss to the striking
earners. It Is no greater than the
immediate loss to the strikers, the
two together would range between
$12,000,000 and $15,000,000 a day!a
'"This is an industrial loss,
financial cost, an economic wastof the
age that no war on the face
earth ever reached, ever approxithe whole
mated, until virtually recent
war,
world went into the
stawhich wrecked the economic
inthe
all
but
paralyzed
bility and
dustrial powers ot tho Old World.
"Strikes that cost more than any
war ever cost, except the one incomparable war, are destructive
and
forces to be well pondered
carefully discussed before men get
into them as well as after they
have gone Into them.
"Strikes costing at the rats of
fifteen millions ot dollars a day!
Can they be worth It?"..
In addition to the Industrial
loss, strikes are Inseparable from
lawlessness and violence, and
lessness and violence are repugnant to every theory of governg
ment and to every
people.
;

A conservative

j

,

Henry Correspondingly Grateful.
The'governmcnt refuses to allow
Mr. Ford to ruin himself financially in the Muscle Shoals venture.
Tho government is so considerate!
Tennesseean.
None Worso Than Voluntary kind.
The present month has brought
to notice the most serious form of
unemployment yet mentioned by
economists.
the
Washington
Star.

Fame Is Fame,
Former Governor

F.li, James?
Cox is quite a

lion in Europe. They were eager
to see a man who was licked by
7.000,000
plurality.
Pittsburgh

Gazette-Time-

s.

His One Clinnoo to Make Hit,
It really seems too bad that
Lenine does not seem inclined to
make good on some of the rumors
of his death.
Miami Heraldv

10
WINEWS
WHO'S
PAY'S
IN

THE
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ALLAN A. RYAN.

shrug of its shoulders, figuratively speaking, was the
only response, of Wall street when
the $35,000,000 failure of Allan A.
A suggestive

Ryan & Co. was announced. Some
of the more emboldened murmur-

ed, "I told you so." But that was
all.

Even

the

stocks
which
Allan A. Ryan
had been vitally
interested In reunafmained
fected.
For many years
Rynn, the son
of Thomas Fortune llyon, had
been been Known
in Wall street
as "one of the
boys." Nothing
of the radical
was supposed to
bo
lying dormant
within
He was
him.
as
the personification of
regarded
cautiousness and conservatism.
Then came the war. Ryan extended his operations. His caution faded and his fortune grew in
an amazing manner. Then came
Ryan's masterful Stutz coup. He,
with his friends, got control of all
the outstanding stock.
went
The
up.
price
Ryan
squeezed the socalled "wise ones"
as they hadnever been squeezed
before. T?Ig "inslfti-rs- "
were included In Ryan's victims. From
that time rtya;. was a "persona
non grata" on the exchange. Perhaps that's why his gigantic failure
caused such little attention.
Ryan's fortune at one time was
estimated at $30,000,000,
but it
went the same as other fortunes
that have tried "to buck the
t

.

'It Is growing very big! Very
big and tall and strong!" said
Uncle Wiggily one day as he
stood at one side of his hollow
stump bungalow.
"What is growing very big and
strong?" cried Nurse Jane Fuzzy
Wuzzy, who had been asleep on
the porch. "Don't tell me it's the
Fuzzy Fox or the Woozie Wolf
who is growing big and strong!"
she begged. "They are bad enough
as it is!"
Nurse Jane was so frightened
that her long tail curled up in a
t,
and Uncle Wigdouble
gily laughed.
'Have no fears, Miss Fuzzy
Wuzzy," he said. "I was only
speaking of my honeysuckle vine
that is growing tall and big and
strong on the side of my bunga
low. It Is climbing up to my bed
room window.
Have no fears,
Nurse Jane."
So Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy had no
fears, and she walked around to
the side of the bungalow where
Uncle Wiggily stood looking at
his honeysuckle vine.
As the bunny gentleman had
said, the 'honeysuckle was cer
tainly growing Into a big vine.
Uncle Wiggily had taken good
care of It, giving it water to
drink when the rain forgot to
tall.
tne
Ana
very
vine, being
thankful for this kind of care,
had done its best. It twined and
twisted itself up on the trellis
which Uncle Wiggily had built
for it, until the vine was almost
like a ladder, reaching up to the
second-stor- y
bedroom
bunny's
window. And now the blossoms
were coming out, each one filled
with honey, where the bees came
to sip, for there was perfume in
every llower.
"I love you, honeysuckle vine,'
said l.ncle Wiggily, ns his pink
fvinkling nose smelled the sweet
perfume.
"And I am glad to twine my
self on your bungalow," whiskered the honeysuckle. "You. took
good care of me, making a place
for me to climb, and watering rue
when I was thirsty. I would like
to do you a favor."
"Oh, nonsense!" lautrhed Uncle
Wiggily. "Making a shade and
giving off sweet perfume, its you
do, is favor enough."
So Uncle Wiggily twinkled his
pink nose and the honeysuckle
bow-kno-

.

Wall Street.
New York, July 31. The tone
of the stock market was Btrong at
tne opening or loony's session on
the confident feeling that PresU
dent Harding's plan for a settlement of the railroad strike would
prove effective. Prices easod on
profit taking at midday, only to
strengthen moderately again In the
later dealings, regardless of the
progressive advance of call money
rates from the opening price of
3 Vj to 5 per cent.
Short coverings was a factor In
the early advance,
especially
among rails, steels and the popular
unclassified specialties. Studebaker
strengthened prior to the announce
ment of the increased dividend,
placing tho stock on a ten per cent
basis and the declaration of an extra dividend of 14 per cent.
The belief of .traders In a settle
ment ending labor troubles was exemplified by tho strength of high
grade rails, Louisville and Nashville made a net gain of 4 points,
Atlantic Coast Line rose 2 points
and many of the coalers, grangers
and several of the Pacifies finished
at advances of substantial fractions
to two points.
Oil figured less prominently than
In recent days, with further selling of Mexican Seaboard Issues and
others of the foreign group. Mexican Petroleum fluctuated within a
point radius and closed at a
Iofs of 2 'A points.
Crucible Steel was most active of
the Independent shares of thaj; division, but forfeited part of Its gain
with several of the equipments and
coppers before the close.
Chemicals, rubbers and the many
Issues which nre more or less af
fected by conditions in those industries showed irregularity. The
rubber tire group closed mostly at
nominal losses on announcement
of further price reductions.
Sales
amounted to approximately
750,

m

000

shares.

was the dominant
Weakness
note In .the foreign exchange mar
ket, international currencies again
being influenced by the German
situation. Marks fell to the new
cents a hundred but
low of 14
rallied 1 3 points later.
Closing prices:
f ?i
American Can
61
Am. Smelting & Ref'g
122
American T. & T
17
American Zinc
53
Anaconda Copper
101
Atchison .
RR
t&
Baltimore & Ohio
7
Bethlehem Steel "B"
31
Butte and Superior
R9
California Petroleum
141
Canadian Pacific
38
Central Leather
72
Chesapeake & Ohio...
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul.... 29
30 14
Chino Copper
30
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
$2
19
Cuba Cane Sugar
G

Krio

.

........

. .

17

83
Great Northern pfd
72
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
36
Konnecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville ......134
166
Mexican Petroleum
23
Missouri Pacific
73
Montana Power
OR
New York Central
78
Northern Tacific
i
v. 47
Pennsylvania
16
Consolidated
llay
Copjier....
...!. 76
Reading
'73U
Rep. Iron ft Steel
81
Oil
ft Refining
Sinclair
92
Southern Pacific
"5
Southern Railway
climbed-dovUncle. Wiggily
Studebaker Corporation ....132
street."
4
6
Co
the Weysadtle vjnG. Texas
54
Tobacco Products
...143
vine grew and grew and grew, Union Pacific
101
until it almost covered the bun- United States Steel
Utah Copper
ny's bedroom window.
"And
like it," said the rib-bNew Vo'rk Money.
fcV DR.. W. F. THOMSON
By Root.
gentleman, breathing in Ijep
New York, July 31. Call money
I
of the sweet odor. "I love to lisstrong: high 5 per cent; low 3
ten to the hum of the bees
ouff3
per cent;
The question of cancer has the thoy cam, to gather honey. Their per cent: ruling rate 3
Pants this fall will not haveone
or knife for the answer.
per cent; last loan
closing 5 0i5
en the bottoms. We know
me
to
buzzing
wings
sing
sleep."
two pairs that should have a kick
So many happy days passed, 5 per cent: call loans against ac
' on the se it.
ceptances 3 per cent: time loans
If you would Beck a cure In but trouble was coming. The firmer:
60 days and 90 days 4 per
haste, don't lose time with a can- Woozie Wolf and the Fuzzy Fox', cent: six months
4
it
Robbed
House
per cent.
''Mlnisier's
more and more hun
cer paste.
were,
getting
Trimo mercantile paper
Gems," Newspaper headline.
s
gry for nibbles off Uncle
f
but they could not per cent.
A
patch on the end of your catch cars, as
Darn a feller who will steal from nose scaly
the bunny rabbit
him,
as
not
be
as
Innocent
may
diamonds
hns
Exchange.
Foreign
a preacher, even if he
remained safe at home in his hotyou suppose.
New York, July 31. Foreign exlow stuniD bungalow, breathlrtr
and an extra suit ot clothes.
change,
heavy. Great Britain dethe
A lump In the breast may be a vine. perfume of the honeysuckle mand. $4.4
1
cables, $4.44; 60
Over at Mills a doctor acts di-as
cancer nest. Delay Is tint only
The
Well, if he won't corns nut day bills on banks. $4.42. France,
umpire at the ball games. think
the dangerous
demand. 8.15; cables, 8J6. Italy
but invariably
where
can get him,"
plomatic fans, when thoy
demand. 4.56) cables. 4. 66.' Bel
the Wolf to the Fox, "wegrowled
doe is getting a little rank In his
must
gium demand. 7.68; cables, 7.69
go where he Is."
decisions, don't yell "rotten.' They
man.
cables,
sick
a
Germany demand
attend
to
tumor
him
or
Indolent
"That's
ulcer
Every
the
page
snarled
Pm
right!"
Sjust
.1 5 T4 .
38.60;
Holland
demand,
be suspected of being
should
Of
course
a
was
it
all
but
wrong,
'
demand.
until proven innocent by the Fox and Wolf thought it was cables, 38.85. Norway 26.05.
cancer,
ugust was our favorite month
Den
16.85. Sweden demand.
untiXwe found that both road tax those competent In diagnosis. .
right, and there wag nouse in mark
demand, '21.43. Switzerland
and dg tax come due then. Now
telling them it wasn't.
19.00.
demand,
which
Spain
demand,
So one day the two bad chnn
we thinKwe prefer February,
A sore on the lip, which does
8.10. Po
has less iWa than any other monin not yield to ordinary remedies, slunck off through the woods to 15.50. Greece demand,
Czecho-SIov- a
on which topay. We usually make may be syphillis or cancer. Pro- gO tO Uncle WiMilv'n hnnirnlnw land demand, .01.
7.27.
demand.
Argentine de
hog crastination in either
to
and nibble his kla
enough betting on the ground
case, Is seri- ears,catch the bunny wa
mand. 36.25. Brazil demand, 13.75.
to finance ourselves for the month. ous.
on
ihe rabbit
sitting
99
his porch, half asleep and
smell- Montreal,
the honeysuckle.
Five men are willing to take
ing
All
a
of
LihcrtT
After
Bonds.
forty years of age, cancer sudden the Wolf
Senator Lodge's place In the senate. causes one
on a
New York, July 31. Liberty
death In every eight dried r'lck. which stepped
It relieves all who have worriedto among women
broke
with
bonds closed:
one in thirteen sharp crack.
$101.06; sec
about the future of our nation
$101.42
ond 4s, $100.60; first
Uncle Wigsrllv awaknnerl
witness the amazing number of among men.
third
$100.66;
ed his eyes and saw the Fox and second
patriots who are willing toIn cruclry
Vic
fourth
The
$100.52:
vast
$101.80;
order
majority of patients won coming and, as quickly as a
their personal ambitions
$100.88;
Victory
to serve their country, in public with cancer seek surgical Interfer- wink, ran in his bungalow and tory
ence too late for cure. Early dis- upstairs, shutting himself In his (called), $100.48,
office.
covery early recovery.
bedroom.
"Dear me! I'm rlad Nnr
THEY DO IT DIFFERENTLY.
T.n
colored
Unreasonable
Kansas,
prejudice against Isn't home!" said Uncle Wiggily
An Emporia,
Arin
the
use
was
Judicious
"She
of
the
knife
would he frightened out of
for
lynched
man recently
Chicago Board of Trad.
kansas. The Emporia Gazette man- the early removal of cancer is her wits. Well, I am safe so far,
More than 1,- but
I
wonder what will happen 100Chicago, July 31.
the
ages to get the man's criminal partly responsible for
high
I
car loads of wheat arrived
next?"
record in a column. His Arkansas cancer death rate.
He did not have loner in ,atf here today and the market drop
record occupied three minutes' time
ped to new low price records for
Vadium and the
y
are val- to find out. Into the bungalow the
and a half a 'stick" in the paper.
season. The close was unsettled
uable adjuncts to the surgical came the Fox and Wolf h.rirtnoto 5
at
a
a net decline of 1
about
.
Every time we read to hear treatment of cancer; but early and and snarling.
We'll get your ears! We'll tot cents, the latter for July with SepEminem removal by surgical promovie wedding we expect
to $1.05
and De
tember $1.05
soon of some more shadow boxing. cedure offers the only hope, and your ears!" they howled.
to $1.08. Corn lost
$1.07
the earlier the removal the
Uncle Wiggily heard them nsf. cember
1
greater
1
1 to 1
oats
to
cents;
tering upstairs toward his room. 1
A man up In Rio Arriba county the hope.
cents and provisions 5 to 20
about senime aoor.
was
hi
Jt
ratu
thought all this talk
to do with runnot very thick and the lock was cents.
Cancer' is not a
ority mtd something
In addition to the big receipts
for gov- disease, and there communicable
n
is no direct not very strong1.
ning a
I hey can easily break through which were finally announced setas
proof that it can be inherited The
ernor.
cause ot cancer is yet unknown.
my door," thought poor Uncle totaling 1,142 cars, a sharp did a
back in Liverpool quotations
r (hi
,(
looked
wiggily. h
CAN'T
DENVER POLICE
aow. "irs too hie l tin from tho good deal to force the wheat mar-- '
CO0LIDGE AND FAMILY
LfTround
for me to Jump out!" ket here to go todown grade from
RIDE IN AUTOS WHILE
show but slight
and
EXPECT TO LEAVE FOR thought poor Uncle Wlcerilv. "nh the start,
power to rally. Hedging sales of
dear, what shall I do?" h rrirt the
ON DUTYIS RULING
new
were
the heaviest yet
LOS ANGELES FRIDAY aloud, as the
crop
pattering steps of witnessed, and there was also sell
ox
ana
j.
ujo
came
Astoetaled
The
woir
nearer.
ryest.)
By
pressure on foreign account.
"Climb down me!" whispered lng
fBj The Associated Fress.)
Demand appeared to be confined
Denver, Cola, July 31. Chief of
the voice of the honeysuckln
Swamp Scott, Mass., July CI
"1
an
. Police
issued
Williams today
chiefly to shorts, Including a promVice President and Mrs. Calvin
Krow from the
tip (o inent eastern trader. Exporters
order to members of Denver's police
who arrived in Boston yester- your, window Just ground,
like
a
ladder.
'force that any patrolman who day from Washington, were guests lou can easily climb down my were said to have filled their most
urgent requirements, and to be in'
i drives to or from his beat In an today of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.
ground.
dined to hold off as much as pos.
automobile, or who drives about his Stearns, at Little a Point. They are . , in,
80 l ean!
Thank
you
ible from further buying, especial'
on
his
car
his
t tea uncle
parked
beator leaves
to remain mere until tney leave for
Wiggily. Leaving his ly during weakness of foreign ex
post while on duty will be "sum-- : Los Angeles Friday. They will be
' 10 KceP the Fox and
vr
jnarlly dealt with."
accompanied on the western trip by Wolf back as long as he. could. change.
Some authorities expressed an
"An essential part of your duty their sons, John and! Calvin,
Jr., Uncle Wiggily climbed down lh opinion that after today's
afoot"
observe
big
and Mr. and Mrs. Stearns. Vice honeysuckle 'vine without
t'ti'wnat you may
getting
President Coolldge said his visit I if r.a ln lhe leaBtbays the order.
Then, as
The chief recently discovered that here was mostly for rest.
ana the Wolf- when they found how Uncle Wig
in
been
his bungalow, began upstairs
many Denver "coppers" have
breaking gily had played a trick oh them,
In their
The death rate of children In down nn donr ,
driving around their beats
h
down the honeysuckle
utomoblles. The order was issued Chi na owing to their having no bunny hurried off through the climbing
vine.
;
t""1 Cn"ed two
simultaneously with a shake up of cows' milk, Is so great that they are
once
So
again we find every
P,komen
not buried separately.
A tower Is docs
patrolmen.
, sergeants and
thing ending happily, and if the
"AVe'll go back to
built over a large vault, with a hole
your bunga- cornstarch pudding doesn't fall
) ' Th cinchona forest In Java cov-- '. on one side for boys and one on the low and arrest Ike Fox and
down stals and have to be help
rrs about 25,000 acres. The larger. other for girls, and the children barked the Police Dogs, andWolf,"
ed up by tne watermelon, I'll toll
thej
qui-vof
did.
And
In
of
rolled
world's
mat
after
cloth
the
can
and
supply
being
ynu
part
imagine how you 'next about Uncle Wiggily and
arc
nine pomes from that country.
in.
the
pitched
and
Wolf were nc picture 00 ok,
Fux
angry
ling,
right-thinkin-

'in -m

SXJKSHINE

1

'

v
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Wij-giiy'-

4:

w--

.15;

rn.

3s,
4s,
4s, 4s.
4s.

4s,

4s

.

GRAIN

Spanish-America-

Cool-idg-

--

r'

celpts the crop movemjnt 'would
arrivals today having
slacken,
been crowded forward In the Illusive hope of getting the benefit of
a month end bulge in prices. As
a motive belated liquidation was
the feature of today's trading in-ln
the July delivery. Decided
crease of the visible supply total,
progress in
together with harvest
the northwest and the prospective
railroad
strike
the
settlement of
were ln most quarters as contributing bearish factors ln the market
taken as a whole.1
Corn and oats descended with
wheat and as a result of private
corn
September
crop reports,
touched the lowest price so far In
, '',
tho 1922 crop.
In the provisions market, the
weakness of grain was of more Influence than higher quotations on
hogs.
Closing prices:
Wheat July $1.05; September
$1.05; Dec. $1.07. Sept. 61 c;
Com July
'

$lc;

gt

packed extras
packed firsts
poultry live unsettled,
broilers 2226c;

19n;22c; storage
storage

2121c;
1621c;

fowls
roosters 13c.
Potatoes Receipts 37 cars; total United States shipments 666
cars; demand and movement slow,
market slightly weaker; east shore
Virginia stave barrels Irish cobone, $2.76 3.00;
blers number
Kansas sacked Irish cobblers, some
SI .15
1.25 . cwt;
poorer
dirty,
grades $1.00 1.10 cwt; sacked
75c
to
Ohlos
poorly graded
early
85c cwt; Minnesota sacked early
Ohios $1.00 01.15 cwt; Nebraska
sacked early Ohlos $1.25 cwt.

LEGAL NOTICE

NOBLEMANbENIES
DISLOYALTY CHARGE

Kansas City.
Kansas City, July 31. Butter,
eggs and poultry unchanged.
r.

New York Mctnls.
New York, July 31. Copper
quiet; electrolytio spot and futures
14c.

NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Jessie
H. Scholz Jonson, Deceased.
,
To Ruth Bolt of Albuquerque. New
Mexico, and To All Others Whom
It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Jessie H. Scholz Johnson, deceased,
late of the county of Bernalillo and
state of New Mexico, as produced
Probate Court of
and read in the
"
the county
Bernalillo, state of
New Mexico, on the thirteenth day
of July, 1922 and the day of the
proving of said alleged Last Will
and
Testament was thereupon
fixed for Thursday, the seventeenth
of
August. A. D. 1922, at 10
day
o'clock in the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of Hh!s court, this fifteenth
day of July, A. D. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, ITew Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Bar- tolo C. Chavez, Sr., Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the thirteenth
day ot July, 1922, duly appointed
Administrator of the estate of Bar-tol- o
C. Chavez, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
and having qualified as such Administrator, all persons having
claims against the estate of said
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned ln the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
FIRST SAVINGS BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY.

Tin firmer;, spot and futures
57c.
$32.75.
Oats July 31c; Sept. 33c;
Iron steady; No. 1 northern $27
Dec 36c.
29.00; No. 2 northern $26.00
J?Dec.
$H
$11.35;
Lard Sept.
28.00; No. 2 southern $1$ 20.00.
Ribs July $10.70; Sept. $10.(5,
Lead steady; spot $5.755.80.
ZIno quiet; East St. 1 ,011 Is spot
,
Omaha
and
nearby delivery $6.25.
J
No.
Wheat
31.
Omaha, July
spot
$5.126.37.
Antimony
hard, $1.0001.07; No. 3 hard,
Foreign bar silver 67 c.
99ciff$1.04.
Mexican dollars 63 c.
No. 2 wnue, oc, inq.
Corn
'
New York Cotton.
. New York, July 31. Cotton fumixed, 54(54e.
Oats No. 2 white, 31 ttc; io. a tures closed very,
steady. October
white, 31c.
$21.21; Dec.' $21.18; Jan. $21.04;
March
$20.96; May $20.85.
Kanuta City.
Cotton
spot quiet; middling
-.
rirv .Tnlv 31. Wheat $21.45.
No. 2 hard, $1.10'i ia; io. 2 ieu,
TUx
Administrator.
NOTICE OF REDEMPTION
TO
Corn no. z wnue, nni.,
Dated July 18. 1922,
HOLDERS OF VICTORY NOTES
yellow, 6O0.
AND
OTHERS CONCERNED.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
auau.
Hay
Notice is hereby given as fol10 nn- Kn 1 tira r s. J1D.60 W 11, o;
'
clo
called
lows:
First
redemp
partial
No. 1S391
'
No. 1 timothy, $14.00015.00;
tion of four and
per
State of New Mexico, County of
ver mixed, $14.00ill. tu.
cent Victory Notes, all four and Lord Forbes, formerly Sir ArchiBernalillo, ln the District Court:
Lena Smiley, Plaintiff, vs. Edwin
per cent Victory
bald Williamson.
Notes, otherwise known as United
Bruce Smiley, defendant.
States of America Gold Notes ot
Lord, Forbes, ln the house of To the above ramed defendant:
which bear the dis lords, denied, in a personal stateYou are hereby notified that a
Chicago.
A B C D E or F,
ment, the charges of Ronald Mc suit "has been filed against you ln
Phirniro. Julv 31. (U. S. Bureau tinguishingto letters
their
serial
numbers,
prefixed
Neill in the house of commons, that the said court and county by the
of Agricultural Economies.) Cattle having
been designated for the pur- as
a member of the firm of Balfour, above named plaintiff, in which
Receipts 14,000; market fairly
In the manner prescriblot
pose
by
she
butcher
& Co., he had done the said Plaintiff prays for absoWilliamson
active; beef steers andhlcrher
lute divorce on the grounds ot
snots ed by the Secretary of the TreastiOir.e.
With
German firms with abandonment
business
on
are
called
for
ury,
and
redemption
to
with
up more; early top beef steers
"in
relation
trading
the
December
to
192'J,
laxity
15,
And
are further notified
pursuant
bulk $8.50(8)10.00; bulls provision or redemption
$10.50;
He said unlessyouyou enter or cause tothat
war."
the
the
contained
during
enemy
Ve
steady to stronz; calves steady; ln the notes ani in the treasury de- the government had approved his entered your
appearance in said
stockers strong; bulk bologna bulls partment, Circular
No.
dated
138,
cause on or before the 8th day of
operations.
bulk vealers early
$4.25 4.50;
21, 1919, under which the
September, A.- D. 1922. Judgment
mostly April
around $9.50; fat
notes were originally Issued. Inwill be rendered
in said cause
$5.157.25.
' 43,000;
market terest on all the four and
you by default and the reagainst
jIogaKeceipls
cent
Notes,
Up to the year 1829, all criminals lief prayed for will bs granted.
Victory
fairly active to shippers and smali trrtis calledper for redemption, will in
The name of the plaintiff's atlittle; cease on said
England were branded, as well
killers; big packers doing
De20c
date,
redemption
ns gypsies and vagabonds, but after torney Is W. Moore Clayton, whose
better grades butchers 10c to
cember 15, 1922.
postofflce address is Albuquerque,
higher than Saturday's average;
Victory Notes of the four and that year only deserters from the N. M.
top $10.70 early; bulk $8.15
noto
fioldiers
were
and
who
bearcent
army
series,
FRED CROLLOTT, '
per
10 60; bulk good butchers $9.80j)
letters of rlously mad characters were so (Seal)
the distinguishing
Clerk.
mostly $9.75 1025; ing
10.60; pigs
marked.
G
I
to
or
K
their
H
J
L,
Lee.
F.
prefixed
sows
By
steady
Harry
few sales good packing
are not In any
to Strong at $8.008.60; bidding serial numbers,
remanner affected by this call for
lower on others, heavy $9.75
and will become due and
10.25; medium $1 0.10 10.60; Jight demption as to
principal on May 20,
Afit
lieht $10.2oi payable
t
tin RflfRim
to their terms.
10.60; packing sows smooth $8.10 1923, according Information
as to
(.du Second detailed
IB 8.15: parking sows, rougn
the presention and surrender of
10.40.
8.10; killing pigs $9.75
cent
four
and
per
16,000; fat
Receipts
.Sheep
tin1
classes opening steady to strong, Victory Notes isfor redemption
der this call
given in treasury
later slow; top native Iambs $12.75
dated
to packers and city butchers; 500 department circular. No. 299,
July 30, 1922, copies of which may
tops from three cars Iduhos $12.75;
Debest held., higher; fat light native be obtained from the Treasury
anil
ewes up to $7.25: fat heavies down- partment, Division of Loans Fedward to $3.50; feeding lambs open- Currency, Washington, or any
Bank.
ing slow, supply fairly liberal; eral Reserve
A. W. MELLON,
'
westerns carrying long feeder ends.
Secretary of the Treasury.
,B. A. McKINNEY,
Omaha
eail of
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank
Machinists, Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
Omaha, July 31, tU. S.
of
Dallas, Texas.
Hogs
Agricultural Economics.)
to
10c
Receipts S.000, fairly active;
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
When staying at his family seat,
20c hisher bulK mixeo anu pausRKlnnlr Pnatle tho Duke nf Rutland
mebulk
00;
$7.
759.
grades'
ing
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
has to walk more than a quarter of
dium and light butchers $9.50
a mile to oea. rnis ih tne aisunice
10.20; top $10.25.
Santa Fe mechanical officer.
from the Duke's study, at one end
Cattle Receipts 5,800; market
fnh-lactive: best steers and she- - of the historic old castle, and his
at the other.
stock 10c to 25c higher; top steers
10.10:
yearlings $10.00;15c grass
to
10c
Miockers
high
utr,f.ir unit
ir- bulls fully steady; veals steady
feeders 15c to 25c higher; 1,10(
7..r)U.
nntmrl fooilera
sheer. ReceiDts 15.000; lambs
25c
lower, bulk lambs
steady to
12.25; best western held at
$12.08
$12.60; sheep and feeders steady;
ewe top $7.00; feeding yearlings
VALVE-IN-HE- AD
$9 0009.65; feeding lamus
Dec.

-

no

--

T

4

nil.,

i

,

-

three-quarte-

rs

three-quarte- rs

LIVESTOCK

1922-192-

3,

she-stoc- k'

three-quarte-

hree-quarte-

,.

lii-'h-

three-quarte-

cttsWIen

rs

Wanted

SANTA FE

RAILWAY

,

bed-roo-

-

Jrj&

12.00.

St. Joseph.
St. Joseph, July 31, (U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics.)
6,500;
shippers
Hogs Receipts
buying a few 180 to 220 pound
butchers $10.05010.10; 60 to 10c
higher than Saturday's shipper
market; packers nitiaing meaoy;
packing sows $7.5007.75; steady;
cost Haiuraay
average
weight 234 pounds; average cost
last week $9.45; weignt zsx. most
2.100;
Cnttle Receipts
classes about steady; cows steady;
yearlings $9.76;
a few loads mixed ana
grassy Kina
bulk beef steers
to around
$6.20
from
ranging
bulK beef cows 14. uu o.ou;
canners and cutters $3.75 down;
best veal calves steady; top js.uu;
bidding' 25 to 60c lower on others.
killing
gheep Receipts 2,500;
loads
classes about steady; three
,
Wyoming lambs $12.75-- bulk na
tive lambs $13.60biz.d; cuii
natives $7.00; gooaewes o.uu.

tM:

t

Kansas City.
Kansas City. July 31. (TJ. S. Bu-- r
Agricultural Economics.)
Cattle Receipts 20,000; beef steers
iu.wu;
strong to 25c lower, lop
other fed lots l$8.E0 9.85; yearloads
several
lings 25e higher;
steady to
$9.009.B0;
strong; choice cows $.40; common to medium mostly $$.75 0
4.75; fairly good heifers around
calves and canners
$7.00; bulls,
mostly steady; practical top on
mi of

f VMS L

Come

she-sto-

vealers $9.00; most bolognas $3.75
04.25; canners mostly $2:50. actHogs Receipts 9,000; fairly kind
ive on built- - of deslrabt
around 10a higher; closed with
mnt nf advance lost: ton $10.10:
bulk better 160 to 240 pounds
$9.90010.10; heavies slow; packet-to$10.00; bulk $9.00010.00;
packing sows mostly $7.6507.85;
stock pigs 2 Be to 50c higher; best
mu
lights Jiu.m; cuia weisniy
$10.00010.25,
lambs
7,000;
Sheep Receipts
fully steady; top natives $12.70;
culls $6.60 07.25; Idaho lambs
carrying short fat ends to dealers
$12.00; sheep slow; fat ewes generally $$.0006.50.
Denver.
Denver, July 81. Cattle Reto 10c higher:
steady1
1,600;
ceipts
beef steers $7.0009.00; cows and
heifers $5.'756.50; calves $.0p
9 00;
bulls $2.0004.60; stocHcrs
.1
and feeders $5.0006.00.
Hogs Receipts 900; 15c to t5c
higher; top $10.25; bulk $10.00

MOTOR CARS

in and see
the

for 1923
The Seasons finest ,
and most complete line
of motor cars

'

10.20.

Bheep Receipts
ewes $6.00 06.50;
$11.00012.00.

294;

spring

steady:
lambs

-

I

21

PRODUCE
Chicago.
Chicago, July 81. Butter unextras 32c;
creamery
settled;
28
seconds
32c;
firsts 29
28
c; standards 32c.
16,425
Eggs unchanged; receipts
rases; firsts
ordinary
miscellaneous 19
firsts

,2020c;

1818c;

fourteen Distinctive Models
ODEN-BUIC-

Fifth and Gold.

K

COMPANY
-

Phone 1200

I
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

KINGSBURY
GOOD

Copyright,

KOLUMN
MY BROTH E.R ,AVE
WE THlt MONEY TO

BRICK

HOME.
d
Four
rooms and
Slassed-i- n
sleeping porch. Hardwood floors. Modern. Garage
and a complete home. Located
close In on a good street and
can be bought very reasonable.
good-size-

iWE. VOO

t TO

60

WELL
THlt--

.

YOU

A.

YOU- -

t0
erf

aiL-

colly;

YOURE RVCiHT
MAC,(E WE. i
COT HIM ALL

TOCATFD

OS EAST
brand new

the International Newt Service
U. & Patent Office,

EE

HE't NOT
EVO AFTER,
ALL:?

'

I'D
SL r SURPRISE

HE bAYt
--

OWE3

HE

(

1921 by

Reelitered

SAY-MAO-

la

-

George McManvu

By
E

Dowrs here:
ME

the iank, J

COME

an',it
T

counterfeit:

1

VW.

LINCOLN ADDITION
few more good lots to be
had In Lincoln addition, located on North Fourth street
with some shade and fruit
trees; also extra large lots.
Good terms.

ROOMING HOUSE

"KW
WW

FOK jREXT.
We have several good apartments and houses for rent In
all parts of the city.

For Sals cr for Rent

EP

zncD

Klpht
rooms
well
lighted and ventilated, located
nn second Ptory at 207 West
f!oM avcntio. Price on attractive terms, $1,450, or will lease
at $05 furnished complete.

A

KiNGSBURY
Realtor.
Heal Estate, Loam and
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
I'tione 907-YD,

J.

1922 ev

OWNER SAYS SELL
My
house and sleeping
porch, basement, front and service porch, garage, hot water plant,
lawn, shade, fruit, vines, walks,
facing McClellan's park. Call
ACKERSO.V & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourtli.
Phono 411.
$3,760

WANT

modern,
Central.

HOME?

A

Six rooms and a large glassed
sleeping porch, hardwood floors,
furnace, gas, garage, lawn, In
fine location on paved street,
and the paving is paid. The
price and terms are right. See

Jas, M, Johnson,

frama
bungalow,
oak floors, fireplace,

new,

East

Insurance. Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
Tliono 210.

CO.

218 W. Gold.

Flione

407

MODERN SEVEN
room brick. W, side.
5,000
SWELL MODERN
brick, close In.
M.750 SURE GOOD FIVE- room modern, W. side.
$4,200
SPLENDID
MODERN
stucco.
Fourth
ward.
$3,850
CHOICE FOUR-ROOmodern brick, Fourth ward.
GOOD SEVEN ROOM
$3,750
modern, W. side.
A- -l
$3,250
FOUR
ROOM
modern brick, W. side.
$3,150
NEW
FIVE
ROOM
modern, H. W. floors, etc.
elevation.
WE HAVE MAN? OTHERS
No trouble to show you.
At your service.
Members, New Mexico State
Realty Association.
$5,500

A--

l

five-roo-

five-roo-

F1LEISCD, Realtor

Flt, dccldem,
Surety
Ill S. Fonrth

No.

Automobile assurance,
Loam.
telephone (74.

flat.

FOR KENT
ipartment and
garage. Phone IliflO-Forrester
PGR RP!VT Three rooms for llirht
-- a
housekeeping.
west Santa Fe.
FOR KENT Modem outside apartment.
Averlll Apartments. IPS North Second.
j
FOR RENT Llht housekeeping rooms,
reasonable. Otldersleeve Eleetrio rn
FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
porch; private bath. 315 West Granite,
Phone 1701-FC)R KENT Two furnished rooms, for
.light housekeeping; adults; no lick.
-t
i."nrn feoono;
FOR REN'T-Thre- e
rooms, glassed In eleep-In- g
porch, beautifully furnished, close
In.
Phone 1988..T
10R RENT Two-rooapartment, newly
furnished, mortem. Apply 319 'i West
Centra! or call 070-.FOR RENT Furnished front apartment.
three rooms and private bath. 216
North Second, Albuquerque Hotel.
y
toil RENT One single, one larger
furnished apartment; hot water.
1311-1- 5
West Roma, phone 4!)0-FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms, modern; also two-rooapartment with sleeping porch. 1104 North
Second.

FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and
sleeping porch, furnished
for light
housekeeping. 821 South Walter, phone
1S70-.-

FOR RENT Nicely furnished two-roohousekeeping apartment,
with hath;
reasonable; adults; no sick. 613 South
Arno.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished apartment, with garage; water paid; adults;
no sick; rent reasonable. 1011 North
FOR RENT Two-roorurnlshed apartment; hot and cold water, lights and
rent
42114
reasonable.
phone paid;
FouthB roadway.
FOR RENT Half of bungalow, three
rooms, community bath, well furnished,
rentrally located, (35 per month; no sick.
Bit West Coal.
FOR RENT Nice two-roohousekeeping apartment, adjoining bath; gas:
close In; no sick; no children.. 623 West
Lead, phone 2001-FOR RENT One large and one small
apartment, furnished
completely for
115
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
North Seventh, phone 1114.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, convenient to sanatoriums; four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on Etast
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMlllln A Wood. Phone J4S.
TOR RENT Furnished front ipartment,
two rooms and kitchenette, bath
large front porch; garage If
thoughly clean and sanitary; two
adults only and no sick. 134 South Arno,
phone 6S2--

FOR SALL

Goodall

Investment

Martin Company,

Franklin & Company

Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.

rhone

V. Gold.

Insurance,

1S8.

Apply
McKIXT.EY T.AXD AND
LVMBEIt CO.,
tfew

Mexico

BRICK BUNGALOW
Cosy
hardwood floors,
built-i- n
features, nicely furnished.
Fine porches, good garage, four
blocks out. See this one early.
J. P. GILL REALTY CO.
323

V.

Central.

Wanted,

Z,

Socorro,

T7

As Long As

Livettock

FOR SALE HorseB. harness, and wagons.
310 North Broadway, phone 1G58-SALE
FOR
saddle
Cheap, galted
horeo and saddle. 400 North Twelfth.
FOR BALE iiare bargain, two young
Flemish Giants, docs and buck. Call
1347--

FOR SALE Six pure-bre- d
Jersey cows,
good milkers; wilt sell on Installment
plan. Phone 2337-FOR BA I fC Flemish Oisnts. Rufus Reds
does Ens'
bucks,
Black,
Belgians,
friers. 710 West Lead, phone 1025-Jersey-Durhacow
FOR SALE A- -l
(over four gallons) with day old calf,
f 125. 1601 South Kim, phone 2129-FOR SALE Two carloads of good young
horses, weighing from 1,200 to 1,600
Pounds. Martin's corral, Albuquerque
liorse Market. First street and Mountain
road.
A BLACK BEAUTY, Colorado mare, five
years old, good spring wagon and harness; will sell ,or trade for a light Ford
racer In good running condition, Phone
.

MONEY TO LOAN
MONEY

TO LOAN On waicnes, diamonds, guns and everything valuable

Mr. B. Marcus, III South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, eon.
fldentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st,
MONEY TO LOAN on close-i- n
city propMcMllllon A
nortgages.
erty, first
Wood, 206 West Onld. Insurance, real

state.

LOANS may be secured for any pur-- pose on farm lands, Irrigated, lands, to

buy or build homes. ,clty, or farm, under
Bankers
our 'first mortgage certificates.
Reserve Deposit Company, Uia and Elso-irl- o
Bdg., Denver, Colo,

lease for six months.

D, KELEHER
REALTOR
211 West Gold.
Thone 410

J,

call

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better Grade

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon

McKinley Land
Lumber Co,:

PAT, THE PLUMBER,

216 North Third,
Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

&

Kew Bfexloo,

Albuquerque,

THONE 201

n
ouse, furnished,
HELP WANTED
North Fourth.
FOR RENT Two-rooMute.
rurnlshed
with porch. 1023 South Walter. house, WANTED Man.
about
20,
for dairy
s Ranch, north of town.
VOR RENT One three-roowork,
strong
"""" "'"h bath. Cull E1S Southfurnished
Walter. WANTED competent men and wife to
nia'1 dalry o twentv cows. Phone
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished cot-ta- "la'j
August 13. Address 204 South
CONCRETE form carpenters, teamsters,
Maple..
laborers; good wages; transportation to
FOR KENT Four-roofurnished house; .lob. Employment Agency, 110 S. Third.
Porch"; modern, riuine WANTED One or two good cooks, white
preferred; wages
dollars per
"three-ronHUNT-N- ew
llrot
week. Write or wire.thirty
Commercial Cafe,
two porches,
East Santa Fe. heater, range, 125. 710 Holurook, Arizona.
I'cniiile.
FOR RENT Houses, all klnds;furnlshed
and unfurnished.
JloMlliin & Wood, WANTED Woman to assist with house,
west tlolfl.
..t.i.M.Tn,
wojk. 714 West Lead.
FOR RENT Four-rooHouse and sleep- - WANTED A girl for general housework.
i", .en,
614
lurnisnon.
Inquire 323 North Thirteenth.
inquire
South Edith, phone 1405-vv am .t.D
Maid.
Apply Albuquerque
FOR RENT Four five-roowiiiHiiinum; go not pnone.
ed houses, 70S, 709, 715. unfurnish717 South WANTED
Housekeeper; will give good
home In exchange for light housework;
FOR RENT MrtiTern furnished cottage.
country. Address O. It., care Journal.
tWO rOOmS flnri irlnB-a- .1
..L.
WANTED A competent woman for cookon car line. 1222 South Edith.
ing and general housework. Apply to
FOR RENT-1- 08
South
Arno. seven Mrs. John F. Pearce, 718 West
rooms, and bath, two-roobasement.
JUo-,or t--. . Mrianna.
Mnlo and Female.
FOR RENT Completely furnished, three
room cottage, sleeping porch, near Unl- - SOLICITORS
WANTED Good pay. Ap-pl- y
.
ll,s-whop.
Emcee Studio, Orant building.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house, WANTED First-clas- s
man or
cook,
with sleeping porches; modern; 130
woman; good wages. Address postofflce
.....inn, i mi at fim r;ast tanta Fe,
bog 745. Santa Fe, N. M.
LIST VOUT Vacant hni,i
iu.rn K .'It- ReSltV Cft
foe nrnmnfr m -- A -- , .1 l .
FOR SALE Ranches
service, 807 West Qold. phone 1167.
FURNISHED HOUSE
of four rooms, FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourth- s
sleenlntr norrh ror.n, nnnn.o.
mile west of bridge; modern house.
verslty; S0 per month. 1S20 East Cen- - A. J. James.
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West
FOR RENT Fourth
Gold, have established a special land
ward, five-rooadobe house, bath and lots of onroh department.
room and shade; well furnished;
150. FOR SALE We
have some splendid
Call 414.
propositions In suburban ranches.
FOR RENT Modern brick house, nicely
Company
furnished, six rooms, front and back FOR SALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
acres,
screened porches; highlands; close In.
twenty-tw- o
acres of It alfalfa; ranchPhone IS47-- J.
man's bouse, barne for storing alfalfa,
FOR RENT 609
South Ninth street; and complete farm equipment. Santiago
thTAA Mflmi mnA
(IS Qarcla. Ranchos de Albuquerque.
water paid. City Realty Co., 207 ' West FOR
SALE Eighty-acr- e
ranch,
Oold, phone (167.
adobe house, running water, electric
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with lights; Ideal place for chicken ranch or
chicken house for two hundred chickens dairy; located six miles south of town.
1205 West For particulars address R. W., care
garage, lights and water.
Iron, phone 490-FOR RENT Elegantly furnished four, RANCH
Look at
must be sold on
room house, phonograph and piano. $fi0,
account falling health;
house,
llelrts Sort wnt-- 1 nnlri no -- loir fall fov garage, barn,
with or wlth-o- i
Implements,
t stock; twenty-tw- o
key at 40S South Walter.
acres alfalfa, fruits
FOR RENT Desirable unfurnished cor all kinds; two miles from city. Phone
or S48. Postofflce box
ner house, five rooms, close In: Areola owner, S417-Ft- l,
heating eystemi (45; lease required; no 182, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
11H2-sick or children. Phone
or 120.

th.

WANTED

Position

Homework Lytha day?Phone

FOR
FOR

SALE

KALE

1279-.-

Miscellaneous

Cheap, baby buggy.

Phons

AUTOMOBILES,
Hilt SALE

8

I.lgnt

Dodge.

FOR SALE Navajo rugs. C04 North
Fourth.
TRY BODDT'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
Phono S413-RFOR PALE Airedale pups, pedigreed.
4(!
West Santa Fe.
FOR BALE Roll-to- p
office desk; good
"s new. 200 West Cold.

E

Jtulck, Jtjoo;
Ilij West Oold.

REfAiRiN57a

AI:IA'ron

JhJiff'Metal' Works, 217 North Third.
FOIt SALE CheOO. rnnH Irnl.
condition. MorrowJTnrage, West' Bll ver.
Kill sale-i- ms
Ruick touring-ca- T;
'""lus" condition.
Dond-Dlllo- n
Co,
Cl,y
FOR

ei.'i'nd-.hntSAl.R
li'nnl .......i....
raf. Hauser's Saddlery, 111 West Cop- ROOF1NO
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone UH-1- .
FOR HALM OR THAWJ- fc'OU SALE
Hicycle. coaster model: Imp.
.
K.iln. 209 West Oold.
v'iuny in good lot.
.'i.y a i ransrer, 34 South Second.
l''OU WALE
Almost new bahv luigcy
1'OR
SALE
TltAUK
nit
condition. 7:2 North Fourth.
Equllv hi
modern brl.-I' OR SALE
residence, in
Thoroughbred pit bull ter- fourth ward. A.ldress II., care
Journal.
rier puppies. G. II. Blumenshlne, phone
2412-RSAVi, 60 to ,5 per t
on used
etc.; full stork for over twentv-fiv- e parts,
difFOR KALE One heavy blork enamel and ferent
cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West
one golden oak porch
swing. 710 West
Lead.
I MILL take your nuto In trade on
FOll BALK Oil range, 110.
my
V. H. Johnfour-roomodern home, located In
son, Dodson's garage, 315 West
university
at
Heights.
30a
South
Inquire
l

roil

K A LB
Portable steel roike oven
and a lot of bread palls, at Kalin's, 103
North First.
TYPEWRITERS, all r.Kes. 115 and un:
II per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
jzj ftoum Fourth.
FOR SALE Fine stock dog. Imported
from Mexico; kind to children; a beauty. 21 Vnspnr. nhono 121H-FOR SA1 E Used tractors.
and
with gang plows. Hardware
& Company,
"illllt?-?i!lb- r
run sAur. reen buttermilk and cot
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Rwayne's Dairy, phone l!M!i-FOR HALE Pianos and player pianos;
pre-wvalues. Phone 106. Geo. P.
Iarnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
FOR SALE Standard make used player
pianos. In A- -l condition; will sell at
bargain on easy payment plan. Phono
Hau-J-

.

FOR SALE Second-han- d
tioo cafe, fot
$",5 for quick sale; will accept five
monthly payments,
rhone 4(11 Parker,
Elks' club.
ASBESTOS
roof paint, the kind that
stands the hot dry climate of the
west, fl per gallon. The Manzano Co.,
phone 1RS4-.EVERYTHING IN PLUMBING FIXTURES, and material.
Pumns and well
points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-1111 North Fourth.
W"l SALE Black currents Tor making
jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bent- n Ranch, phone 2417-Rfrom I to I
morning, 12 to 1 and I to 9 nights.
ACCLIMATED
Pure
Kanred white
seed wheat, yields seventy bushels to
acre, 4 cents per pound. John A. Jacob-sobox 412, city.
Phono 2414-RCEDR4J CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
direct from Cedro canyon to user;
sawed and split In stove or fireplace
lengths; prompt delivery. Phone 2400-JSOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent falltn Insteps; cures all foot
troubles. 11. Planter Arch Supports. Thoe.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 40S West Central.
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
lOD for all kinds of roofs, II per gallon.
The Manzano Co., 110 South
Walnut, phone 1834-J- .
Try a built up
roof; will last as long as the building.
CHICKENS
FINPJ Rhode Island laying hens, full set
soventh and
school books,
eighth
grades; used only one time; some good
K'!4
furniture also.
Phone Ii27-North Second.
LMii EFFECTO AUIO i'ur sou ,.
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vais-paValspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement, Sat
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leatb-Co- ..
408 Wei. Central,
rhone 10E7-- J.

WANTED washing and ironing to take
home. Phone 3304.
WANTED Work by the hour. Phont
ond.
134B-after G:30 p. m.
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
onck building. HOUSE cleaning, floor polishing, lawn
216 South First: location good far sins
wnrK. call J, W. Lowe, phone 1430-Kina or Business.
WANTED NuiMns; two years' hospital
FOR SALE Crlspette
popcorn outfit,
Phone
experience; price reasonable.
oomplete; good proposition for live man. 12S3-iirijuiiBiio iorin r irsi
tnd
KALSOMINING,
cleaning paper
FOR SALE Albuquerque
316
Hotel,
John
Goodson,
cleaning kalsomtne.
south First, Albuquerque Cafe, pool phone 634-or 2194-room.
819 South First.
GIRU 11 years old, desires place In nice
A NICE HOME and a good business to
private family to look after children
Address Bun- for her meals. Phone 627.
keep the house going.
galow, care Journal.
WANTED Position as nurse or companWANTED To buy small grocery store
Miss
references.
ion; best of
wttn market; good, clean stock, suitably Bakftr, 600 North city
Second, phone llfifi-located, at reasonable nrlce. Give price CALL HUTCHINSON
house
for
cleaning
in first letter. Scruggs, 400 West Tenth,
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paint,
Dallas, Texas.
ing, kalsominlng, and chimney sweeping;
A-l
g
WB HAVE
money-makinbusiness Odd Job Man, phone 2082-- J.
opportunities, such as merchandise, WANTED Position as teacher In Intergroceries, garages and other high-clas- s
mediate or upper grades; have New
propositions not advertised locally. Rob York
state life certificate, and New MexOold.
Co.. 21 II We
ico first grade certificate, and five years'
FOR RENT Storeroom
In public schools of New York
experience
FOR 5ALE Houses
state with excellent recommendations; FOR RENT
Building at 411 West Cup
FOR SALE Good home, close In, with have health certificate; would C.consider
per; suitable ror garage. Inquire K. m.
B. A
Income Sufficient for upkeep. Phone position as governess. Address
Sherman,
First Saving! Bank and
at
2ft, care Journal.
1320-Trust Company, phone S.
FOR. KALE By owner, five-rooFOR
house,
RENT Store room and cellar, U
TYPEWRITERS
furnished or unfurnished, university
by 60 feet, the rear of 109 South First,
uverhauled
Heights. Phone 1B23-All
makes
acoesslble
TYPEWRITERS
by alley from Second street,
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma- - Gold and Central avenuea. Fred Luthy,
FOR SALE By owner, suburban home,
'I'vnewrtter
By- at Citizens National bank.
llhiinn.rn,i.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city Atiln
B03-.! South Fourwater, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post- - chinge. phone
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25il00
office box 213. city.
foot' brick building; good condition;
SALE
Estate
Renl
FOR
reasonable
opposite Santa Fe shops;
FOR SALE Four-rootwo
house,
terms.
See or write L. Heyian. 10
on
5UX142,
West
furnished,
BALE
modern;
Nice lot,
porches,
FOR
completely
N
rtb
N.
M.
First, Alhuou.rque
or without furniture; priced right, . 611
Mountain road, one halt block from
South Eighth.
Fourth; owner leaving city. Call at 1107
PERSONAL
FOll SALE New nuniea by owner; one North Fourth.
(24 West Oold; one
W. BRASFIELO. watch, clock and Jew
110 North Maple: rne four-roo219 MATTRESS RENOVATING
elry work. 11 n Bouth Second.
North Maple; terms. Call (21 West 811- - MATTRESS RENOVATING.
13.50 and UP.
rcr. phone 1949-Tha mimt rllKHeti'mm firn in the
furfurniture
repairing,
cleaning,
Rug
hlntnt-FOR 8 ALE Well-bui- lt
Vaw Vm.i. ii.. o r n v t I nn
or J036-- J.
by
practical niture packing. Phone S1J-builder, ttlt cash, or best offer, buys Rrvln Bedding Compan.
the night of December 16. 1835, and
one-roo- m
and glassed-i- n sleeping porch.
before it was subdued by the blowEleetrio and city water.
The best in
WANTED Real Estate
ing up of all buildings in the path
town for bealthseekers.
Palmer. 121
YOU
Is'
business
17SS-have
for
property
sale, 01 me names,
South High phone
i miiiuniKa, n"
list It with MoMU'lop . Wood.
finest in the city, had been deFOR. SALE In south
highlands, new
thiee-rooloss of $17,000,- with
a
cottage; two large screened
total
stroyed
WELL CONTRACTOR"
tn porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
000. but Btransre to say nobody wag
features; a real buy; very small pay- WJiLTs DRILLlii)! driven and repaired; killed or seriously Injured.
ment down, balance like rent. 701 East
pumps, tanks, towers.- - J. F. Wolklnf,
Santa Fe, or phone, (93,
:3 West Marble, phone, lt5JVW,
Journal .Want. Ada Wj'g Xtesulta.

tt

A

I'rnell.
KIR SALE Late model Essex roadster,
like new, $75 worth exiras.
Phone
lli.'13-or call E07 North Twelfth; desire quick sale.
ou hALE Owner of light Six touring
wants to dispose of If. worth 1500; will
take less; no time or Inclination to handle
It. Address Box 16, rare Journal.
FOR KALE
Four new tires, never been
d
used, .1fix4i,
cord, guaranteed
10.000 miles; Just from the factory.
t"0
for four. A. Chauvln, 104 South Sixth.
FOR SALE Ford roadster, with delivery box, cord tires, good condition,
prlca $150; must sell immediately.
Inquire Chnrlea
Schiller,
North Fourth
street camping grounds.
FOR SALE Ford
sedan,
new,
with lots of extras; Ford nearly summer or winter top; Ford touring,
Bulclc
truck;
"6" touring; Dodge Brothers touring. J.
Korber & Co,, Auto Department,
Dodge
Brothers Dealers, phone Tm.
FOR SALE 11121 Buick 6 touring; 1921
Fords, as follows: Touring roadster,
and sedan; 1920 Chevrolet touring. Toil
get your money's
worth from THE
COOPER MOTOR CO., 619 West Central,
phone 671-ALBUQUERQUE AUTO WniCCjiINO CO.
New and Used
REPLACEMENT PARTS
In Stock for All Cars:
ALTj jrarts tested before leaving shop.
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
lights, horns, Ignition seta, springs, eto.
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
carried ror all cars. Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING

Housa

West Centrnl.
Phone 434.
WHEN IN NEED OF
TIRES, rlms, carburetors, springs, magnetos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
bearings, horns, accessories
COMK TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
Buick C24, C25, D45, D55; Cadillac
Chalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB,
t,
Baby Grand;
Dodge, Dort,
Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N.i Maxwell, Mitchell Olds 8. Overland, every model; Saxon
4 and
; Rtudebaker
4 and 6; Willye-Knlgh- t,
every model.
If you don't see your car la the above
list, remember,
WB ARE SALVAOTVrj LATH MODEL
CARS EVERT DAT.
In addition to the largest stock of used
parts In the state, we carry a COMPLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
axle ehafta and general accessories, for
v.ry car.
OU.R PRTCFS ARE THE LOWEST.
8

VIADUCT GARAGE.
SOUTH SECOND.
Largest parts house In the state.
tOO

FOR SALE

Poultry-Egg- s

Fifty S. C R, I. Red laying
hens. Phone 1870-FOR SALE
Bargains In S. C. R. 1. Reds.
twenty-thre- e
baby chicks, $6.50; twenty
hens, fine layers, $2 each; four cock
birds, .l each. C. P. Hay, 236 North
FOR SALE

High.

LOST AND FOUND
Short string of pearls; reward
returned to M9 West Tl.lerns.
LOST Three hats, one for men, and the
others ladles' hats, on West Coal avenue, near viaduct; finder return to 708
North Twelfth.
LOST Thursday
night. Kappa Kappa
Gamma eororlty pin. gold key with
name Helen Wilson engraved; return to
mr west copper, care of Ionise Bell.
LOST Last Thursday morning, between
(22 North Sixth and Monkbrldge. en
North Fourth street, dark brown leather
hand bag, containing jewelry and other
valuable contents; liberal reward if re
turned to B22 North Sixth.
LOST

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

FOR RENT

Two office rooms over
810 ner month;
ll.ht.
heat and water.
FOR RENT Office room, ground floor.
suitable for smalt shnu or office. I"- HUite.

311,

.West

Coufiur,

A, C,
;321 W. Gold.

City Realty Co,
207 W. Gold.

Pebble dash, eleht rooms, modern. AVell located, First ward,
Terms, 7 per cent on deferred paymenls.
Clos;e In Second ward, six rooms
and
glassed-i- n
room,
sleeping
Five hundred
5,S00.
modern,
down, balanco like rent.
Almost new,
bungalow,
Third ward, fine location, garage,
shade, lawn, $4,500. F.asy tci.ns.
Xew stucco adobe, fivo rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors, cement basement, excellent location
$4.2,"0, terms.
& WOOD, Realtors.
M'MIT,T.IO
20(1 W. Cold. Insurance, Tjonns.

108,

FOR RENT

Rooms

Foil RENT

4111
Rooms.
South Third.
FOR HUNT
Room at H6 West ' ppur.
FOll RENT Room and kitchenette. 415
North Second
FOR RENT Clean, furnished bed room.
"10 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Cool front room. COS West

6B7.

TRADE
have a splendid house at
Santa Fe to trado for property
TV

in thla city.

five-roo-

Realty Sales Company
1HS. Second St. mono (109

MONEY TO LOAN

OESTREICH,
Realtor,

CONVENIENT

210

ing porches, close-inear Fourth
ward school. Must be sold at once,
terms. See It today.

J.

V.

BERNARD

GOXt'F. HEAT; ESTATE,
AVcst Silver. IMiono 477.

V..

11(1

For

3

Gold.

Phone !f)9.

brick with two sleep-

Four-me-

STARES
IMiono

rhouo

$3,-00- 0.

RENT noom
s""tli Broadway,

liOOM AND BOARD,
Q'lth Hrondway.
FOR
RENT fliassen-l-

with
19
n

board.

818

a week.

611

SLEYSTER

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
At IOIIM1H,
JOHN

porch.

A,

All Kinds of Insurance.
I'.KAl. r:STA.TK.
112
Smith Third Street.
Phone
14

with Board

Rent-Room- s

FOR

$16.00.

Terms Cash

N. M.

328

FOR SALE First-clas- s
shoe shop.
aress box o. care Journal.
FOR SALE Rooming
house.
eleven
rooms; good location. 214 South Sec

LOAN
On improved city property In
the following amounts $1,000,
$1,500, $1,700 and $2,500.
FOR RENT
Five-roobungalow, brand
fire
new,
pince, lurnace heat,
in Fourth ward. Owner will

GOOD BUY
Five-roomodern frame, completely furnished Including piano,
lias
fine
basement,
fireplace,
up to the minute,
everything
of
large lot, plenty
trees, on
paved utreet in Highlands and
close In; $1,500 as first payment,
balance terms, for appointment

Money to Loan

property,
we can place at once $2,500,
$2,250, $2,800 and have regular calls for other amounts.
A BRICK IJOME
On Luna boulevard, at a price
that you cannot beat, five
rooms and sleeping porch, fire
place, furnace, garage, lawn,
trees; part terms.
It. MrCLTGTTAX.
REALTOR.
20
V. (Joltl. Plione 442-Real Estate, Insurance, Notary

T, J. JOHNSON
O. 75ox

WANXKl)
Ad- 1645,

TO

Loans.

On good Albuquorque

stock;

I.

Realtors.
Investments,

ing

BUSINESS CHANCES

Inc.

A

FOR SALE OR TRADE
For Albuquerque property, a
fine little fruit rnmUi, suitable for chickens
cd dairy,
and will suppo"'. 100 head of
,J

FuTuns Senvice.

makers.

Publics.

Co,

MONEY

Seven-roohouse on South
Broadway, close in. shade and
grape vines. Tartly furnished
for $5,000. Terms if desired.
Bettor see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every Illtlo detali- .Phono 657.
Limited amount of money to
loan first mortgage.

J.

Room 8 Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)
Phono 349.
Insurance. Loans. Ilml TJ!ctotn

RENT--Iwell-

SPECIAL VALUE

F(i?.Hl!;N"J''Four-roo-

W. Gold
BUT SELL Oil TRADE
FURNITURE, ETC.
T. ti. & E. L. McSPADDEN
Pliono 1111.

four-roo-

Tie

Thono 770.

Albuquerque city Improved property. All property to be shown in
person and papers to De examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

JOR

120

F0?riIiENTKurni8he(l
wen tiiver,

AND 10
for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on

A. L,

223

five-roo-

WE WILL GET YOU 8

l

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

$3,800

'

WANTED

Hoi Is,

St.

HOME

Now ready to move into, consisting of a combination dining
bed rooms, nice
room, tjRO
kitchen, built-i- n
features, oak
floors, well located in Fourth
ward. Reasonable terms. For
appointment call

Real

Thorcau

m

THE EXCHANGE

160O-J-

A.

NEW

A

Realtors.

modern, well built,
hardwood floors, hot water heat, shade
and fruit trees. Fourth ward.
tVL'OO
adobe, stucco, bath, etc.,
east front, shade and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street.
Pnmo pond buys in business property.
Lots and houses In alt parts of the city.
$6,000

R

Int

Kealtors.

five-roo-

FOR SALE

ROBERTS-TURNE-

FIRE INSURANCE

OUT OF JAL-THAMONEIV OUR
BROTHER CAVE. ME r

it

'k

When you saw the other tel.
low'n house burn you
of your fire insurance. thought
DM you tako out that
additional insurance yuu wanted
Wo will l,e cia.l t0 haV9"
a
man call on yuu and fix
Houses for sale, for rentit tin
for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or lease
H, CHAS. ROEHL,
Plume )!(.

CICXTRATj

brick home.
Hardwood
floors throughout.
Four rooms
and sleeping
Breakfast nook. All
porch.
kinds of built-i- n
features. Furnace heat. Good-size- d
basement. Large screened porches
and can be bought for only
$5,250, on extra good terms.
A

Page Seven,

W. WILSON.

114 North Ma-lAttornef.
Reins 1. 17 end 19, '.'romwsll Building.
sleeping porcn,
with board.
Phonj I1&3-J- .
per week 1207 East Centr.1
I'll i m: IANS AN I) ti KOKONS.
hoard wi'h glassed leeo- "Y"'i
. S.
I.. HIKTON,
Forrester.
Fruit. Phone 204
Diseases of Ine Slnmnrh.
KNT Nicely furnlsned rooms with
FOR RENT Furnished room. 322 South
Bulls.
Barrmtt Unlldlng.
.Irst-clas- s
tnhle board. Phone 1327-Seventh, phone 729-ai Vit i . A i; i r r TSr v hkiiit.
South Arno.
FOR RENT SeVelrafrBoms,
Itldeii.:e
unfurnished.
113 Ivist Central
It EXT
Ln'rn frnnt r
1:4 South Edith.
..!...,"
Phnn r,71.
bath, for one or two
j.
FOR RENT Very pleasant room, close sir, 1. Phone 1340-..M.Vlil.r: MvLf rsTl), o7
208 North Sixth.
in.
Izens' Rank Building.
""w.u. PORCH AND BOARD, J45
I'hone KHI-FOR KENT Furnishes rooms;
nnd inil-,1- .
month;
tray servlre; nurse's care
dren. 110 South Walnut.
desired, phone K79-)lt. S. c. rxARKi:,
Eve,
Nose
and Throat,
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no WANTED A healt'hsceker"
I'ir,
Barnett Kulldlng.
private
Phone 131.
children. 414 West Silver.
o'ono; nurse care, trnv
Office
LA HOE, cool room, beautifully furnished, meals. 507 North High, nhono KJH.t
to
t
a. m.. and 2 to 6 p. m.
BOARD
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
(jood home omii,
"
mint -"
tho mem Or WPIk
Mra ..'
FOR RENT Furnished
L'nUl,,
roomii
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
at jO-South Walter; hoard next door.
f'rnctico Limited to
FOR RENT Furnished room and kitch.
en. 1724 West Central, phone 252.
P"on! GKNITO . I'UINAHY DISEASED
,M"--W"
I''?
AND I1SRSF.S OF THE SKIN
FOR RENT
Pleasant housekeeping FOR RENT
Washerman i.nborotory tn Connection.
Nicely fiirn
rooms, near sanatorium. pnone
1097,
'Mini room CltlzrtM
with noard, luiinn . roe""one
Hank Bins. Phone H88.
or two.
FOR RENT Rooms r.,t light housekeep- - Phone 1472-El S West Fruit.
' usj
soutn waiter. Phone 1667-- J.
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
BOARD
.
tinr T,,r..
room.
mis RENT Nice. ean sleeping and with h.h ... .",r,vi;u'io;
iyo prim oyCd Dlsoawsof the Eye. Glasses Fitted
ntlomon prr..rro..
JLSy. oo ma, 121 H North Third.
pi.nne n7.w
Office removed to 114 N. Secnoil IU..M very desirable room, ad- - Sl.lOEPINd p'ori'mie!
hoard for ond et. Ground floor. Phone S42,
n,l
five rnnvoiosconts
lounng oath; close In. 114 South Arno,
pro- gontlpnien
rorrod.
1107
I' OR RENT
Two
furnished rooms for
Nr,, Twelfth, nhon.
CHIROPRACTORS
ngnt Housekeeping; no sick. 423 Test
MARSHALL'S orlvnle h mo for
iron.
oonvulpsoools and bed patlont. nursp's K. V.
l
lo u t
OR RENT Two nice rooms furnished "ire;
meals.
dlrnprnrtlo.
l'hone 1161-ror Housekeeping.
10 nnd
Armljd Hulldlnfr.
Apply 617 West Sil 1107 North Twelfth.
65
rate"'
mSnTfT;
."Umm"
Sr
WANTED
MisceUaneotir
excellent hoard, private room wl-tint i;i,m two rooms1727.furnished for- "looping
light housekeeping.
porch and troy service. Ht WANTED-ic- e I''ui mltirc, oil stove, range
West Cens
John
irni.
Kpisoopni sanatorium, phone 491.
box. Phono i;o3-J- .
FOll RENT Rooms omiosite Brood honn
UK R LUN IWrivnts san.
V i , .
WANTED
V
Money to iUBr on good first
lug house. Thone 10S5-123 North
two
ivmn,
vacancies In
mortgages. McMllllon & Wood.
inn n hulldlng, JflO nnd
i oner.
75 per month:
e
"'e HAVE several
...,.
first mortlla ,ry service; nurse's
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
gage loans. Who wants themt Mo- mono l,T:,,-sleeping rooms., close In. 207 North "" "
Million & Woo.r
ri n.
TRANSFER and scavenger work done.
77FoALE-rriir- tr
FO
RENT Nice,
clean apartments,
reasonable rates. K. A. Griffith, 72J
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 21154 West WANTED
Kuril It u re
East Iron, phone 1370-stove,
range,
' entral.
Joe hojt. Phone 603-J- .
MAX BARtiAIN STOKE,
at 315 Sou til
FOR RENT Front bed room, adjoining
First will pay the highest prices for
1N ITr,T,R R nf''A Tn IMnrt upholster:
eath. close In and private family. SOU
your second-han- d
n4
clothing, shoes
West Roma.
furnltrre.
Phono S5S.
FOR RENT One front room for Hunt FOR KALE
one mahogany WANTED To rent garage
Cheap,
for
space
15
4ol
Queen Anne
housekeeping,
small car within two block of Seventh,
per month,
extension dining table.
South Seventh,
fall K'M-R- .
and Gold. Phone 400, National Life
nui-sFOll
FOn
RENT Nice
e
SALK
Company.
sleeping
Ruck
heating
216 Vi
stovo with pipe, sanitaryrango.
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
ni:o CLEANERS
couch with
North Second.
x1! Rugs Cleaned. .61. !5.
psd. .113 Nortrr Fifteenth. Phone
FOR RENT Nicely furolsheil room, close .
renovated, f.4.60 and opt
OAL.C
iwo oaK wardrobes. Throe MATTRESSES
furniture repaired and packed. Ervio
tn, two blocks from postofflce; no sick.
oak dressers, one wooden hed. three
Co..
417 West Lead.
or 2033-J- .
Bedding
phones nl3-iiin-smaii center tables. 828
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing..
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; North Third.
iwlce dally service. Remember, satisj
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime FOR SALE Fireless
cooker, chiffoniers, faction guaranteed.
F(.'nd your flnlshi:
Theater, 211 H West Central.
i..
Ivory dressers. Morris elnl.
to a reliable, eatnbluhed firm. Has
roll-to- p
LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
furnishdesk, Simmons heils, large stock ft Hanni Master Photnewly
ed rooms; hot water, cool end close in.
ocw una usea furniture.
South
n
Altiuijiieriiue-Stini914-812 South
First.
...

"'"rq.

e.

.'"
810

TrV,

nd'

,..,

in.w

Third,

phone

FOR RENT Two beuutlfully furnished
rooms in modern home.
Apply Mrs.
Fred Hamm, 623 North Second.
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for
light housekeeping nnd three rooms, unfurnished. Call 10S South Edith.
FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
porch, for housekeeping, modern, garage If desired. 1210 South Walter.
FOll RENT Two furnished rooms; light.
bath, telephone; no children; right
across from postoflre. 414 West Oold.
E'.CIN HOTEL Sieeptn" rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month. 502
West Central.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
use
of
phone, close In;
adjoining bath,
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Sliver.
FOR RENT Downstairs furnished rooms
wttn sleeping porcn, ror nouseKeeping;
e
bath connection; water, light and
furnished. 710 West Lead.
FOT RENT Exclusive, well furnished
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located.
821 West Coal.
Phone 1 744-FOR RENT Very desirable cool bed
room, with lavatory and shower baths.
In
private home; no sick
taken. Phone 1102-- J, or call 611 West
Coal.
FOR

STAIilS
FOR SALR Edison
To Taos (Read Down)
talking machine.
Ringer sowing machine, hrnss bed, matLeave
7:21) g. III.
4.
tress, spring; other articles not men1 ) 30
a. m.
Arrive
tioned; nil In first-clns- s
12:S0 u. m.
not
Leave
condition;
been used by sick.
t4 North Walter;
Leave
,.,.12:S0 p. In.
cnll between f and 7 p. m.
:0'J p. m.
Arrive
:
To Aliiuqnernue (Rend Up)
FOR SALE Rich Tone phonograph, cabinet slzo, mahogany case, excellent tone,
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p. m. ,
twelve records. $;,0; buffet. English oak.
Ssnla Fe
Arrive. . .1 2:45 p. m. 120; new rocking chairs, leather tmhol.
Arrive. ., 11 :1S a. m. '.'
Espanda
stored, 7; dining chairs, $1 nnd $2; swivel
Taos
Leave... 7:39 a. m. ;
enntr, i.i; nan tree, S3: Singer sewing
I ARE TO SANTA FE, (4.60
112. 50: bihy buttiry,
machine, drop-heaTO TAOS.
ll.50.
15; two !lxl2 Axmlnster rugs. ?12: stnn'd
Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllnf
table, $2; oil stove, three-burnewith Brothers'
Store. 210 West Central
cigar
oven, $10; beds with springs and hun.
'
rhone BOO.
tresses. Jll) to $20; 10x12 wall tent, 7; Aver
Santa Fe Headquarters
Bank Confeccot and pad, f4: large trunk, $3: kltclren
l'hone
tionery
2S.
table; twenty dosen fruit ,1ars, all sires:
freezer, one quart: Coleman lamp, sad
"TIME CARDS
Irons and board, set of large andirons,
window shndes. refrigerator.
511 North Third.

DRESSMAKING
WANTED

rhone 1D90-101 j
Sewing.
Forrester.
HEMSTITCHING pleating. Williams' Mil
linery, goe soutn nroadwa), ph. 7T7-- J

FIRST.CI.A.CA
.
.

,lrn,tm.inir

ww.A

KUHI- I731--

T." :STBCl'Nr
Uallr.
Arrive.
Dengrt.
The Scoot.... 7:30 pm 1:10 pra
I Calif. Limited. lv:S0 am 11:00 am
7 Fargo
Fast.. 10:50 am 11:0 ana
I The Nsvao. .11:5 am 1:11 am

Traia.
No.
No.
No.
No.

J

west Lead, phone
anieeo.
houseRENT Two
SEWING
hour. Satisfaction guar
keeping rooms; gas and water In the
311
anteed.
South Harvard.
Phone
kitchen; nice porch and back yard: 8400 R-SOUTHBOUND.
ground floor; no sick; close In. 306 West
10:1 pm
PLI3ATINO,
Iron.
accordion,' siae and box: Mo. II El Paso Exp
N
mall orders.
11:1 am
r..n. sts ion.. No. 17 El Paso Rip
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone S14.
EASTPOtTNn.
CARPENTERING
pin 1:40 pm
d5ni promptllTirrthB No. 4I The Navajo.. 1:10
FOIt ODD JOBS and contract work, call HEMSTITCHING
Nn.
Calif. Limited. 6. CO pm 6:40 pm
best Possible msnner. n.lea.
.l.
1673-No.
7:15
117 Gold avenue,
F.
pm 1:10 pm
18.
.hnru
cin- Elgbt..
intt.T
PETT1FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. Sewing Machine Company.
No. 10 The Scoot.... 7:20 am !:0 ins
All kinds of work. Phone 167S-J- .
FBCM BOCTH.
11
From El Paso 4 15 pm
I WILL ESTIMATE all or any part "f FOR
RENT MisceHn neotit No.
So. o From El Paso ?:
azo
your work; I make a specialty of lath- FO R RENT
No. 10 oonneate at Teleo (rls Na ti
liurago. 314 '..'esi Coal.
ing and shingling. W. M, Conver, phone
2416-J.t'OR RENT Piano, eicellent condition. for C1"Yts. Pee Valte- - Kaaar Cltg at4
Phone 1K04-G
Oast.
We can resurface
FLOOR SANDING
No. S3 connect.
l !sloa wits No. II
your old floors and make them like
from Clovle end polnta es' and sooth
WANTED Rooms
new and make your niw floors perfect.
Phone 2070-By youns: :iui.Ie,
f ri
LET me figure yuur new house or re
unfurnished
prlvats
,pppi(f
pairs; reasonable prices; work guaranHI modern hom, rtnse in. Phono SjS, morn- ings, until 11 a. m.
teed; estimates free. Call 1755-Johnson. 616 John.
LKT MB FIGURE with you on new and
old houses; estimates guaranteed.
R.
B. Caldwell, Contractor
and Builder.
phone 2359-WB DO ODD
and
JOB carpentering
house building, reasonable;; Investigate
'A
our low prices; estimates free. Phons
2396-J. F. Kluken, !12 Tale.
I WANT you tu Investigate my low
Six rooms, hollow tile, stucco finish, basement, steain
prices
on any kind of a building proposition
you have In view. A. H, Palmer, Bunga-loheat, parage, f ito place, breakfast room. Lot 50x143 feet
Builder. Bog 41, city. Phone 1758-on University Heights. Triced at .
J 5,250
3211

H O M E

FOR RENT

Ranches

FOR LEASE 820 acres of good mountain
grazing and agricultural land: good
and winter proteotlon: good four- grast
room house: 2So an acre per year. Call
at 1207 Virginia boulevard.

Journal

.Want. Ada

griug fteiiul's.

.WILLIAM J, LEVERETT, Realtor
riiono

110.

,w :.;

.

J

,

222 West Gold.
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SSEEHESKS

SUA

A big special sale starts this morning on

Men Employed Than
Before Strike, Newspaper
Says; Local Establishment
Gets New Employes.

More

Have had trouble in getting enough ripe Mesilla
valley cantaloupes. Hope to have plenty today.

CASH

STORE,;

508 West Central.

Eleven new skilled machinists
went to work in the Santa Fe
shops here during the week end.
according to shop officials. They
stated that work is being turned
out as efficiently as at any time
In the 'history of the shops, and
pointed to the fact that trains
.ire running on scheduled time as
a proof of their assertion.
ToiM'ka Shops Busy
A reporter for the Topeka Capital went through the Santa Fe
shops at Topeka recently and this
is what he found, according to
his description of the trip.
Two
thousand
and sixty-fiv- e
men employed in the shops as
'against 952 a year ago; 2,518
just before the strike, and 1.16T
just after the strike began. These
figures were obtained from work
cards and records.
men in the boiler
Sixty-nin- e
department as against 67 the day
before the strike. The only shops
that are short of the number
of men employed just before the
strike are the machine and car
repair shops, and they are turning
out a good deal of work.
Engines were being turned out
for tho coast lines, the Illinois
division and other parts of the
system.
Thirty-eigh- t
freight cars and
three passenger cars were turn )
out of the coach shops the day
the reporter made his visit, and
he saw work being done on a
diner and two office cars.
In large quantities he saw fln-- j
Ished material turned out for
minor repairs on other parts of
the system.
Less than ?r colored men were
employed. A large percentage nfi
the men at work were men who
had been laid off when the cuts
were made last year.

Phone 28

Orders Delivered for 10c
KtSSGSG

LET'S GO

TODAY

TODAY AND TOMORROW
Lewis

J. Selznick Presents

Constance

Talmade
IN

Hap"

"Experimental

From the Play by William J. Hurlbut.

DAD"

TENORIO

Adelina

BY PLAYMATE
TO RECOVER

BOY SHOT

EXPECTED

I
!

now of El Paso, wa-- i
bore yesterday on his way home.
Mr. Strother,
by
accompanied
Frank Stephens, spent several
weeks on the Upper Rio Pecos,
fishing for trout.
Mrs. George Mitchell, of 30!t
West Iron avenue, left yesterday
on a visit to friends at Socorro
and Magdalena for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Oreste Bachechi
who are touring Europe, have
sent some pretty post cards to
friends here. Tho last receled
show beautiful
in
Ecenes
and
around Florence, Italy. They will
return to Albuquerque in September.
whose f.ither,
Hugh Rublat,
.Tames Villareal of Clovis, ask
2a
MURPHY John
Murphy,
to have detained
here, was re4 :tn yesterday
ported yesteiday In the city jail years old, died at
afternoon at the ranch home of J.
N'o details were' given.
G. Chaves, near
Coyote Springs.
.!. SKOFI.KK III'TUIIXS TO CITY Mr. Murphy came here two weeks
The
Mr. .f. Skoflelt who has been ago from West Plains. Mo.
in Gallup has returned to Albu- body was taken to ('. T. French's
querque and will resume his old parlors pending instructions from
relatives.
business of general

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 6.
Everett Goodwin, of Boston, yesterday was given fifteen days In
the city jail during which ho will
have an opportunity to study some
phases of western etiquette. Goodwin was brought in on a vagrancy
charge.
Tho regular monthly
businessman's Benent association cf the
Maccabees will be held this afternoon at 2::tu o'clock in the Odd
Fellows' hall.
The repular monthly
business
meeting of the Woman's Missionary
society of the Central Avenue Methodist church will be held at u
o'clock this afternoon at the home
of Mrs. George Mackey, I'D 9 Uus;
' Silver avenue.
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
Violet-ra- y
treatments. Phone 741.
Factory wood, full truck load.
There will be a joint committee
His shop will be located at
meeting of the American legion and
North Third street.
auxiliary committee at, the Elks
club at 7:30 tonight.
Henry G. Coora, Jr., has returned
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
from a vacation trip to southern
California.
DOINGS
a
Miss Florence Adams, Miss
and Mi.s Nc'.l
Newcomer
The sunset as viewed fron
&eale, have gone to Estes Park, Point inspiration
last
Colo., where they will represent the witr. the peculiar cloud evening
local Y. W. V. A. at the Rocky tions in the background wasformamore
mountain conference.
gorgeous Ttinn
nnv
Grover Divine has returned from artist. The Taospictured byshovM
colony
Atlantic City, where ho attended locate on the Heights
to g.,t
the Elks' convention, and a visit to their l;v inspirations.
his former home in Michigan.
Tho City Commission should ro- John V. Conway, state superin Tnove nil the trMv finH .hmM.
tendent of public instruction, was- J'i'ra Robinson Park ar,d turn It
the city from Santa le yesternto
i,n
The
airplane field.
Heights already has a splend.'J
lour dollars. Hahn Coal Company starting and landing field,
ani
Phono 91.
as soon as the airplane Is more
Major J. H. Toulouse has gone thoroughly perfected, East Cento Chicago in the interests of the tral avenue could be used l y the
proposed War Mothers' memorial children for a
hospital to be erected here.
and become a part of a children's
Triple Link Rebekah lodge. No. amusemet.t park.
If. will meet in regular session
Once a resident of the Heights
at the 1. (i. o. F. hall.
and you will never be
J. V. Brown, representing the to live anywhere else. T. contented
B. Crabb
Firestone Tire :"1 Rubber comflew to Santa Fe a short time
pany and the (m field Tire com- ago to get a Kirds I View for t..
pany, with
Te',.in uiers at El summer. Now he is preparing to
Paso, Texas- w is in the city
come back a grasshopper.
!on business.
The Arborvitae evergreens tha'.
Mrs. Clara Lupien, head book E. Clyde Morgan
planted tbi
clerk at the .Strung Tin.,! store, who spring around his beautiful
SpanMent her vacation in the mountain ish type home on Brown avenue
resorts near Denver, mumed to the aid developing Into
hardy tree.?,
city Sunday.
and out of the 250 California
C. C. Broome, salcsn.an at the
rivet
hedge
plants,
every one
s:tore of t lie 11. Livingston
crowing- thrlfuiy and is making
company, has returned M'fT a ii li.nst beautiful contrast between
two weeks' stay at the Valley Ranch the bright green and the white
on the Upper Rio Pecos.
"lie... i,f the walls. He also has
Mrs. Joseph .Tordi left Inst night in his premises some 25
for Las Cruces, where she was
trees planted
called in response to a telegram this springmulberry
which have shown a
that her brother, E. Pieciado, must surprising growth.
had been badly hurt while work-luon the reclamation project,
sale flt
Gentry's eggs.
Frank T. Strother, formerly of loading groceries. r.Op; for

J.

Let Us Send a Man
glass. Albuquerque Lumber lo.
Plinne 421. 42.1 North Hrst.

L. C. Morris

urm-tur-

e

non-b'-ari-

10 pounds Red Jelly

Plums.... 50c

20 pounds Red Jelly Plums
10 pounds Native Cooking Apples
10 pounds Native Eating Apples
Native Peaches, pound
Bananas, per pound

12Vzc
12Vac

Lemons, per dozen

35c

Pink Meat Cantaloupes

85c
45c
65c

A special meeting was held on
Monday night in order to organize
a troop of Boy Scouts in the local

Tho boys were
Baptist church.
favored by a visit from Cilen O.
Ream, the director of the Boy
Scout movement in the city. He
told the boys about the organization of a troop. The - boys who
have applied are very enthusiastic
about the Boy Scout movement In
the city and they hope that a real
may be
Boy Scout movement
brought about.
ANDREW SUTHERLAND,
Temporary Scribe.
o-

654

TAXI LINE
Phone 654

The Glldersleeve Electric Co.,
211 East Central. Phone 797W.
ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTING

Forrest II. Nourse Electrical
Phono

BITTNER

SIH

1253-J-

.

Co.

ROOMS
Phone 221--

HOUSE

South First.

FOR
RENT
Three rooms for
housekeeping.

404

North

light

Apply

Second

WANTED
for

cook
club. Colored preferred, must be able to
do good home cooking and
baking. No others need apply.
PHONE 1320-W- .
First-clas- s

Dr. H. E. Kimble

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street.

r0

Shake a Shim
with Jackie Googan!
You ought to see him do it.
And shake a rib with laughter, too, all through this
story of a kid who adopted
a man. It's Jackie's latest
and Jackie's greatest.

a)

5 Reels of Fun
and sometimes a sob

I. D. O.
Osteopathic Specialist.
701-323-Stem Bills. Tel.

FOR RENT

Desirable office space for Real
and Loan,
Estate, Insurance
etc. Front office with
window display.
Call 419.
one-ha-

lf

DAHLIAS & GLADIOLI
rut all colors Send a

Fresh

friend a box today.

Raymond F. Bloom,
Phone

2167-.-

I.

IMl

Reymann's Auto Body
Works
Manufacturer and Repairer

of

WANTED

"PATHE REVIEW"

(Every

Night.)

MS
ATTENTION
are

All members W. O. W.

Standard Furniture Co.
line kitchen

utensils,

SEE ISLETA
Cars run Tuesday, Thnrsdnj
and Saturday mornings at 9:30
to this Interesting Indian pueblo. Time, three hours. Fare
$3.00. Koshare Tours, 314 West
Gold. Phone 1500--

962--

421

W. Central.

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself

New Fords

ALBUQUERQUE
DRIVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

Thursday

Navajo Rugs

cut

daily,

$1.50

OLD TOWN SOCIETY
HALL

Tonight, August
Moonlight

beautiful
Indian designs.. Selling at

1

Serenaders

Desirable unfurnished
house, furnace heat and hardwood floors, $65.00. 823 Forrester avenue. Inquire

and

J.

RENT
FORunfurnished
corner
Desirable

house; five rooms, close In;
Areola heatingr system,
$45;
lease required; no sick or chilor 120.
dren. Phone 1182--

Second St.

weaves,

Reservation prices. Tourists' headquarters.
iI
BRACEY'S CAFETERIA
Cor. 4th and Central

EMPIRE Cleaners

FOGG, The Jeweler

DYERS AND HATTERS
HUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. nib and Gold

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality. Lowest Prices.
Postofflce.
Opposite
J18 South Fourth.

"

Y

V

1

TO 11 P. K.

M

n..
jeekwu.xM
i3S5fc?v I. ICS

r?

itn s m Af-'iCHVVK.

-'

ft. TOR

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LACNDRI
OF QUALITY"
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats!
Cleaned and Blocked, Rues!
latest
cleaned
by
process.

Phones

148

and

449.

GALLUP LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS EGG COAL
KINDLING Order a Load of Factory Wood
Big Truck Load Four Dollars

MAN00R
OF THE

NORTH

A Story of the Snovfands
rMejplctUr?

HAHN COAL COMPANY
Phone 91

BOOKKEEPER

Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Central.
Phone

ii

Information about roads
and routes.

for Rent
114 Soutb

a dozen delivered.
RAYMOND P. BLOOM,
Phone 2167-$2.00

CONTINUOUS

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

P. F. McCANNA, Inc.

GLADIOLI

FreBh

Lyric

g. k. McDonald,
State Manager.

six-roo- m

and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans

re-

quested to attend the regular
meeting of Camp No. 1, to
consider arrangements for attending I. O. O. F. carnival.
Woodmen Circle cordially invited.

Fine

401 South First St. Phone 81 tt
We buy,
sell and exchange
now and used furniture. Handle

CURRENT EVENTS
Hal

-l

presHealthseeker, confined
ent, desires room and board in
private family. Want telephone
and bath handy. Write MR.
CHADBOURN, 621 W. Coal Ave.

i

Vimi.Ty

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

f

arms

GYPSY
FIVE
Tuesday and

iilis

ADDED ATTRACTION
I

We pay good prices for fire- such as Rifles. Shot
Must
be In
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South f irst Street

Soy

A First National Attraction

TRUCK BODIES
SPRINGS AXD WHEELS
Blacksmlthing and Woodwork
702 S. Second. Phone 551-AX1

AUTO

Music Ity

Wants Position Young man,
quick, accurate and reliable.
Wide experience mercantile and
f other lines. Write
Bookkeeper, rate Journal..

DENTIST

SKINNER'S

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

C. II. CONNER, M.

For Couples Only

981--

WANTED
at

Phone

We make a specialty on lumber
material.
hauling and building
Now don't forget the long trips.
Phone :i71.
324 S. Second

10c

Moved To
West Gold. Phone

complete
etc.

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.

Phone 60.

NOTES
217

"bump-the-bump-

STARTING TODAY

crafts.

Dancing Tonight
AT COLLEGE INN

SIGNS

1

Pris-cill-

that broken window

To replace

I

SCOUT

.HIS
FIVE DAYS

George Lougee of Albuquerque Is Selected as
Secretary After Conference With Phillips.
George Lougee of this city wa
yesterday appointed executive secretary of the republican stiff,
central committee. Mr. Lougee
will have charge of the office of
the committee which will be opened here at once. The decision
to establish
headquarters here
was made by State Chairman
O. L. Phillips of Raton, after a
conference here yesterday wlt.i
Governor M. C. Mechem and
State Senator H. B. Holt of the
executive committee. The headquarters likely will be maintained until after the election in
November.
Mr. Lougee fqr several years
was a member of the faculty of
the Santa Fe high school. For
two years he was assistant state
superintendent of public instruc
tion under Jonathan H. Wagner.
Mr. Lougee at present is practicing law in Albuquerque.

tl

Tenorio.

Mr. and Mrs.

s.

LOCAL ITEMS

rli

HERE

COMMITTEE

T7

J.

MORNIN9 JOUNNAL)

TO

The London Stock Exchange,
founded In 1801 with 500 memSantiago Tenorio, died last night at bers, now has a membership
of
her parents, residence at Los
some 4,000.
She is survived
by one
brother and three sisters besides
TITT KI.KCTB1C BIIOB SHOP
213 South Second.
her parents. The body was taken
I'linne 7.V.
to Crollott's funeral parlors pendTrr (nil and Delivery.
funeral
arrangements.
ing
rnhlle Stenographer,
Smith Room 8, Mcllnl Rldg. Ph. 701-SMITH
Clars Thomas
died at his home here yesterday
Gentry's V.esn, 45c; for sale at
morning. His father, mother and
wife were with him and will take lending groceries.
the body to Mason, Mich. Strong
Oil. FRANK V,. MacCRACREN,
Brothers are in charge.
R. MarCRACKEW.
DAISY
DU.
STEATHIS Mick Steathis died
Osteopathic Physicians.
at a local hospital yesterday morn- K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-Residence 89-ing. His home was in Tulsa, okla.
The body Is at Strong Brothers'
from
instruction
Journal Want it hrlne result
mortuary pending
relatives.
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CATTLE REMOVED FROM
ESTANCIA VALLEY TO JAMES A. G0FF, HEAD
OF SH0PCRAFTS UNION
TEXAS; SEVERE DROUTH
ON SANTA FE, IS DEAD
Cleofes
Romero,
prominent
and
of
dealer
lumber
stockman
.......
... .'J..., e..l-lUKstancia, who was here veste? nf U.t.l.VO
tho hnilermn kers' niilnn of the
day. says that nearly all of the railway department of the Americattle in that district have been can Federation of Iabor. died Sunremoved to Texas by their ownin Cleburne, Texas, according
ers necause of tho drouth. Mr. day wora
received nero ycsieruay.
Romero says the country is burn- to
Goff had visited Albuquerque
ed up, and there will be little Mr.
His Illness is believed to
if any crops. He fears that, the often. been
caused by tho strenuous
have
country will be hurt for several work ho did at the
system wage
years, as he thinks many of the conference last summer.
He was
cattle owners will not bring their chairman of the executive board
of
herds back to the valley.
of shop
federation
the railroad

Las Vegas. N. M., July 31. Carlos Wildenstine, aged 8 years, was
shot in the mouth by Edwin Ad.
BAROS
Funeral of Moises Bar-o- Ion, the same age, with a .45 caliwho died yesterday morning at ber revolver today. The boys were
his residence, 1224
Harelas road, playing with the gun at the Adlon
will be held this afternoon from the home. The boy at first was thought
residence to the San Jose church. to be seriously wounded, but a phyBurial will be in San Jose ceme- sician tonight reported that he
tery, Crollott is in charge.
will recover.

DEATHS

Regular Admission Prices

"MY

Adelina J. Laubley has brought
suit in the district court against
Anna J. Beal and others to quiet
title on land in the Highlands ad
dition of Albuquerque.
A divorce
complaint was filed
yesterday by Owen D. Falls against
Hossle V. Falls on the charge of
The couple were
abandonment.
married In Savannah, Mo., in 1913,
and Mrs. Falls is alleged to have
deserted her husband in Albuquerque in June, 1921. Her last known
residence was Kansas City.
Suit has been brought by James
B. Marcus against
John Baron
Burg and Robert J. Cheska to have
a receiver appointed for the El
Dorado Supply company and to
collect 1486.70 alleged due him on
business transacted for the firm.
The partnership among the three
men was drawn in November. 1921,
to operate a gravel screening plant.
Strife and dissension arose among
the partners and the two defendants
failed to pay their share of the Interest and expenses, it Is alleged.
bank and
The First Savings
executors of the
Trust company,
estate of Byron Henry Ives, has
brought suit against John H. Berry
and others to sell property belonging to the estate to settle debts
against it.

(MCIAI BltPATCM

Also "Fox Hews" and "Cartoons"
THURSDAY

FORCE

E ASED

Another chance to buy this real Concord grape
juice at less than wholesale price. By the bottle
or the case.

WARD'S

COURT
HOUSE,

N TOPEKA WORK

Welch's Oraps Juice

TH&i

jAROUND

FE SHOPS

August 1, 1922.

milk produced under proper conditions
a healthy herd is good, clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather dessert SHERBET i3 best of all.

The Screen's Most Magnetic Novelty.
The Marvel Picture of the Age.
You'll See it Twice.
And Talk About it Forever.

ANY

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO-OPERATI-

Phone 351

321

North Second.

Added Attraction

"ONCE UPON A TIME"
'

Goldwyn Sport Review
Regular Prices.

